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Unit - I

Introduction to the PurÄas

Contents

1.1 Introduction

1.2 Objective

1. 3 Meaning of the term purÄa

1.4. Antiquity of the  purÄa

1.5 Tue Definition of  purÄa

1.6 The Number of  purÄa

1.7 Divisions of  PurÄas

1.8 Puranic Cosmology

1.9 Summing Up

1.1 Introduction

The PurÄas constitute the most important religious literature of India

and stand next to the Vedas in importance. The PurÄas  inform us about

the social,  religious and  cultural life of the people of ancient India. In fact

the PurÄas are regarded  as a popular encycleopaedia of Hinduism from

the standpoint of religion, philosophy, history, social and ethical values etc.

The PurÄas contain all elements of popular Hinduism like the ceremonies,

vows, modes of worship, religious rites, places of  pilgrimage etc. The

Puranic literature  is not only important for the study of the social, releigious

and political history of India, but also for the valuable information about

the constitution  of its people, about the ideas and beliefs of the various

tribes living at that  time. The Puranic literature also supplies us information

about literature, mythology, ideas and superstitions, flora and fauna etc.
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The PurÄas are said to be the complement of the Vedas. It is said in the

Mahbhrata  that the Vedas are to be amplified by Itihsa and PurÄa -

Ò§çÌãæâÂéÚæ‡æ�Øæ¢ ßðÎ¢ â×éÂÕë¢ãØðÌÐÓ

The teachings of  the Vedas which are profound and mystical, are not

easy to be understood by common people. Hence, the PurÄas and Itihsas

were written in simple language so that  the common people  can also

understand  these ideas of  the Vedas. Moreover, the  dras and women

were prohibited from reading and listening to the Vedas by the

Dharmastras. For them the PurÄas were written as a substitute of the

Vedas. Thus, the deep and real message of the Vedas is transmitted through

the PurÄas. They are Veda-sammata or Veda-sama, i.e., similar in intents

and contents to the Vedas.

1.2 Objectives

It is thus clear that the importance of the PurÄas cannot be over-

estimated. Study of the PurÄas is essential for the researchers of Indology

and the learners of Sanskrit. In this uint we are going to give an introduction

to the Puranic literature. We will discuss here the definition of PurÄa,

division of the PurÄas and Puranic cosmology. Thus at the end of this unit

you will be able to understand

 The meaning of the term purÄas

 The characteristics of the PurÄas

 MahpurÄa and UpapurÄa

 Number of  PurÄas

 Divisions of  PurÄas

 Puranic cosmology

1.3 Meaning of  the term purÄa

Different thinkers explain the term purÄa differently. Originally the

term purÄa meant purÄam khynam which means old narrative. The

Arthastra gives the definition of Itihsa in which is also included the

word purÄa meaning mythological and legendary lore. The Vcaspatyam

explains the word purÄa as

(a) ÂéÚæ Öß×÷U,  i.e., that which remains in past.

(b) ÂéÚæ ÙèØÌð,  i.e., that which deals with the past.

The PurÄas themselves also try to ascertain the meaning of this term.
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(c) In the VyupurÄa, it is said that it is called PurÄa because it breaths

or lives in the past. (ØS×æÌ÷U ÂéÚæ ±ØÙÌèÎ×÷U ÂéÚæ‡æ¢ ÌðÙ ÌÌ÷U S×ëÌ×÷UÐ)

(d) The BrahmÄapurÄa also says that it is called PurÄa because it

existed in the past. (ØS×æÌ÷U ÂéÚæ ±ØÖé“æñÌÌ÷U ÂéÚæ‡æ¢ ÌðÙ ÌÌ÷U S×ëÌ×÷UÐ)

(e)  The PadmapurÄa also defines it as that which desires or likes the

past.

       (ÂéÚæ ÂÚ�ÂÚ¢æ ßçcÅ ÂéÚæ‡æ¢ ÌðÙ ßñ S×ëÌ×÷UÐ)

Such types of descriptions are found in other PurÄas also. However,

though the word originally meant ancient or old narrative, yet the term is

actually used to designate a class of literature which deals with old world

stories and legends and many other things.

Stop to Consider :

Itihsa : The definition of  Itihsa is given in the following verse-

Ï×æüÍü·¤æ××ðæÿææ‡ææ×éÂÎðàæâ×ç‹ßÌ×÷UÐ
Âêßüßëžæ¢ ·¤ÍæØé€Ìç×çÌãæâ¢ Âý¿ÿæÌðH

Hence, Itihsa  is a type of composition which contains teachings

on dharma, artha, kma and moka, i.e., four Purusrthas and

which narrates past events.

1.4 Antiquity of the PurÄas

The PurÄas are of great antiquity. It is mentioned together with Itihsa

in the Atharvaveda, atapatha BrhmaÄa, Gopatha BrhmaÄa,

B¾hadraÄyaka Upaniad, Chndogyopaniad etc. The Atharvaveda

contains the earliest mention of the word purÄa. It is said there that the

¾ks, smans, the metres and the PurÄas originated from the residue of

sacrifice together with the yajus. The B¾hadraÄyaka Upaniad again

says that the four Vedas, the PurÄas. the Itihsa etc. have originated

from the breath of the Mahbh ta (i.e., the Supreme Being).ln some of

the works of Vedic literature, the PurÄa is said to be the fifth Veda. Thus,

in the Chndogya Upaniad, we find that the PurÄas  together with

Itihsa are called the fifth Veda. The early Buddhist literature also calls the

PurÄas as the fifth Veda.

It is thus indicated that the PurÄas as a branch of learning, had  their

beginning in the Vedic period and may have originated in the narrative

portion (khyna- bhga) of the Vedic sacrifice. In the extant PurÄas

there is a verse in which it is said that in the beginning of creation, of all the

scriptures Brahm had remembered the PurÄas first. After that the Vedas

came out of his mouth.
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ÂéÚæ‡æ¢ âßüàææ�æ‡æ¢æ ÂýÍ×´ Õý±×‡ææ S×ëÌ×÷UÐ

çÙˆØ¢ àæŽÎ×Ø¢ Âé‡Ø¢ àæÌ·¤ðæçÅÂýçßSÌÚ×÷U H (MatsyapurÄa)

R. C. Hazra maintains that the above story will have validity only when we

take the word purÄa as not Puranic literature, but as ancient stories and

legends which in all countries come into being much earlier than versified

compositions.

1.5 The Definition of  PurÄa

The Puranic literature being multifaceted defies any satisfactory

definition. The PurÄas are different in nature from other texts. All other

texts generally develop round some nucleus. The PurÄas are not like that.

Even if they had a nucleus in the beginning and one or more specific authors,

they went on changing continuously.

The PurÄas themselves give their own difinition in the form of

PañcalakaÄa. According to the PurÄas, there are five characteristics of

PurÄas.  The  Pañcalakana  is mentioned thus:

â»üà¿ ÂýçÌâ»üà¿ ß¢àæðæ ×‹ß‹ÌÚæç‡æ ¿Ð

ß¢àææÙé¿çÚÌ¢ ¿ñß ÂéÚæ‡æ¢ Â@Üÿæ‡æ×÷UH

The same characteristics are found in the ViÄupurÄa thus :

â»üà¿ ÂýçÌâ»üà¿ ß¢àæðæ ×‹ß‹ÌÚæç‡æ ¿Ð

âßðücßðÌðáé ·¤‰Ø‹Ìð ß¢àææÙé¿çÚÌ¢ ¿ ØÌ÷UH

The same five characteristics are mentioned in other PurÄas like Varha,

Matsya, K rma, Agni, Bhaviya, MrkaÄeya, Garua etc.

Thus, all the PurÄas should contain the five characteristics, viz, sarga,

pratisarga,

vam
.
a, manvantara and vam

.
nucarita.

Sarga means creation or evolution of the universe from its natural

cause. In all the PurÄas, there must be a section on the theory of creation,

i.e., from where the world has originated, how the creator creates this

world etc.

Pratisarga means recreation, i.e., the periodical destruction and

renewal of the worlds. At the close of each kalpa, the world is merged in

its constituted elements. Afterwards it is recreated. A kalpa means a day

in the life of Brahm, the creator.

Vam
.
a, means the genealogies of gods, demons, sages and pit¾s

(manes). Manvantara or Manu period means the great cosmic cycle of

time each of which is ruled over by a Manu, the first father of mankind.
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Vam
.
nucarita is the accounts of the royal dynasties. It includes the

history of  the kings of solar and lunar dynasties, This is the source of

history of ancient India.

But the extant PurÄas do not conform to this definition fully. These

five characteristics constitute only a part of the content of the PurÄas.

Other religious and social topics as well as philosophy, geography etc. are

found in the PurÄas. It seems that because of this fact some PurÄas add

some more characteristics to these original five. The Bhgavata purÄa

has offered another definition of  PurÄa which is called daalakana

(tenfold definition). It is said here thus:

â»üðæùSØ  çßâ»üà¿ ßëçžæ Úÿææ‹ÌÚæç‡æ ¿Ð

ß¢àææð ß¢àææÙé¿çÚÌ¢ â¢SÍæ ãðÌéÚÂæŸæØÑH

ÎàæçÖÜüÿæ‡æñØéü€Ì¢ ÂéÚæ‡æ¢ ÌçmÎæð çßÎéÑH

Thus, the PurÄas consist of  ten characteristics, viz. sarga (primary

creation), visarga (secondary creation), v¾ tti (means of subsistence or

livelihood), rak (protection), antara (cycle of Manus), vam
.
a (genealogy

of gods etc.), vam
.
nucarit (accounts of the royal dynasties), sam

.
sth

(destruction of the world), hetu (cause of creation) and raya (final

resort).

The same definition is also found in Brahmavaivarta purÄa.

Thus, it is found that these ten definitions actually include the earlier

five definitions. Among the other five v¾tti signifies means of livelihood.

By raks  is meant the incarnations of God for the protection of devotees.

Sam
.
sth means four kinds of pralaya (dissolution). Hetu is the ultimate

cause from which this world has been originated. raya  means the

final refuge of the individual selves, which is nothing but Brahman.

Now in the BhgavatapurÄa we find the afore-mentioned fivefold

definition also. Hence, a confusion arises as to what is the real definition of

PurÄa according to this PurÄa. ridhara Svmin, the commentator of

the Bhgavata  here observes that the daalakaÄas are the characteristic

features of the MahpurÄa, while the five characteristics are found in the

case of UpapurÄa only. The BrahmavaivatrapurÄa also supports this

view. This view is also supported by some UpapurÄa.

The MatsyapurÄa again says that in addition to the five charateristics,

PurÄa deals with such topics as the glorification of Brahm, ViÄu, the

sun, Rudra, preservation and dissolution of the world, the four goals of

human life (Pururtha) like dharma, artha, kma and moka etc. Thus

it is said -
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â»ü³¿ ÂýçÌâ»üà¿ ß¢àææð ×‹ß‹ÌÚæç‡æ ¿Ð

ß¢àææÙé¿çÚÌ¢ ¿ñß ÂéÚæ‡æ¢ Â@Üÿæ‡æ×÷UH

Õý±×-çßcß·ü¤-L¤¼ýæ‡æ¢æ ×æãæˆ�Ø¢ ÖéßÙSØ ¿Ð
ââ¢ãæÚÂýÎæÙ@ ÂéÚæ‡æð Â@ß‡æü·ð¤H
Ï×üà¿æÍüà¿ ·¤æ×à¿ ×æðÿæà¿ñßæ˜æ ·¤èÌ÷UØüÌðÐ
âßðücßçÂ ÂéÚæ‡æðáé ÌçmL¤f¢¢  ¿ ØÌ÷U È¤Ü×÷UH

But even this definition of  PurÄa is not adequate, since PurÄas

have undergone re-edition, due to the addition of fresh matter, substitution

of existing and omission and modification of it. Among the existing PurÄas

some deal with many more topics while others contain less. Scholars have

shown that the five characteristics occupy only a small portion of a particular

PurÄa. Other religious and social topics like dna (gifts), vrata (religious

observances), trtha (place of pilgrimage) etc. are discussed elaborately

in these works. These characteristics seem to indicate at least partially the

nature of the ancient PurÄas in their early or original forms. The extant

PurÄas incorporate extensive glorifications of sectarian deities like Brahm,

ViÄu, iva etc., add numerous chapters on myths and legends and many

other topics concernmg religion and society.

 Stop to Consider:

The PurÄas are valuable to the historians and antiquarians as

sources of political history of ancient India. The genealogies of

kings and princes (vam
.
nucarita provide us much historical

materials about the different dynasties and kings of ancient Ind ia.

They are of inestimable value from the  point of view of history of

religion. However, the political history preserved in the PurÄas

should be used with great care and caution, since historical

elements are mixed here with  legends and myths.

All the genealogical lists found in the PurÄas generally trace the

different   dynasties of ancient India to a common mythical ancestor,

i.e., Vaivasvata Manu  who was the son of S rya. Vaivasvata Manu

had nine sons, of whom three viz., statkvku, Nbhnedi¢ha

and aryti reigned in Ayodhy, Vaili and Anarta (i.e. Gujrat)

respectively. From statkvku descended the Aikvku dynasty

in which Rma was born at a later date. From Nbhnedi¢ha

descended Vaila  dynasty and from aryti, the dynasty of

aryta. Nbhga became the anscestor of  Rathtara dynasty.

These are all solar dynasties. Vaivasvata Manu had one daughter
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Il who was given to Budha, the son of Soma (the moon). She

gave  birth to a son, PurÄavas Aila, who became the progenitor

of the Aila or Lunar  race. Long lists of kings of these dynasties

have been given in many of the  extant PurÄas.

Besides the genealogies of kings of the past which ended with the

Mahbhrata war or with the reign of Adhisimak¾Äa, some of

the PurÄas give a number of  lists of the kings of future kaliyuga.

These lists contain the names of the dynasties  like iunga,

Nanda, Maurya, un
. ga, Knva, Andhra and Gupta. Moreover,

the �bhras, Gardabhi las, akas, Yavanas, Tuaras, Hunas are

also mentioned .  All these provide us historical material as these

can help us in reconstructing the history of these dynasties.

SAQ :

l. What is the meaning of the term PurÄa ? (Try to answer this in

about 15 words)

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

2. What is the PañcalakaÄa of PurÄa ? Explain these lakaÄas.

(Answer in about 40 words)

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

3. What is DaalakaÄa of  PurÄa ? Explain fully. (Answer in about

60 words).

.......................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................
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1.6 The Number of  PurÄas

The PurÄas are generally classified as MahpurÄas and UpapurÄas.

The number of the PurÄas in each of these classes is stated to be eighteen.

However, it is stated in some PurÄas that originally there was only one

PurÄa called PurÄasam
.
hit which was written by Vysa, the arranger

of the Vedas and the writer of the Mahbhrata. According to  ViÄu,

Vyu and BrahmÄa PurÄas, Vysa imparted the PurÄasam
.
hit to his

disciple Suta RomaharaÄa or LornaharaÄa. Then LomaharaÄa taught

this to his three disciples Kyapa, SvarÄi and m
.
sapyana. Afterwards

these three composed their own Sam
.
hits. These four including the

LomaharaÄa’s Sam
.
hit were the four original compilations from which

the PurÄas of later days were derived. These are called -

1. LomaharaÄik or the M lasam
.
hit

2. Kyapik or the Parasam
.
hit

3. SvarÄik  or the T¾tyasam
.
hit

4. m
.
sapyanik or the Any

In the PurÄas  themselves which have been handed down to us, the

number of the existing MahurÄas, generally called only PurÄas , is

unanimously stated as eighteen. It is also interesing to note that the list of

the names of these eighteen PurÄas  is almost always the same. Most of

the PurÄas  also enumerate the eighteen PurÄas   in the same order.

According to the   ViÄupurÄa , the list of the PurÄas   is as follows:

1. BrahmapurÄa 2. PadmapurÄa

3. ViÄupurÄa 4. ivapurÄa

5. BhgavatapurÄa 6. NradyapurÄa

7. MrkaÄeyapurÄa 8. AgnipurÄa

9. BhaviyapurÄa 10. BrahmavaivartapurÄa

11. Lin. gapurÄa 12. VarhapurÄa

13. SkandapurÄa 14. VmanapurÄa

1 5. K rmapurÄa 16. MatsyapurÄa

17. GaruapurÄa 18. BrahmÄapurÄa

Now, in this list the name of the well known VyupurÄa  is omitted. But in

some other PurÄas  the name of VyupurÄa  is included in place of the

ivapurÄa .
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Stop to Consider :

In the Devibhgavata which is an UpapurÄa there is a verse

which is composed by taking the first letters of the names of the

PurÄas. I am  quoting here the verse which will be helpful in

remembering the names  of the eighteen PurÄas.

×mØ¢ ÖmØ¢ ¿ñß Õý˜æØ¢ ß¿ÌécÅØ×÷UÐ
¥ÙæÂçÜ¢»·ê¤S·¤æçÙ ÂêÚæ‡ææçÙ Âý¿ÿæ‹ÌðH

This means -

×mØ× = Two ×s,  i.e. ×Ì÷USØ and ×æ·ü¤‡ÇðØ

×mØ×÷U = Two ×s  i.e. Öæ»ßÌ and ÖçßcØ

Õý˜æØ×÷U = Three Õýs  i.e. Õý±×, Õý±×æ‡Ç  and Õý±×ßñßÌü

ß¿ÌécÅØ×÷U = Four ßs  i.e. çßc‡æé,  ßæØé, ßÚæã and ßæ×Ù

¥ = ¥ç‚Ù, Ùæ = ÙæÚÎèØ, Â = ÂÎ÷U×, çÜ¢ = çÜ¢», » = »L¤Ç  ·ê¤ = ·é¤×ü,
S·¤ = S·¤‹Î

ln this verse the name of Vyu is included in place of iva PurÄa.

According to Pargiter, there is actually no controversy regarding

VyupurÄa? and iva purÄa. He says that the Vyu and BrahmÄa

PurÄas were originally one PurÄa. They have become differentiated

later on, for they agree, almost word for word, in the great bulk of their

contents. This view is supported by K rmapurÄa since it is mentioned

there as Vyavya BrahmÄa. Hence, in the view of  Pargiter the name

BrahmÄa purÄa includes both these PurÄas. There are again some

scholars who treat both Vyu and iva PurÄas as separate PurÄas and

have tried to set the above controversy about the Vyu and the iva at

rest by taking the number of the PurÄas as nineteen. However, this is not

accepted traditionally. In our discussion here we will take the Vyu and

the iva as MahpurÄas.

1.7 Divisions of  PurÄas

Different scholars both old and new classifiy the  PurÄas in different

ways. The most famous classification of the PurÄas is found in the PurÄas

themselves. According to this classification, the PurÄas are divided in

accordance to the guÄas prevailing in them. In Indian philosophical circles

three guÄas are recognised, viz., sattva, rajas and tamas. The

PadmapurÄa gives the following classification of the eighteen PurÄas.

Sttvika PurÄas : ViÄu, Bhgavata, Nradya, Garua, Padma

and Varha.
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Rjasika PurÄas : BrahmÄa, Brahmavaivarta, MrkaÄeya,

Brahma,

Vmana and Bhaviya.

Tmasika PurÄas : Matsya, Kurma, Lin. ga, iva, Agni and Skanda.

Slight difference is noticed regarding this division in some other PurÄas.

The list of the GaruapurÄas is different from the PadmapurÄa. Here

the Mastya, K rma and Vyu  are included in the list of Sttvika PurÄas

instead of Nradya, Padma and Varha. The GarudapurÄa regards

the Rjasika PurÄas as Tmasika.

According to MatsyapurÄas,  those PurÄas where ViÄu is glorified

are called Sttvikas. The Rjasika PurÄas are those where the stories of

Brahm predominate and the Tmasika PurÄas are those in which the

stories of Agni and iva are found. From the list of the PadmapurÄa  it is

clear that the Sttvika PurÄas are mostly VaiÄavite in nature. Moreover,

it is also maintained that the Rjasika PurÄas are dedicated to Brahm

and the Tmasika PurÄas praise iva.

S.A.Q. :

1. How many PurÄas are there? How the controversy about

the Vyu

and the iva PurÄa is solved? (Answer in about 30 words)

....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

2. What is the basis of divison of the PurÄas ? (Answer in

about 30

words).

....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

....................................................................................................
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The modern scholars divide the PurÄas into two classes, viz., ancient

and later. The division is done taking consideration of the five-fold definition

of the PurÄas. The PurÄas which are more faithful to the PañcalakaÄa

definition are regarded as ancient, while those, which are not so loyal are

regarded as of later origin.

The renowned Puranic scholar Haraprasad Shastri again divided

PurÄas into six classes, viz.,

1. Encylopaedic PurÄas (Garua, Agni and Nradya PurÄas)

2. Those mainly dealing with trthas and Vratas (Padma, Skanda

and

Bhaviya)

3. Those which apparently underwent two revisions Brhma,

Bhgavata

and Brahmavaivarta).

4. The historical PurÄas BrahmÄa and Vyu).

5. Sectarian PurÄas (Lin. ga, Vmana and MrkaÄeya

6. Old PurÄas revised (Varha, K rma and Matsya)

In this way the PurÄas  are classified in different ways. But the most

famous classification is according to the guÄas mentioned earlier.

In this context I would like to point out to you that though I have

mentioned earlier that the Sttvika PurÄas are VaiÄavite etc. these

division according to the deities is not appropriate. A careful study of the

PurÄas reveals the fact that ViÄu or K¾Äa is the most prominent of all

the deities of the PurÄas. Even the aivite PurÄas contain large portions

where the eulogies of  Lord ViÄu are found. Again, about the Brhma or

Rjasika PurÄas it is found that these are of a miscellaneous character

and praise different deities. According to H.H. Wilson, the Rjasika

PurÄas lean to the akti cult.

1.8  Puranic Cosmology

Discussion on cosmology and cosmogony is one of the main subjects

of discussion in almost all the PurÄas. By cosmogony is meant the theory

of the origin of the Universe and cosmology means the branch of philosophy

dealing with the origin and general structure of the Universe. The clasical

definition of the PurÄa as PañcalakaÄa makes it mandetory for all the

PurÄas  to have a section on the theory of creation: primary (sarga) and

secondary (pratisarga). The PurÄa  at first explains how the Universe is

originated from the first cause and secondly shows how the Universe is
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developed from the elementary substance and how they reappear after

their temporary destruction.

The cosmogony and cosmology of the different PurÄas show a striking

similarity. Barring some minor differences these PurÄas describe the

creation process in the same vein. Harmann Jacobi’s observation is

noteworthy here. He says, “An abstract from the account of the creation

in the ViÄu PurÄa may serve to illustrate Puranic cosmology, if we keep

in mind that the accounts of other PurÄas are on the whole similar in

tenor, though they may vary in detail”. Thus, all the PurÄas. offer a more

or less uniform creation theory although there are differences in detail. The

sectarian nature of  the PurÄas has influenced their cosmogony. The

VaiÄavite PurÄas describe that creation starts from ViÄu or NryaÄa.

The aiva PurÄas on the other hand, show iva as the supreme cause. In

some other PurÄas Brahm is regarded as the ultimate cause.

The Puranic concept of creation is mostly influenced by the Sm
.
khya

concept of creation. The Sm
.
khya system accepts that Prakrti or

Pradhna is the primeval cause of the universe. This Prakrti is material

and is the state of equilibrium of the three guÄas, viz., sattva, rajas and

tamas. According to the Sm
.
khya system, Prak¾ti is independent and

does not require any other principle for the creation of this world. Now,

though the PurÄas accept the evolutionary system of the Sm
.
khya

philosophy, yet all these PurÄas give a subordinate position to Prak¾ti.

Here Prak¾ti  is not independent. It is dependent on the Supreme Principle,

i.e., ViÄu, iva or Brahm as the case may be.

The Sttvika or Vainavite PurÄas, viz., ViÄu, Nradya,

Bhgavata, Varha, Padma and Garua give almost similar description

of the creation process. According to these PurÄas, ViÄu creates this

world by assuming three guÄas of sattva, rajas and tamas. The ViÄu

PurÄa says that ViÄu is the cause of creation, maintenance and destruction

of the Universe. ViÄu creates the world, it exists in Him and at the time of

dissolution it goes back to Him. ViÄu Himself assumes the forms of

Brahm, ViÄu and Mahevara and becomes the creator, preserver and

destroyer of the world. The first mainfestation of ViÄu or Brahman is

Purua. Then proceed the other manifestations, viz., avyakta (the

unmanifest), kla (time) and vyakta (the manifest). These four forms

originate from ViÄu out of his playful activity. Thus, in the beginning there

were only four categories, viz. Purua, avyakta, vyakta and kla.

Avyakta is also called Pradhna or Prak¾ti and is the unmanifest casue

of the material world. Prak¾ti is endowed with the powers of  both cause
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and effect. As it proceeds from ViÄu it is krya (effect) and as it produces

the material objects it is kraÄa (cause). All created things are resolved in

this Pradhna and are pervaded by it in the period subsequent to

dissolution and prior to the next creation.

Kla is that entity which brings about the conjunction of  Pradhna

and Purua at the time of creation and disjunction of them at the time of

dissolution. It is because of kla that the cycle of creation, maintenance

and dissolution continually goes on. ViÄu in the form of time abides in

dissolution also, when Purua is detached from Prak¾ti.

At the time of creation ViÄu enters by his will into Prak¾ti and Purua

and produces agitation in them. As a result the equilibrium of the guÄas in

Prak¾ti is disturbed and creation starts. The first modification of Prak¾ti

is mahat or intellect in which the unequal development of the guÄas takes

place. The Mahbhrata describes this mahattattva as HiraÄyagarbha.

The VyupurÄa, the Lin. gapurÄa and the BrahmÄapurÄa describe

it as Brahm and vara. According to H.H. Wilson, mahat is the divine

mind in crative operation. As mahat is a cration of Prak¾ti which is

triguÄa, hence, mahat is also threefold, viz., sttvika, rjasika and

tmasika. Pradhna then covers the mahattattva just as the skin covers

a seed. Then from this threefold  mahat threefold aham
.
kra are produced.

These are vaikrika or sttvika, taijasa or rjasika and bhutdi or

tmasika. This aham
.
kra being triguÄa is the cause of bhuta (elements),

indriya (sense-organs) and the devat (gods).

From tmasika or bh tdi aham
.
kra are produced the five

tanmtras (rudiments). The five tanmtras are abda (rudiment of sound),

spara (rudiment of touch), r pa (rudiment of colour), rasa (rudiment of

taste) and gandha (rudiment of smell). The rudiments are not the qualities.

The tanmtra literally means its own measure. These are the potential

conditions of qualities. In each element resides its peculiar rudiment or the

subtle form. The rudiments are the characteristic properties of the elements,

These tanmtras are called aviea, i.e., they are not endowed with qualities.

Therefore, they are not nta (soothing), ghora (terrific) and muha

(stupefying). The nta etc. are the properties of the three gunas

respectively.

The five bh tas are produced from these five tanmtras. Thus, from

abda tanmtra is produced ka or ether. Form spara tanmtra is

produced  v or air; from r pa, fire; from rasa, water and from gandha,

earth is produced. The qualities of ka etc. are sound, touch, colour,
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taste and smell respectively. This is elemental creation which proceeds

from tmasika aham
.
kra.

From the taijasa aham
.
kra are produced the five cognitive (jñna)

and five conative (karma) organs. The five cognitive organs are ear, skin,

eye, tongue and nose. The five conative or motor organs are the organs of

excretion and procreation, the hands, the feet and the speech. From

vaikrika or sttvika aham
.
kra ten presiding deities of these organs are

produced. Moreover, the eleventh organs, i.e., mind (manas) is produced

from this vaikrika aham
.
kra.

Ether, air. light, water and earth - these elements are endowed with

the properties of sound, touch, colour, taste and smell. These are called

viea as they are distinguishable according to their qualities as nta,

ghora and muha.

They possess various powers and are mutually different. Without their

combination they can not create living beings. Hence, having combined

with one another, they assumed the character of one mass of entire unity.

Then being supported by Purua and with the acquiescence of Pradhna,

mahat and the rest up to the mahbhutas formed an egg. This egg gradually

expanded from within like a water bubble. This vast egg was composed of

the elements and was resting on the waters. ViÄu by assuming the form of

Brahm abides in that egg. In this egg, called brahmna, all the continents

the mountains. the planets as also the whole universe consisting of three

lokas are produced. This BrahmÄa resembles a coconut, which is

encircled by seven coverings, i.e., water, fire, air, ether, the bh tadi, the

mahat and then the avyakta. Assuming the form of Brahm  and effecting

rajoguÄa the God becomes engaged in creation. He also maintains the

world in the form of  ViÄu with sattvaguÄa. In proper time, again, by

causing preponderance of tamas, God swallows up the universe in His

form of  Rudra. In this way creation process goes on.

All  the PurÄa give almost similar description of the creation process

with the difference that the aivite PurÄas describe iva as the Ultimate

Reality from which creation proceeds. According to the ivapurÄa, ViÄu

was born from iva and akti and then other creations followed. The

VyupurÄa also describes Mahevara as the ultimate cause. In the

VyupurÄa the creation from Prak¾ti is described a little differently. Here,

from Prak¾ ti, mahat is produced, from mahat emerges bhutdi. The

creation process in the KurmapurÄa also corresponds to the ViÄupurÄa,

but the ultimate cause is Mahdeva.
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The above mentioned creation is called elementary creation. In the

PurÄas,  we  also find the description of creation process from Brahm,

the creator. This is different from the elementary creation. It is said in the

PurÄas that in the beginning Brahm thought of creation and from him

were evolved fivefold avidya or ignorance, viz., tamas, moha,

mahmoha, tmisra and andhatmisr. From these sprang the fivefold

immovables or plants, which are without intellect and sensation. The plant

kingdom is called mukhya sarga. Brahm

then meditated again and the animal kingdom was manifested. They

are full of  tamas and destitute of  knowledge. Seeing that this cration is

also imperfect, Brahm then created the gods or rdha-srotas. Brahm

found that this cration is also incompetent to fulfil his end and so continued

meditation. As a result  there arose the creation of men who are termed as

arvk-srotas. This creation possesses knowledge, but there is

predominance of rajas and tamas. Hence, they are afflicted by sufferings

and are impelled to action.

The PurÄas describe nine types of creation. The first one is the creation

of  mahat. The second one is the origination of tanmtras, which is called

bh tasarga. The third is aindriyaka or the organic creation. These three

are unintelligent.

The fourth creation is the creation of inanimate bodies. Then come the

animals, which is the fifth creation. The sixth is the creation of divinities and

the seventh is the creation of men. There is an eighth called anugrahasarga.

According to Wilson, this is similar to the pratyayasarga or intellectual

creation of the Sm
.
khya. The VyupurÄa gives a detail description of

this creation.

Stop to Consider:

 Pratyayasarga : In Sm
.
khya system fourfold creation of buddhi

or intellect is  accepted which is different from the elemental

creation. These are viparyaya (ignorance),  aakti (incapacity),

tu¢i (contentment) and siddhi (perfection). There are fifty sub-

divisions of these. Ignorance is of five kinds. There are twentyeight

varieties of incapacity, nine kinds of contentment and eight forms

of perfection. The five varities of ignorance are tamas, moha,

mahmoha, tmisra and andhatmisra.
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Of the above- mentioned eight types of creation the first three are primary

or prk¾ta and the last five are secondary or vaik¾ ta. Then comes the

ninth creation, which is both prk¾ta and vaikrta. This ninth creation is

the creation of Sanatkumra and other creations of Brahm, and as such

this is called kaumrasarga.

The Cosmic Egg: In some PurÄas creation is described from the Great

Egg or the Cosmic Egg. In the BrahmurÄa, it is said that at the very

beginning, there was nothing but water. The water is treated there as a

female principle. God placed his semen in it. Then a golden Egg was

propuced and from that egg Brahm was bom. Then Brahm broke the

Egg and created all things. He created heaven and earth from the halves of

the Egg and the sky from the middle portion. For the purpose of multiplying

the creation Brahm divided himself into two parts, i.e., male and female

and thus created different creatures. In another place of the BrahmurÄa

it is said that Brahm asked ViÄu to enter into the Egg and to activate it.

Then Brahm creates the nine-fold universe, the description of which is

similar to that of the other PurÄas. The description of the golden Egg is

found in the MatsyapurÄa. ivapurÄa, VmanapurÄa and

AgnipurÄa. In the MrkaneyapurÄa  it is said that initially there was

the great cosmic Egg. Brahm broke it and uttered the sound ‘om’. From

this sound came out bhu, bhuva and svah.

In this way the cosmology of the PurÄas shows a uniform pattern. The

influence of

Sm
.
khya system is very much visible in this cosmological theory.

SAQ :

1. What is elementary creation ? (Answer in about 100 words)

......................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................

2. What are the nine types of creation? (Answer in about 50 words)

................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................
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3. What are the creation of  Brahm ? (Answer in about 50 words)

.................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................

1.9  Summing Up

From this unit you have already gathered some idea about the Puranic

literature. You have learned about the meaning of the term purÄa  and the

definition of  purÄa.  You have also learned about the divisions of the

PurÄas in the line of the guÄas and the deities. I have also dealt with the

number of the PurÄas and the antiquity of the PurÄas. Lastly I have

discussed about Puranic cosmology. The cosmlogical description of the

PurÄa is given from the ViÄupurÄa which is considered to be the

archetype in this respect. However, I have shown the different views found

in different PurÄas in this regard. I must mention here that there are more

to be found about the topics discussed in this unit in different works. Students

are advised to consult the books given in the suggested readings.

Suggested Readings

1. Bhattacharya, Haridas, The Cultural Heritage of India, Vol.I,

The

Ramamkrishan Mission Institute of  Culture, Calcutta, 1969.

2. Upadhyaya, Baladeva, PurÄa - vimara, The Chowkhamba

Vidya Bhawan, Varanasi, 1965.

3. Wilson, H.H., The ViÄupurÄa, A System of Hindu Mythology

and

Tradition, Punthi Pustak, Calcutta, 1972.

4. Winternitz, M.,  A History of  Indian Literature, Vol. I, Motilal

Banarsidass,

Delhi, 1981.

Model Questions:

1. Discuss the characteristics of the PurÄas.

2. Write a note on the PurÄa literature pointing out its characteristic

features.

3. Write a note on Puranic cosmology.

4. Classify the PurÄas according to the guÄas.
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Unit - II

Contents of the PurÄas and the KlikpurÄa

Contents

2.1 Introduction

2.2 Objective

2.3 Contents of the PurÄas

2.3.1 Content of the ViÄu PurÄa

2.3.2 The Bhgavata PurÄa

2.3.3 Nradiya PurÄa

2.3.4 Padma PurÄa

2.3.5 Garua PurÄa

2.3.6 Varha PurÄa

2.3.7 Brahma PurÄa

2.3.8 MrkaÄeya PurÄa

2.3.9 Bhaviya PurÄa

2.3.10 Brahmavaivarta PurÄa

2.3.11 Vmana PurÄa

2.3.12 BrahmÄa PurÄa

2.3.13 Vyu  PurÄa

2.3.14 Agni PurÄa

2.3.15 Lin. ga PurÄa

2.3.16 Skanda PurÄa

2.3.17 K rma PurÄa

2.3.18 Matsya PurÄa

2.4 The UpapurÄas

2.5 Origin of the UpapurÄas

2.6 Definition and Importance of the

UpapurÄas
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2.7.1 The KlikurÄa

2. 7.2  The Date and  Place of  Origin of

KlikpurÄa

2.7.3 Contents of the

KlikpurÄa

2.8 Summing Up

2.9 Select Readings

1.  Introduction :

In the previous unit you have already studied about the definition or

the characteristics of the PurÄas. You have also learnt about the

classification of the PurÄas and Purnic cosmology. While discussing the

characteristics of the PurÄas it has been pointed out that the PurÄa

literature is multifaceted and contains varied topics like history, religion,

philosophy, mythology, geography etc. The contents of the PurÄas are

different in different works, although the five characteristics are retained to

some extent in most of these works. Hence, it becomes necessary to discuss

about the contents of the PurÄas. We have discussed here the

MahapurÄas. But the importance of the UpapurÄas can not be neglected.

The UpapurÄas are generally sectarion in nature and possess regional

characters. The KlikpurÄa which is regaded as the SthalapurÄa of

Kmar pa, i.e., Assam is very important from the standpoint of social,

cultural and religious history of  Kmarupa. A detail account of this PurÄa

will also be given in this unit.

2.2. Objective

In this unit you will be given to learn the contents of the PurÄas. At

the end of this unit you will be able to know about

 Contents of all the 18 PurÄas,

 KlikpurÄa and its importance

 Date of  KlikpurÄa

 Contents of the KlikpurÄa

 2.3 Contents of the PurÄas :

The PurÄas are evidently works of different ages and have been

compiled by different persons at different points of time. The invariable

form of the PurÄas is that of a dialogue, in which some person relates its

contents in reply to the inquiries of another. The dialogue is interwoven

with others, which are repeated by the narrator. The most common narrater
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is LomaharaÄa or RomaharaÄa, the disciple of Vysa. He is supposed to

narrate what was imparted to him by his preceptor, as he had heard it from

some other sage. He is called a Suta, i.e., a bard or panegyrist. However,

many PurÄas are also narrated by different narrators. Some of the PurÄas

like the Matsya, Agni and Padma give the number of stanzas of each of

the PurÄas. In the following lines I shall discuss about the contens of the

PurÄas. In this regard I shall first of all discuss the  contents of the Sttvika

or VaiÄava PurÄas, then Brhma PurÄas and then aiva PurÄas.

2.3.1 Content of the ViÄu PurÄa :

The ViÄu PurÄa is the celebrated work of the Vainavas or ViÄu

worshippers. Rmnuja, the great Vainava teacher has quoted from this

PurÄa in support of  his views. In this work ViÄu is praised and glorified

as the highest reality and as the ultimate cause of this universe. This PurÄa

closely confroms to the PañcalakaÄa definition of the PurÄas. Although

there are some extraneous and sectarieal matters, it is done with sobriety

and with judgement. The legendary tales which it has inserted are few. We

do not find in this PurÄa any description of the festivals, sacrifices and

ceremonies dedicated to Vinu or of the temples and places sacred to

ViÄu which are found abundantly in other PurÄas. From this it can be

assumed that it is a work of older PurÄa literature which has preserved to

a large extent its original form.

The ViÄu PurÄa consists of six books and begins with a dialogue

between Parara, the grandson of  Vai¢ha and his pupil Maitreya. The

Matsya PurÄa mentions that there are 23000 verses in this PurÄa, But

the extant ViÄu PurÄa consists of about 7000 verses.

The first book of the PurÄa begins with the question of Maitreya to

his teacher Parara about the origin and nature of the universe. Parara

then narrates to him what he had once heard form Vai¢ha, his grandfather.

After glorifying ViÄu  in a hymn, he gives a report on the creation of the

world. The first book is chiefly occupied with details of creation - both

primary (sarga) and secondary (pratisarga). lt describes how this world

is evolved from Prak¾ti or the primordial matter. It then proceeds to describe

the evolution of things from the elementary substances. The creation of

gods, demons, forefathers and human race is described. This creation is

periodical and the termination of it occurs at the end of the life of  Brahm.

At that time not only the gods and other forms are annihilated, but the

elements are again merged into primary substance. It then reappers after

its temporary destruction. The explanation of these events involves a
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description of the periods of time upon which they depend. It is described

here how time, which is a form of  ViÄu is divided into minutes, hours,

days and nights, months, years etc.

The reports of the creation of gods, demons etc. are followed by

numerous mythological stories and legends of kings. The chief among these

are the churning of the ocean and the legends of Dhruva and Prahlda. All

these stories are described to glorify the worship of ViÄu. In this Book we

also find the description of the first Manvantara, i.e., the Manvantara of

Svyambhuva Manu.

The second Book opens with a continuation of the kings of the first

Manvantara. It then gives a geographical description of the world which

is prculiar to the  Puranic literature. The seven continents and the seven

oceans are described, in the midst of which lies Jambudvpa. In Jambudvpa

lies Bharatavara, i.e., India. The mountains, rivers, cities etc. of India

are enumerated then. This description of the earth is followed by a

description of Ptla or the neither world, in which the serpant gods live.

It is then followed by a description of the narakas or hells. This is followed

by the description of the solar system and planetary system. In connection

with the name of Bhratavara the legend of King Bharata is described.

Bharata was born as an idiot named Jaa Bharata in his next birth, who

imperted the highest philosophical teachings to king Sauvra. For explaining

his views he tells the story of  Rbhu and Nidgha. The Book ends with the

story of bhu and Nidgha where the monistic doctrine is preached.

 Stop to Consider:

The Legend of Jaa Bharata :

King Bharata who was a great devotee of ViÄu was living in a

hermitage for  the purpose of austerity. One day he went to the river

Mahnad for the purpose  of offerring ablution. After bathing in the

river he performed the usual rites. When he was thus occupied a

pregnant doe came there to drink water. At that  moment the loud

roar of a lion is heard. The doe was frightened and jumped out of the

water, As a result of her jump her fawn was suddenly born and fell in

the river. The doe also died in consequence. The king seeing the cub

carried away by the current of water caught hold of the young animal

and brought it in his hermitage. From then on he did not care for

anything but the young deer. His mind was occupied with the thought

of that young animal only. When he died, he was only thinking of the
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deer. As a result he was reborn as a deer, but he had the recollection

of his previous life. In this birth also he worshipped ViÄu. In his next

birth he was born again as the son of a pious Brahmin. He was

possessed of all true wiodom and was acquainted with the essence

of all the scriptures. But he behaved like an idiot. He performed no

Brahminical  rites: spoke incoherrently and went about in dirty and

tattered clothes. People called him Jaa Bharata or the stupid Bharata.

He was employed by all in menial duties as he was strong and stout

and treated him like a slave. Once he was employed for carrying the

palanquin of the king Sauvra. On this occasion a conversation started

between the king and Jaa Bharata whom the king  thought to be a

stupid palanquin- bearer. But in the course of his conversation  he

soon realised that Bharata was a great sage. The king prostrated

himself at  his feet. Bharata then preached the monistic doctrine of

the self.  For explaining this doctrine he tells him the story of bhu

and Nidgha.

The third Book of the ViÄu PurÄa begins with the description of the

Manus and the periods of time ruled over by them. The arrangement of the

Vedas and their division by Vysa are described next. Then in a diatogue

between Yama and his servant the qualities of a ViÄu-worshipper is

elaborated. Then follows a discourse on castes and ramas and on birth

and marriage ceremonies, the daily sacrifices, the duty of hospitality and

such other rites are discussed then. A long discourse on rddha ceremony

is presented. The last two chapters of this Book describe the advent of the

nstika sects like the Jainas and the Bauddhas. The fourth Book of the

ViÄu PurÄa contains the genealogical lists of ancient kings of solar and

lunar dynasties. Long lists of kings many of whom are purely mythical are

given. Many legends found in the epics are repeated here. The legends of

Pururavas and Urvai and Yayti, the story of Rma and the birth of the

Pnavas and of K¾Äa are narrated here. Then there is a list of future

kings which is presented as a kind of prophesy. These kings are the kings

of  Magadha, the iungas, Nandas, Mauryas, un
. gas, Kanvyanas and

Andhrabh¾tyas. All these are more or less historical kings whose names

are given as future kings of India in this PurÄa. It is also prophecied that

the incarnation of  ViÄu as Kalki will put an end to all the deteriorition

brought about by the barbarian kings of  Kali age.
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The fifth book of the ViÄu PurÄa is different from all other books in

as much as it exclusively describes the lifeof  K¾Äa, the divine Cowherd.

This book is complete in itself. The events narrated in this book is similar

to those of the Harivam
.
a. K¾Äa is declared here as an incarnation of

God.

The sixth book is very short. The four Yugas, viz., K¾ta, Tret, Dvpara

and Kali are described. The evils of Kaliyuga are described in detail. This

is followed by the description of four types of dissolution (pralaya). Yoga

or meditation on ViÄu is declared as the highest means of  liberation. The

alan
. ga Yoga is described in the penultimate chapters of this PurÄa, In the

last chapter again a short resume of the whole PurÄa is given. The PurÄa

ends with a praise of ViÄu.

2.3.2 The Bhgavata PurÄa :

The Bhgavata PurÄa is the most celebrated work of the VaiÄavas

and exercise a great influence upon the opinions and feelings of the people

of India than any other of the PurÄas. The Matsya PurÄa says that this

PurÄa consists of 18000 verses, distributed among 332 chapters and

divided into twelve Skandhs or books. It is named Bhgavata from its

being dedicated to the glorification of Bhgavat or ViÄu, Regarding the

contents of this PurÄa it can be said that it is closely connected with the

ViÄu PurÄa and sometimes, it simply repeats what is said there.

The Bhgavata is narrated by Suta to the Rsis in the NaimiraÄya.

But Suta only repeats what was narrated by uka, the son of  Vysa to

Parkit, the king of  Hastinpura and the grandson of Arjuna. Parkit was

cursed by a hermitto die ofthe bite of a serpant. The king then repaired to

the banks ofthe Ganges in preparation for his death. Gods and sages came

there among who:n was uka. Parkit asked him what man should do

who is about to die. In reply uka narrates the Bhgavata which only can

lead to final happiness.

The first book starts with the description of the incarnations of Lord

ViÄu. Then follows the descriptions of  Nrada’s birth, ri K¾Äa’s return

to Dvrak, birth of  Parkit, death of ri K¾Äa and the last journey of

the PÄavas. Towards the end of this Skandha it is described that Parkit,

who was cursed by a hermit to die of the bite of a venomous snake, repaired

to the bank of the Ganges for expiation where uka came and Parkit

asked him different questions about creation etc.

The second book starts with the narration of creation process which

is similar to other PurÄas. However, it derives its tone more from Vednta
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than from Sm
.
 khya. Vsudeva, who is the Supreme Reality is regarded

as the ultimate cause of the world and creates this world with the help of

my. uka describes to Parkit the Bhgavata PurÄa. He gives here

the ten definitions of the PurÄas.

I n the third book the narrator is changed to Maitreya who narrates

the Bhgavata PurÄa to Vidura. Maitreya again gives an account of the

S¾¢i-lil   or the sport of creation by ViÄu. Ten types of creation process

are described. The creation of  Brahm is then described and the divisions

oftime are explained. A very long account is given of the Varha. (boar)

incarnation of  ViÄu which is followed by the creation of  Prajpatis. It is

noteworthy that Kapila, the founder of the Sm
.
khya school is mentioned

as are incarnation of ViÄu. In the last nine chapters of this section Kapila

delivers to his  mother Devahuti a long discourse on Yoga.

In the fourth Skandha the Manvantara of Svyambhuva and the

multiplication of the patriarchal families are described. The stories of

Dhruva, VeÄa, P¾ thu and other princes of this period are the subjects of

this Skandha.

The fifth book is occupied with the description of the universe. All

these descriptions are very much similar to those of the ViÄu PurÄa. In

this Skandha we find the story of Jada Bharata, the details of which conform

to the ViÄu PurÄa. The sixth book contains a variety of  legends intended

to illustrate the

merit of worshipping ViÄu. The chief among these is the legend of

Ajmila who nained libel ation just uttering the name of NryaÄa at the

time of his death. The seventh book is mostly occupied with the legend of

Pralhda and the N¾sim
.
ha incamation of ViÄu. In the eighth book we

have an account of the remaining :- lanvantaras. A variety of legends is

also described like the battle of elephant and alligator, the churning of the

ocean and the Vmana and Matsya avatras of the Lord. The ninth book

gives the account of the Vaivasvata Manvantara. The stories of

Haricandra, Bhagiratha, Ambara and the incarnations of Rma and

Paraurma are described here.

The tenth book is the characteristic part of this PurÄa and is the

most popular. It is devoted entirely to the history of ri K¾ Äa. This

Skandha has been translated into almost all languages of  India and is a

very popurlar work with the VaiÄava devotees.

The eleventh book describes the destruction of the Ydavas and the

death of ri K¾Äa. Here also we fmd instruction on Yoga which is given

by K¾Äa to Uddhava. The last book, i.e., the 12th book discusses the
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lines of the kings of the Kali age and gives an account of the deterioration

of all things and their final dissolution.

There is some controversy regarding the authenticity of this PurÄa,

Scholars like Colebrooke and others have expressed doubt about the

genuineness of the Bhgavata PurÄa as one of the eighteen

Mahpurnas. Some scholars opine that the Devi Bhgavata, generally

said to be an Upapurna, actually belongs to the eighteen PurÄas and

the present Bhgavata is composed by Vopadeva, a grammarian of 13th

century A.D. However, modern scholars like Winternitz, Vans Kennedy

and others have refuted this view. It is their contention that the Bhgavata

is cited by an
. karcrya and Rmnuja, who lived long’ before Vopadeva.

From the internal and external evidences it is proved that thisPurÄa has

been written not latter than l0th century A.D.

The Bhgavata PurÄa also deserves to be appreciated as a literary

production on account of its language, style and meter.

2.3.3 Nradiya Purna :

The Nradiya PurÄa is described by Nrada to Sanatkumra which

has been again repeated by Suta. It is said in the Matsya PurÄa that in

this PurÄa, Nrada has described the duties to be observed in the B¾hat

Kalpa and it contains twenty-five thousand verses. However, the PurÄa

which is found now-a-days contains only about three thoushand verses.

There is however, another PurÄa named B¾hannradya PurÄa, which

also contains only five hundred more verses.

The PurÄa is a sectarian one and declars the supremacy of ViÄu -

worship, From an examination of this PurÄa, it is evidentthat there is no

conformity to the definition of  Puraoa here. The main themes are

descriptions of fasts and ceremonies of  ViÄu -cult, illustrated by different

legends. Thus, we find here the stories of  Dhruva and Prahlada, the legend

of  Mohini, the will-born daughter of a king named Rukmangada. The last

story is narrated to show the fruit of observing the vow of ekadas land the

consequence of not observing it. Several chapters of this PurÄa dea s

with the duties of  the castes and asramas nd with Sraddhas and the

ceremonies of expiation (prayascittai. Devotion to ViÄu  is again and

again declared to be the only means of salvation. The Brhanndradiya is a

work ofthe same tenor and time. It contains prayers eulogysing ViÄu  and

injuctions to observe various rites in honour of Him. The legends introduced

here are the birth of Markandeya, the destruction of Sagar a’s son and

ViÄu ’s dwarf incarnation etc. As a whole this PurÄa shows that this is of
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a latter date and may have attained its final form after the advent of the

Muhammadans in India.

2.3.4 Padma PurÄa :

The Padma PurÄa is a volumnious work containing, according to its

own words, fifty-five thousand verses. These are divided into five books

or KhaÄaS, viz. S¾¢i KhaÄa, Bhumi KhaÄa, Svarga KhaÄa, Ptla

KhaÄa and Uttara KhaÄa. There is also a sixth division found in some

recensions, called Kriydyogasdra, a treatise on the practice of devotion.

This PurÄa always comes second in the list of the eighteen PurÄas.

S¾¢ikhaÄa : This book starts with usual intorduction that

Lornaharsana sends his son Suta Ugrasravas to the Naimisa forset to recite

the PurÄas to the Ris assembled there. At the request of Saunaka he

narrated the Padma PurÄa. This PurÄa is called Padma PurÄa on

account of its containing the description of lotus (padma) in which Brahma

appeared at the timeof creation. The Suta reproduces the account of

creation as he has heard it form Brahma’s son Pulastya. The early chapters

of this book narrate the cosmogony and the genealogy of the patriarchal

families. The style of the cosmogonic myths is similar to the ViÄu PurÄa.

However, here the ultimate cause is not ViÄu, but Brahm, This book

contains different myths and legends for the glorification of  ViÄu.  Hence,

this PurÄa is considered as a VaiÄava PurÄa. Short accounts of

Manvantaras are followed by the description of the kings of solar dynasty.

One of the principal parts of the book consists of the description of the

lake Puskara, which is glorified as a place of  pilgrimage.

Bl imikltaÄa : This book consists of one hundred and twentyseven

chapters. The book begins with the legend of  Somaarman, who was

reborn as Pralhda in a later birth. Towards the end of the book, description

of earth is given. Besides these the book contains many legends which are

narrated to prove the sacredness of several tirthas or holy places.

SvargakhaÄa : This book describes, in the beginning, the relative

positions of the lokas or worlds above the earth, placing the world of

VaikuÄ¢ha above all. Here we find descriptions of various worlds of gods

like the world of Sürya, 1 ndra. Agni. Yama etc. into which numerous

myths and legends are woven. The stories of king Bharata and akuntal

are narrated here. But the story of akuntal told here not as we find in

the Mahbhrata, but as found in the drama of  Klidsa. It is therfore,

assumed that Klidsa has used the Padma PurÄa as the source of his

drama. A description of the world of Apsaras together with the legend of
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Pururavas and  Urvasi is narrated here. Duties of castes and sramas,

kinds of  ViÄu worship and other rituals are also narrated here.

PtlakltaÄa : This book gives a brief introduction to the Ptla or

nether worlds. Then the legend of  Rma is narrated in detail. This narration

concurs partly with the Rmyana and partly with Klidsa’s

Raghuvam
.
a. The horse- sacrifice, which is preformed by Rma as

expiation for killing RvaÄa, a brahmin, forms the subject matter of a great

many chapters. An extensive teaching on the eighteen PurÄas constitutes

the end ofthe PtlakhaÄa,  A few chapters towards the end contain the

description of  K¾Äa’s story with the mention of  Rdh and tnc duties of

ViÄu worshippers as also the sanctity of the slagrma stone.

UttarakhaÄa : This is the most volumnious of all the sections. It

expounds ViÄu cult and the feasts and ceremonies connected with it, in

an impressive manner. The subjects are first discussed in the form of a

dialouge between king Dilipa and Vasi¢ha. A large portion is devoted to

the glorification of the month of Magha, which is sacred to ViÄu. Along

account of  ViÄu’s avatdras, especially of the Rma-incarnation is narrated

by Siva to Parvati. Siva also explains the nature of ViÄu-bhakti (devotion

to ViÄu) and various forms of  ViÄu cult. This. book also contains a

glorification of the Bhagavadgit. To illustrate the melit of reading each

chapter of the Git different legends are narrated. The sectarian character

of this book is evident in each chapter.

Kriyyogasra : This is a kind of appendix to the UttarakhaÄa. It

teaches that ViÄu is to be worshipped in Kaliyuga not by meditation but

by pious acts and pilgrimage: to the Ganges. Celebration of the festivals

dedicated to ViÄu is also enjoined. A beautiful love story of Mdhava and

Sulocan is narrated here as evidence that all desires are fulfilled by

worshipping ViÄu on the bank of the Ganges.

The different sections ofthe Padma PurÄa are probably different

works of differenttimes. However, none of these books approaches to

the original definition of a PurÄa. All these books also contain references

to fairly modem aspects of ViÄu Cult such as the adoration of Rdh as a

goddess, the sanctity of slagrama and tulsi plant etc.

2.3.5 Garua PurÄa :

This PurÄa is revealed to Garua by ViÄu himself. Garua then imparted

it to Ksyapa. According to Matsya PurÄa, there are nineteen thoushand

verses in this PurÄa. But the present Garua PurÄa contains about

seven thoushand verses.
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This PurÄa treats the five characteristics in brief. But far more

attention is given to the worship of ViÄu. Description of vratas, sacred

places dedicated to the sun, expiatory rites and glorification of  ViÄuite

rites occupies more chapters. The worship of Sakti with Tantrikarites also

finds place here. Moreover, it is a kind of encyclopaedia, in which the

most diversified subjects are dealt with. The contents of the Rmyana,

the Mahbhrata and the Harivam
.
sa are retold. There are sections on

cosmology, astronony and astrology, medicine, metrics, grammar, politics,

knowledge of precious stones (ratna) etc. A considerable portion of

Yjnavalkya sm¾ ti has been included in this PurÄa.

A portion called Preta-kalpa is counted as the UttarakhaÄa ofthe

Garua PurÄa. It is a voluminons section which deals with the

performances of rites connected with death.

2.3.6 Varha PurÄa :

This can not be said to be a PurÄa in the actual sense ofthe term. It

contains only a few scattered and brief allusions to the creation of the

world and the reign of the kings. It has no detailed genealogies either of

the patriarchal families or of the Icings. No account of the Manvantara is

found here. It is actually a religious manual containing prayers and rules

for ViÄu-worshippers. There are some legends, among which legends

related to iva and Durga are also found. A considerable portion of the

work is devoted to the glorification of various trthas or sacred places

related to ViÄu.  A large portion containing 20 chapters narrates the legend

of Naciketas, in which descriptions of heaven and hell are found. This

PurÄa is narrated by ViÄu in his Varha incarnation to goddess earth.

Thus, it gets its name.

2.3.7 Brahm PurÄa :

In all the lists of the PurÄas Brahma PurÄa is palced in the first

place and hence is called di PurÄa (first PurÄa) also. Once Suta

LomaharaÄa visited the ris in the NaimiraÄya. The rsis asked him to tell

them about the origin and the end of the world. Then Suta narrated to

them the PurÄa which once Brahma told Daksa. According to Matsya

PurÄa, there are ten thoushand verses in this PurÄa, although the present

Brahma PurÄa contains less then eight thoushand verses. The early

chapters ofthis PurÄa give a description ofthe creation porcess and an a

count of the Manvantaras. The history ofthe sorlar and lunar dynasties to

the time of  K¾Äa is also given here. The birth of gods, demi-gods and
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other beings is narrated in the line of the other PurÄas. Then we have a

description of the earth with its different sections and of the hell and heaven.

This is followed by a description of the holy places (trthas). Then there

are a number of chapters relating to the holiness of  Orissa, with its temples

and sacred places dedicated to the sun, to iva and to Jagannatha. These

chapters are characteristic of this PurÄa. We also find here myths on the

birth of the Adityas and Surya. A short description of the incamations of

ViÄu is followed by the legends of  K¾Äa, which is reproduced from the

ViÄu PurÄa. In the end a description of the Yoga and Sarnkhya

philosophies is given.

The Uttara KhaÄa of the Brahma PurÄa contains a mhtmya

(glorification) of a sacred river named Balaj The Saura PurÄa is a

supplement of this PurÄa, This is an UpapurÄa and is valuable for

information about aivism, especially of the lin. ga cult.

2.3.8 MrkaÄeya PurÄa :

Wintemtiz ays, “This is one ofthe most important, interesting and

probably also the oldst works of the whole PurÄa-literature.” (A History

of  Indian Literature, Vol I, p. 534). The PurÄa is so called from its

being narrated by MrkaÄeya. MrkaÄeya describes the legends about

the creaction of the world, the epoques ofthe world and the genealogies.

In  the chapters (ch. 45-81 and 93-136) narrated by MrkaÄeya neither

ViÄu nor iva occupies a prominent position but Indra and Brahma gain

prominence here. ‘The earlier chapters of this work follow most closely

the Mahbhrata and have very much in common with the 12th Parvan of

the epic. It is said here that Jaimini, the pupil of  Vyasa, applies to

Mrkandeya to narrate to him the nature of  Vasudeva and to explain

some of the incidents scribed in the Mahbhrata. MrkaÄeya does not

answer these questions himself  but directs him to four wise birds, who

were actually brahmins, but were born as birds as a result of a curse.

These birds tell Jaimini a number of  legends for answering the questions

put by him.

Legends of  V¾ trsura’s death, Baladeva’s penance, Hariscandra’s

elevation to heaven and the quarrel between Vasi¢ha and Vivmitra are

described here elaborately. A description of the different hells occurs here.

Like the Mahbhrata we find here, in addition to different legends,

didactic dialogues on the duties of  house-holders, on srddhas, on regular

offerings and on one’s conduct in daily life. There are also descriptions

offestivals and ceremonies as well as of  Yoga. This PurÄa has a character
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different from that of all other PurÄas. It has nothing of a sectarian nature.

This PurÄa contains a portion glorifying the Goddess Durg called

Devimhtmya or Durg-saptaati. This is also called CaÄi esvi is a

work complete in itself. In this section, the victories of goddess Durg

over different  Asuras or evil beings are narrated. This is a sacred book of

the akti-worshippers and read daily in the temples of  Durg

2.3.9 Bhavisya PurÄa :

This PurÄa, as the tittle denotes, should be a work dealing with events

which will occur in future tim . This work is quoted in the �pastamba-

Dharmasutra. This PurÄa is repeated by Sumanta to Satanika, a king of

the PÄu family, but he repeats what is said by Svayambhu Brahm. The

greatest part of the work deals with ceremonies and festivals, duties of

castes and similar other things. Legends narrated here are few. A description

ofthe festival of  Ngapañcam is given here, where snake-myths are

narrated. A big chapter is devoted to the description of the worship of sun

in kadvpa.

This PurÄa contains very little of the five characteristic features of

PurÄas. The first portion, though deals with creation, is actually a repetition

of the first chapter of Manusam
.
hit. There  is entirely a manual of religions

rites and ceremonies. It explains the ten Sam
.
skras, the performance of

Sandhy; the reverence shown to aguru and a number of  vratas.

Bhaviyottara is a continuation of the Bhaviya PurÄa. It is a short

manual of re igious rites, the greater portion being devoted to vratas and

dnas (gifts). This work said to be communicated by K¾Äa to Yudhi¢hira.

2.3.10. Brahmavaivarta PurÄa :

The Mastya PurÄa states that the PurÄa, which is narrated by

Savarni to Narada and which contains the account of the greatness of

K¾Äa, is called Brahmavaivarta PurÄa. It contains eighteen thousand

verses. However, the PurÄa which now exists is narrated not by Svarni,

but by the Ri  Nryana to Nrada, who again communicates it to Vysa;

Vysa repeats it to Suta and Suta repeats it to the Ris in Naimisaranya.

This work is divided into four books, viz., BrahmakhaÄa,

PrakrtikhaÄa, GaÄesakhaÄa and K¾ÄajanmakhaÄa. The first book

deals with the creation of Brahm.

The second book deals with Prakrti, the original matter, which being

ordered by K¾Äa gets dissolved into five goddesses, viz., Durg, Lakm,

Sarasvatr, Svitri and Rdh The third book deals with the legends of the
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god Ganes, who is one of the most popular modem Indian deities. The

last book is the most voluminous and deals with the birth and life history of

K¾Äa. K¾Äa and his favourite wife Radh are glorified here through

different myths and legends. Radh is here described as K¾Äa’s Sakti.

2.3.11. Vtimana PurÄa :

This PurÄa does not conform to the five definitions of  PurÄa. The

Matsya PurÄa  says that in this PurÄa, Brahma taught the three objects

of existence, as subservient to the account of the greatness of

Trivikrama,which treats also of the iva Kalpa and this PurÄa contains

ten thousand verses. But the present Vmana PurÄa does not tally with

the above description. It contains an account of the dwarf  incarnation of

ViÄu, but this is narrated by Pulastya to Nrada. Several chapters deal

with the incarnations of ViÄu in general. On the other hand, a considerable

section is devoted to the lin. ga- worship and the glorification of sacred

places, the aivite legends of  the marriage of  iva and Um, the origin of

Ganesa and the birth of Krlikeya.

2.3.12. Brahmnda PurÄa :

In the lists of the PurÄas, the BrahmÄa PurÄa is generally included

as the eighteenth. In the Kurma PurÄa, it is called Vyavya BrahmÄa.

According to the Matsya PurÄa, this PurÄa has been proclaimed by

Brahm and contains a glorification of BrahmÄa. The present PurÄa

contains mostly the Mhtmyas, Stotras and legends.

The Adhyma RmyaÄa in which Rmabhakti is taught as a means

of  liberation and which is an advaitic work is considered to be a part of

this PurÄa.

This PurÄa consists of two parts, the first, which is the largest portion

is the same as the Vayu PurÄa In the second portion Agastya is represented

as going to the ci ty of  Kañci, where ViÄu as Hayagrva appears to him

and imparts to him the means of salvation, the worship of  Parakti. An

account of  Lalit  Devi, a form of  Durg and destruction of the demon

BhaÄsura is given here. The Tantrika influence in the description of the

worship of akti is visible here.

2.3.13. Vyu PurÄa :

The V yu PurÄa retains most of its early character. This PurÄa is

proclaimed by Vyu and is called Vyu-prokta. The early origin of this

PurÄa is shown by the fact that it has been repeatedly referred  to  by  the
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Mahbhrata and the Harivam
.
sa. The Harivam

.
sa concurs verbatim in

many respects with the extant Vyu PurÄa. In the Mahbhrata, the

sage MarkaÄey tells king Janamejaya about this PurÄa. But then though

this PurÄa preserves many ancient materials, even then there were additions

and alterations with the progress of time. BÄabha¢¢a refers to this PurÄa

in his Kdambar  and Haracarita and says that he had this work read

out to him in his native village. Also in this PurÄa the Gupta reign is described

as it existed in the 4th century A.D.

The Vyu PurÄa is divided into four parts: (1) Prakriy  Pda

comprising chapters 1-14; (2) Anuariga Pada, from chapter 15 to chapter

64; (3) Upodghta Pda, from chapter 65 to chapter 99 and (4)

Upasam
.
hra Pda from chapter 100 to the end.

This PurÄa is a highly interesting and important work dealing copiously

with the following topics : creation and re-creation of the universe,

measurement of time, origin of Agni, Varuna and other gods, origin and

descendents of Atri, Bhrgu, Angiras and other sages, demons, raksasas,

gandharvas and pitrs. origin oflower animals, birds. trees and creepers.

These topics are treated as in the ViÄu PurÄa, but here instead of  ViÄu

iva is glorified. Here we find a detail description of the genealogies of the

ancient kings who are the descendents of Manu. The kings of Kaliyuga

are de cribed ending with the Guptas of Magadha.  A detailed geography

of the earth divided into seven dvipas (continents) and a

number of varsas (sub-continents) is also found here. Accounts of

the people 1iving in different continents are also given here. the names of

seven nether worlds; desceiption of solar system and the movements of

the luminaries; description of the four yugas and the fourteen Manvantaras

are enumerated eleborately in this PurÄa. This PurÄa treats very

elaborately the spirits of manes (pitrs) and their cult, i.e srddha. It also

contians chapters on music, different Vedic schools, duties of different

castes and sramas etc. A very important aspect of this PurÄa is its

description of Psupata Yoga.

There are a number of interesting myths and legends, such as those of

iva’s destruction of  Dakayajña of  Pururavas and Urvai, the birth of

Avins etc.

The Vyu purÄa is sometimes not found in the list of eighteen

PurÄas, The iva PurÄa is included in its place. Some scholars here

opine that the Vyu and the iva PurÄas are identical. It may be confirmed

by the Matsya PurÄa  which describes the Vyu PurÄa as characterised

by its account of Rudra or iva. According to Vans Kennedy; the iva
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PurÄa is an UpapurÄa. Some other scholars like Pargiter and others

pointed out that the Brahmanda PurÄa, which is assigned the 18th place

in almost all the PurÄas, is virtually the same with the ViÄu PurÄa.

Moreover, it is sometimes called Vyuviya  BrahmÄa which is

proclaimed by Vyu. Hence, Pargiter says that these are originally one

PurÄa which lateron became separated.

Stop to Consider:

Manvantaras : Mavantaras are vast periods of time ruled over

by a Manu, I the first forefather of  human beings. According to

tradition, there are fourtten Manvantaras. These are :

Svyarnbhuva, Svrocia, Auttuma, Tmasa, Raivata, Ckua,

Vaivasvata, SvarÄika, DaksasvarÄa, BrahmasvaraÄa,

DharmasvarÄa, RudrasvaraÄa, Raucya and Bhautya.

2.3.14. Agni PurÄa :

This PurÄa is socalled because it was originally communicated by

Agni (fire god) to Vasi¢ha. By him it was taught to Vysa, who imparted

it to Suta and Suta repeated it to the Ris in NaimiraÄya. This PurÄa

does not follow the characters of a PurÄa.

The early chapters of this PurÄa describe the incarnations of  ViÄu,

among them those of  Rma and K¾Äa follow the RmyaÄa and the

Mahbhrata. Although the PurÄa begins with the descriptions of  ViÄu

and his incarnations, still it is in essence a Saiva work dealing exhaustively

with the mystic cult of the lin. ga and of  Durg. There are chapters on

cosmology, genealogy and geography which are common to all PurÄas.

But the main feature of this PurÄa is its encyclopaedic character. It actually

deals with each and everything. Here, there are chapters on astroglogy

and astronomy, on politics and the art of warfare, on medicine, prosody,

poetics and grammar. Marriage and funeral rites are discussed here

elaboratley. Other customs of everyday life are also mentioned here. In

this PurÄa we find discussion on law, where it closely follows the lawbook

of  Yjnavalkya. The chapters on medicine are compiled from the Su

ruta Sm
.
ahit A series of chapters on the mystic worship of iva and

Durg is also found here.

2.3.15 Lin. ga PurÄa :

It is said in the Matsya PurÄa  that “Where Mahevara, in the form

of Agni Linga explained virtue, wealth, pleaure and fmalliberation at the
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end of the Agni Kalpa. that PurÄa  is  called  Lin. ga by Brahm himself.

It contains eleven thoushand verses,” The Lin. ga PurÄa conforms to this

description to a great extent. The work is so called because Lin. ga appears

here as a mystic symbol of god iva in the creation legend. It is said that

the work was first composed by Brahm

In the beginning of  the PurÄa a short account is given of primary and

secopdary creation. A short description of the patriarchal families is given,

in which iva is said to be the indescribable cause of all things. Legends

are told on the twenty eight incarnations of iva. Some passages show the

influence of Tantra. A description of the universe and of royal dynasties of

the Vaivasvata Manvantara to the time of  K¾Äa is the subject matter of

a number of chapters. After which different legends and rites are described

in which iva is glorified. This work is like a religions book ofthe iva-

worshippers.

2.3.16 Skanda PurÄa :

This PurÄa is said to have been proclaimed by SkaÄa, the son of

iva, who has proclaimed Saivite doctrines in it. It is maintained by the

scholars that the Skanda PurÄa in a collective form is probably lost. The

fragments in the shape of Sam
.
hits, KhaÄas and Mhtmyas which are

available in various parts of India are claimed to be portions of this PurÄa.

The most celebrated of the KhaÄas is the Ksi KhaÄa, in which minute

description of the temples of  iva in and around Benaras is found. A great

variety of legends explaining the merits of worshipping Mahevara and the

holiness of  Ksi is described here. This KhaÄa  contains fifteen thousand

verses.

Another considerable work ascirbed to the SkaÄa PurÄa  is the

Utkala KhaÄa. This KhaÄa gives an account of the holiness of Orissa

and of Jaganntha. Besides these, there are Brahmottara KhaÄa, Rev

KhaÄa, iva Rahasya KhaÄa, Himavat KhaÄa etc. of the Sam
.
hits,

the chief are the Suta Sam
.
hit, Sanatkumra Sam

.
hit, Saura Sam

.
hit

and Kapila Sam
.
hit. There are several other works called Sam

.
hits said

to be belonging to the Skanda PurÄa. The Suta Sam
.
hit is a work of

considerable volume. It consists of four KhaÄas, the first of which is devoted

to the description of  the worship of iva. In the second section Yoga and

duties of castes and Asramas are narrated. The third KhaÄas deals with

the means of liberation. The fourth section is devoted to iva-bhakti. The

Sanatkumra Sam
.
hit also contains legends related to aivism and to

Benaras. The Saura Sam
.
hit  contains cosmogonic theories.
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The above mentioned works constitute only a part of the many texts which

are regarded as belonging to Skanda PurÄa. However, it must be admitted

that none of the works conform to the definition of  PurÄa and can be

termed as a PurÄa in the true sense of the term.

2.3.17 Kurma PurÄa :

In the first chapter of this PurÄa it is said that it consists of  four

Sam
.
hits. These are : Brdhmi Bhgavati Sauri  and VaiÄavi. However,

it is only the Brahmi-Sam
.
hit, which has come down to us as Kurma

PurÄa. This is a Saiva PurÄa, though the name suggests that it may be a

VaiÄavi PurÄa. ViÄu, in his incarnation as the tortoise (kurma) imparts

this PurÄa to Indradyumna. iva is regarded here as the highest Being.

But it is repeatedly emphasised that Brahm, ViÄu and iva are one. The

worship of  Sakti is also emphasised. Devi, the highest Goddess or

Paramevari, who is the consort or sakti of iva is praised here.

This PurÄa is divided into two parts, of nearly equal length. In the

first part, accounts of creation, genealogies of the kings of solar and lunar

dynasties and of the Manvantaras are found. Here we also find description

of the incarnations of  ViÄu and geography of the universe. There are also

hymns addressed to Mahesvara by Brahm  and others. There is one

chapter in which the incarnations of iva are described. In the second part

no legend is found. It is divided into two portions - the Isvra Git and

the Vyasa Git. In the first, the knowledge of God, i.e., iva through

contemplative devotion is taught. In the second, the same thing is taught to

be achieved by observance of pious action, ceremonies and precepts of

the Vedas.

2.3.18 Matsya PurÄa :

The Mastya PurÄa is one of the older PurÄas, which has retained

most of the ancient character. It also conforms to the difinition of a PurÄa,

ThePurÄa opens with an account of the fish incarnation of  God ViÄu. It

narrates the story of the great flood in which everything was drowned and

God ViÄu in the form of a fish (mastya) saved Manu only. While the ark

in which Manu was sailing was fastened to the fish. he entered into a

conversation with the fish. The questions asked by Manu and the answers

thereofform the subject matter of this PurÄa.

The first subject is creation which is treated in detail. The genealogies

follow next into hich section on the pit¾s and their cults is inserted. The

royal dynasties are next dealt with. The lists of kings of the �ndhra dynasty
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are very reliable. Then follow chapters on the duties of different sramas.

This PurÄa has many legends common to the Mahbhrata and the

Harivam
.
a. Thus, here. we find the legends of Yayti, Svitri, avatras

of ViÄu etc. We also find here a considerable section about different vratas,

and festivals, glorification of Allahabad, Benaras and the river Narmad.

Religious festivals of the Vaisnavas are described side by side with those

of the aivas.

The work is a miscellaneous compilations. The ceremonies at the

building of a house, the creation and dedication of statues of deities, temples

and palaces, the sixteen kinds of pious donations etc. also are related in

detail. A few chapters are devoted to �yurveda. There are several chapters

of law and morals. Thus, this PurÄa projects an excyclopaedic character

in its contents.

 SAQ :

1. What is a MahpurÄa - Vuy or iva?  Why VyupurÄa is

not included in the list of eighteen PurÄas? (Answer in about

100 words)

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

2. Why BrahmapurÄa is called �di PurÄa? What is the

UttarakhaÄa of this PurÄa? What is the characteristic

feature of this PurÄa?

(Answer in about 50,words)

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................

3. What are the legends found in the ViÄu PurÄa? (Answer

in 20 words)

.......................................................................................

.......................................................................................
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4. What is the controversy regarding the Bhgavata PurÄa ?

How is it solved? (Answer in about 50 words)

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

5. Which Skanda of the Bhgavata PurÄa is the most popular

and why ? (Answer in about 50 words)

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

6. What is the difference between Nradiya and B¾hannradiya

PurÄa? (Answer in about 20 words)

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

7. What are the different parts of  Padma PurÄa? (Answer in

20 words)

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

8. What Mrkaneya did to answer the questions of  Jaimini ?

(Answer in

about 20 words)

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................
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2.4 The UpapurÄas :

The differential line between MahapurÄa and UpapurÄas seems

to be very indistinct. Following the tradition of the MahapurÄas, Indian

tradition also tries to limit the number of UpapurÄas to eighteen only. But

in the inumeration of the names of the UpapurÄas this does not show any

agreement. Some of the UpapurÄas are earlier in point of comparison

than the MahapurÄas.

The Kurma PurÄa supplies us with a list of eighteen UpapurÄa.

The Garuda PurÄa gives the same list. The following verses from the

Kurma PurÄa give the names of  the UpapurÄas :

¥æÏ¢  âÙÌ·é¤×æÚðæ€Ì¢ ÙæÚçâ¢ã×ÌÑ ÂÚ×Ð

ÌëÌèØ¢ S·¤æ‹Î×éçãcÅ¢ ·é¤×æÚð‡æ Ìé ÖæçáÌ×H

¿ÌéÍü çàæÕÏ×üæ�Ø¢  âæÿææ‹Ù‹ÎèàæÖæçáÙ×Ð

Îéßüæââðæ€Ì×æÿ¿Øü ÙæÚÎèØ×ÌÑ ÂÚ×H

·¤æçÂÜ¢ ßæ×Ù¢ ¿ñß ÌÍñßðæàæÙâðÚèÙ×Ð
Õý±×æ‡Ç¢ ßæ×‡æ¢ ¿ñß ·¤æçÜ·¤æãØ×ðß ¿Ð

×æãðàßÚ¢ ÙÍæ âæ�Õ¢ âñæÚ¢ âßüæÍüâ¿Ø×Ð

ÂÚæàæÚðæ€Ì¢ ×æÚè¿¢ ÌÍñß ×æ»ßæãØ×H

Hence. the UpaurÄas  as are Sanatkumarokta, Nrasim
.
ha,

Sknda, ivadharma, Durvsasokta, Nradiya, Kpila, Vmana,

Usaneeria, BrahmÄa, VruÄa, Klik, Mhevara, Smba, Saura,

Prara, Mrica and Bhrgava.

The same list is repeated in the Garua PurÄas. However, in some

other texts the names vary. In the Matsya PurÄas only four UpapurÄas

are mentioned.

These are:  Narasim
.
ha, Nandi, Smba and �ditya.

The BrahmÄa PurÄas gives the list of another eighteen. These

are: �di,  �ditya, B¾ hnnradya, Nradya, Nandvara,

Brhannandvara, Smba, Kriyayogasra, Klik, Dharma,

ViÄudharmottara, iva-dharma, ViÄudharma, Vmana, Vruna,

Nrasim
.
ha, Bhrgava and B¾haddharma. There are again other lists.

2.5 Oringin of the UpapurÄas :

The Kurma PurÄa, the Skanda PurÄa (Suta Sam
.
hit) and

Parara UpapurÄas  record a tradition that the sages proclaimed the

UpapurÄas  after listening to the eighteen PurÄas form Vysa, This

tradition assigns the UpapurÄas  to a date posterior to that of the PurÄas

and as such to a position inferior that of the PurÄas. This is supported by

the view of the Matsya PurÄa also. The Matsya PurÄa calls the
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UpapurÄas only a subdivision (upabheda) of the PurÄa. It also says

that any PurÄic work which will be found to be different from the eighteen

PurÄa must be accepted as originated from anyone of the PurÄa .

¥cÅæÎàæ�ØSÌé  ÂëÍ·¤ ÂéÚæ‡æ¢  ØÌ ÂýçÎàØÌðÐ

çßÁæÙèŠß¢ çÎêÁŸæððcÌÎðÌð�Øðæ çßçÙ»üÌ×H

The Sauro purÄa, an UpapurÄas also supports this theory and maintains

that the UpapurÄas are only supplements (khila) to the principal purÄa.

However, this theory is not accepted universally and many UpapurÄas

do not style themselves as such and call themselves only as purÄa and

they do not attach themselves to any of the MahpurÄas. Sometimes

they even claim to be superior to the MahpurÄas. purÄa UpapurÄas

says-

¥‹Øæ‹ØéÂÂéÚæ‡ææçÙ ¿·ýé¤Ñ âæÚÌÚæç‡æ ßñ Ð

That is the UpapurÄas are more substantial than the purÄa.

The older UpapurÄas do not give the list of the names of the UpapurÄas

and they call themselves simply purÄa and seem to be not familiar with

the designation of UpapurÄas

2.6  Definition and Importance of the UpapurÄas :

The Sura PurÄas says that as a PurÄas has five characteristics,

similarly the UpapurÄas also contain five characteristics being the

supplements of the PurÄas. Thus it is said -

â»üÿ¿  ÂýçÌâ»üÿ¿ ß¢àæðæ ×‹ß‹ÌÚæç‡æ  ¿ Ð

ß¢àææÙé¿çÚÌ¢  ¿ñß  ÂéÚæ‡æ¢ Â¿Üÿæ‡æ× H
Õýæ±×æÎèÙæ¢ ÂéÚæ‡ææÙæ×é€Ì×ðÌžæé Üÿææ‡æ×Ð

°Ì“æðæÂÂéÚæ‡ææÙ¢æ ç¹ÜˆßæËÜÿæ‡æ¢ S×ëÌ×H

It means that the five definitions of  PurÄas are sarga etc. This definition

is applicable to the PurÄas like Brhma etc. This is also the definition of

the UpapurÄas as they are supplememtary works.

However, very few of the UpapurÄas conform to this view. The

UpapurÄas are more exclusively adopted to suit the purposes of  local

cults and the religious needs of different sects than the MahpurÄas.

These are never found to be serious about the genealogies of  the kings

and sages.

UpapurÄas are of inestimable value from the point of view of the

history of religion and Culture. They give us insight into all phases and

aspects of  Hindusim such as its mythology, its idol-worship, its philosophy,

its festivals and ceremonies, its ethics and superstitions. These also supply

us important informations about the different branches of science and
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literature which were developed in ancient India. In these respects

UpapurÄa as are more important than the Mahpurnas.

2.7.1 The K1ik- PurÄa  :

The KlikurÄa  is one of the eighteen UpapurÄas and its name

figures in all the lists of the UpapurÄas. It occupies a prominent place in

the vast Puranic   literature and is regarded as one of the most authoritative

works by the Nibandha writers, specially as regards akti-worship. Though

an UpapurÄa, it is called Klik PurÄa  or Kli PurÄa  and was

composed to popularise the cult of akti, especially the worship of mother

Goddess Kmkhy. The Nibandha writers have profusely drawn upon

this PurÄa  in support of their views relating to the daily routine

performances and mainly the worship of the mother Goddess. The Klik

PurÄa  is regarded as a sthalapurna of  Kmarüpa, This is because of the

fact that it was written in Kmarüpa and refers to many local places of

pilgrimge and holy places. Most of all it deals with the exploits of

Kmkhy. However, form the wide circulation of  the KlikurÄa

and its all-India fame  can be said that it is much more than a sthalapurÄa.

2,7.2 The Date and Place of Origin of KlikpurÄa  :

Scholars are ofthe opinion that the KlikpurÄa was composed in

Kmarupa. The vivid and graphic description of the geography and

topography of  Kmarupa, the elaborate ritualistic procedure of worshipping

goddess Kmkhy, description of local customs, names of  local fruits,

flowers, roots, food and drink, ornaments and garments unmistakably prove

that this PurÄa  was composed in Kmarupa. Moreover, this PurÄa

describes vividly the Naraka myth which is invariably mentioned by the

kings of  Kmarupa in their inscriptions and land grants. The PurÄa also

praises Kmarupa as thousand times holier than other places including

Vrnas. All these show that this PurÄa  can not be composed in any

place other than Kmarupa. This PurÄa  has been assigned different dates

by different scholars ranging from 10th to 14th century A.D. However, Dr.

Biswanarayan Shastri has arrived at the conclusion after consulting internal

and external evidences that the KlikurÄa was compiled in the middle

of  9th century A.D.

2.7.3 Contents of the Klik  PurÄa

The Klik  PurÄa  which is a Skta PurÄa  deals with the exploits

and worship of  Kli or Klik, who is primarily the yoga-nidr and my

of  ViÄu, but who later became the wife of iva as Sati, daughter of
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Daka and Kli or Klik, daughter of  Himavat. In connection with this

main topic it narrates many interesting legends and introduces chapters on

the mountains, rivers and holy places of Kmarupa, duties and conducts

of kings, construction of forts, description of customs and rites etc. It

contains valuable materials for the study of the social, religious and even

political history of  Kmarupa.

The PurÄa  consists of  90 chapters. In the first chapter it is described

that once some sages headed by Kamata approached sage Mrkaneya

and asked him to relate to them how Kli captivated the heart of iva,

how Sati was born to Daka, how she had abandoned her body and was

born as a daughter of Himavat and finally how she acquired half of the

body of iva. Mrkaneya then narrates the Klik  PurÄa.

In the early chapte s Mrkaneya describes the births of  Kamadeva,

Rati and vasanta and their exploits. In chpater 8, birth of Sati is described

and in chapter 9. penances of  Sati for attaining iva as her husband is

found. In the following chapters engagement of Sati, her marriage with

iva and dalliance of iva with Sari are dealt with. Then follows the

description of  Daka’s sacrifice, Sati’s immolation, destruction of  Daka-

yajña and iva’s grief.  Then in a few chapters primary and secondary

creations are discussed. The legend of  Yjaña- Varha is the subject matter

of chapter 31. The fish incaranation of  ViÄu is also discussed’ here. From

chapters 35 the legend of  Naraka is described. Chapter fortytwo is about

the destruction of  Kma and the next chapter deals with the penance of

Um. The story of the marriage of  Hara and Kli and the concept of

ardhanr Isvara are found here.

From the chapter 46 onwards we have various legends like the legend

of Skanda, Citrngad Bhairava and Vetla etc. Chapters 52-56 are

designated as Mahmykalpa wherein we find instruction  about the

worship  of  Prvat and Mahmy, The bijamantras of Madana,

Sambhu and Tar are found in chapter 57 called Uttaratantra. Description

of the image of  Kmkhy and ritual procedure of worshipping of the

goddess is also discussed elaborately. This PurÄa  also gives an account

of the legend of Mahissura. Goddess Kmkhy  is glorified in the 62nd

chapter of this PurÄa . A detailed description of the offerings and upacras

needed for the worship of  Kmkhy  is given here. In some chapters of

this PurÄa, we find descriptions of the sacred places, mountains etc. of

Kmarupa. Towards the end of the PurÄa description of the river Lauhitya

is found. An isntruction of polity is also given here. Some religious rites like
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Pusyasnana, Sakradhvajotsava etc. are discussed also. The last two

chapters supply us with the genealogies of  Vetla and Bhairava.

Thus, the KlikpurÄa provides us with important details about the

worship of  Kmkhy  and about some geographical accounts of

Kmarupa. The Naraka legend is an important legend found in this PurÄa.

The three ruling dynasties of  Kmarupa, viz., Varman, Slaslambha and

Pla trace their origin to Naraka. This points to the importance of this

legend in the history of  Kmarupa.

S.A.Q

1. Why Klik PurÄa is called SthalapurÄa ? (Answer in about

15 words)

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

2. What is the definition of  UpapurÄa ? (Answer in about 40

words)

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

3. Why do we find different lists of  UpapurÄa? Give your

reasons. (Answer in about 25 words)

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

2.8  Summing Up

At the end of this unit you have gathered a good idea of the contents

of the eighteen PurÄa. The importance of the ViÄu  PurÄa and the

Bhgavata PurÄa has been discussed here. You have also noticed here

that though the PurÄa are classifie as Vai¾avite, Saivite or Brhma, there
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are many PurÄa which advocate the unity of all these gods. Moreover,

you have also learnt that ViÄu was the most prominent deity of  Puranic

age. I have also tried to give you an idea of the UpapurÄas. You have

also learnt here about the contents and importance of  the Klik PurÄa,

one of the most important UpapurÄas, which teaches the worship of  akti.

2.9 Select Readings

All the books given in Unit 1 are necessary for study here. In addition

the following

books can be consulted.

1.  KlikpurÄa Viswanarayan Shastri

2.  Studies in the UpapurÄa, Vol. I and II, R.C. Hajra.

Model Questions :

1. Write the contents of the ViÄu PurÄa

2. Show your acquaintance with the contents of the Bhgavata PurÄa

3. Write a note on the contents of  Vyu PurÄa

4. Give the defination of  UpapurÄas,

5. Write the names of the UpapurÄas.

6. Give an introduction to Klik PurÄa
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Unit III

The Origin & Development of RŒmŒyaÄa

3.1 Introduction
3.2 Objective
3.3 The theme of the RŒmŒyaÄa
3.4 The origin and development of the story of RŒma
3.5 The arrangement of the RŒmŒyaÄa and the contents of the

Books
3.6 The salient features of the RŒmŒyaÄa as a KŒvya
3.7 VŒlm¶ki- the author of the RŒmŒyaÄa
3.8 Interpolations in the RŒmŒyaÄa
3.9 Summing up

3.1 Introduction
The word RŒmŒyaÄa is made up of two words namely RŒma

and ayana, which means a path. Thus, the epic RŒmŒyaÄa presents
before us a description of the  path followed by RŒma in his life
and conduct. Unlike the MahŒbhŒrata, the RŒmŒyaÄa is a
homogeneous text with a simple and straightforward story.

The RŒmŒyaÄa is known as the �dikŒvya and its author
VŒlm¶ki is called the Adikavi. In this epic there is a profusion of
true poetry which presents before reader magnificent delineations
of human passion, delicate paintings of natural beauty and
powerful descriptions of battle scenes. Furthermore, it is not merely
a KŒvya but is also a song, a rhythmic composition which could
be sung to the  accompaniment of stringed instrument. And it was
sung at the AÜvamedhayŒga performed by RŒma, as found in the
last Book of the epic.
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3.2 Objective

The objective of this unit is to make the student familiar with
the following aspects of the RŒmŒyaÄa-

- The theme of the RŒmŒyaÄa
- The origin and development of the story of the epic.
- Arrangement of the RŒmŒyaÄa
- The author of the RŒmŒyaÄa
- The nature of the RŒmŒyaÄa as a MahŒkŒvya
- Interpolations in the RŒmŒyaÄa

3.3 The theme of the RŒmŒyaÄa

The RŒmŒyaÄa is a single compact work of some 24,000
stanzas divided into seven Books. In all likelihood in its original
form it was the composition of a single author.

The theme of the RŒmŒyaÄa covers a well-knit single story
which is consistent in its character and is totally different from the
story of the MahŒbharata, which is complex and full of
ramifications.

RŒmŒyaÄa is the story of RŒma and his adventures; his fight
with the demoness TŒÎakŒ; his winning of S¶tŒ by breaking Ýiva’s
bow; the palace intrigue resulting in RŒma’s exile for fourteen years
along with S¶tŒ and Lak¦maÄa; death of  DaÜaratha; RŒma’s sojourn
in the forests of Citrakµu¢a, DaÄÎaka and by the  river GodŒvar¶;
Bharata’s attempts at persuading RŒma to return to AyodhyŒ; the
adventures of RŒvaÄa’s sister SµurpanakhŒ and of MŒrica as the
golden deer; RŒvaÄa’s abduction of S¶tŒ; Ja¢Œyu’s attempts at
rescuing S¶tŒ; RŒma and Lak¦maÄa’s search for S¶tŒ; their meeting
with Hanumat and Sugr¶va; killing of  VŒlin by RŒma; RŒma’s pact
with Sugr¶va for rescuing S¶tŒ; HanumŒna’s leap to LaÆkŒ across
the ocean and his meeting with S¶tŒ; his return to RŒma with her
message; construction of a bridge across the ocean for crossing
over to LaÆkŒ; the arrival of RŒma and others in LaÆkŒ and the
battle with the demons; the  defection of Vibh¶¦aÄa; the revival of
wounded Lak¦maÄa with ViÜalayakaraÄ¶; the final battle; the
death of RŒvaÄa at the hands of RŒma; S¶tŒ’s ordeal by fire; RŒma’s
return to AyodhyŒ with Lak¦maÄa, S¶tŒ and others; RŒma’s
coronation; RŒma’s period of reign; the abandoning of S¶tŒ by
RŒma; birth of her two sons at the hermitage of VŒlm¶ki;
performance of AÜvamedha by RŒma; S¶tŒ’s return to the bosom
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of mother Earth and finally Rama’s ascent to heaven after crowning
his sons as rulers of two regions of KoÜala.

SAQ
 1. What is the nature of the story of the RŒmŒyaÄa? Is it a

homogenous story?
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

3.4 The origin and development of the story of RŒma
Although the epic RŒmŒyaÄa presents a well-knit single story

of one main character i.e., RŒma, various scholars have expressed
the view that the epic is a combination of a number of stories.
These are as follows:-

(a) The intrigue of Kaikey¶ leading to RŒma’s banishment,
(b)  The abduction of S¶tŒ by RŒvaÄa,
(c) The stories about RŒvaÄa
(d) Stories about Hanumat and the apes
According to some scholars only historical element in the

RŒmŒyaÄa is the banishment of RŒma that happend as a result of
palace intrigue. Lassen is of the view that the original RŒmŒyaÄa
ended with RŒma leaving AyodhyŒ with S¶tŒ to the HimŒlayas which
was the original place of banishment. Thereafter, in the first
revision of the text, the place of banishment was changed to the
forest by the river GodŒvar¶. A description of the protection given
by RŒma to the hermits in the forest was added at this stage. In the
next revision that followed, were added  stories that indicate the
first attempts by the Aryans to gain control over the  people of the
Deccan. And in the final revision, was added the story of RŒma’s
expedition to the island of LaÆkŒ. This part of the epic was added
to the story after the Aryans learned about the island of LaÆkŒ.
Thus, according to Lassen the latter part of the story is a symbolic
representation of Aryan conquest of South India. According to
Jacobi also the story of the RŒmŒyaÄa is an intermixture of history
and symbolic narration. But Jacobi belives that the stories  of S¶tŒ’s
abduction and RŒvaÄa’s death at the hands of RŒma represent
mythological elements taken from the ¡Rgveda. In the ¡Rgveda the
word S¶tŒ’ means furrowed earth and in the RŒmŒyaÄa. S¶tŒ is the
daughter of the earth.  RŒvaÄa according to Jacobi represents V¾tra
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who withholds the rain waters which are essential for ploughing
the land. RŒma is a repsentation of ¡Rgvedic  Indra and the fight
between RŒma and RŒvaÄa is a portrayal of the Indra-V¾tra conflict.
It is to be noted here that the internal evidence of the epic does
not support this view.

Bulcke holds that the entire story of RŒma is historical and is a
unit in itself i.e. it is not an amalgamation of a number of stories as
believed by some scholars. According to him there is nothing
unusual or supernatural in the incidents of S¶tŒs abduction and
the fight with the abduction with the help of aboriginal inhabitants
of the South who were referred to as Vanaras. There are inevitable
scences of divine intervensions, fantasies and exaggerations
introduced into the story for the sake of artistic effect. Nevertheless,
the RŒmŒyaÄa creates the feeling that the main story is based on
facts, on happenings that must have taken place in the remote
past.

According to Dinesh Chandra Sen, VŒlm¶ki’s RŒmŒyaÄa has
emerged from three sources. These are (a) the DaÜaratha JŒtaka,
(b) legends that were prevalent in South India about RŒvaÄa and
(c) drifting stories about ape-worship that was current in ancient
India.

Weber too has held the view that the RŒmŒyaÄa owes its origin
to the DaÜaratha JŒtaka.. Bulcke however, has shown that this
JŒtaka is nothing but a distorted account of the story of RŒma, as
given in VŒlm¶ki’s RŒmŒyaÄa. This being so, it is later than the
epic. He has also shown that independent existence of stories about
RŒvaÄa and about ape- worship cannot be proved.

While discussing the origin of the RŒmŒyaÄa we should also
mention the view held by ancient Indian tradition in this
connection. VŒlm¶ki himself, in the introductory portion of his epic
has stated the traditional belief about the origin of RŒma’s story.

VŒlm¶ki states that in reply to his question as to what are the
characteristics of a perfect man, the sage NŒrada, narrated to him
the story of RŒma the scion of the Ik¦vŒku family. As stated in the
epic, NŒrada’s story ends with the coronation of RŒma, on his
return to AyodhyŒ after slaying RŒvaÄa. As per this account, after
NŒrada’s departure, as VŒlm¶ki was about to take his ablutions in
the river TamasŒ, he witnessed the death of the male companion
of a female kraunca bird, at the hands of a fowler. He was struck
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by anguish at the pitiable sight of the grief-stricken; female bird.
The Üoka (anguish) felt by VŒlm¶ki spontaneously found expression
in the shape of a Üloka as follows-

×æ çÙáæÎ ÂýçÌcÆUæ¢ ˆß×»×Ñ àææàßÌèÑ â×æÑÐ

ØÌ÷ ·ý¤æñ†¿ç×ÍéÙæÎð·¤×ßÏèÑ ·¤æ××æðçãUÌ×÷H

As VŒlm¶ki was uttering this verse BrahmŒ appeared before
him and asked him to write down the story of Rama as narrated by
NŒrada. By the grace of Brahma, VŒlm¶ki had a clear vision of all
the events in RŒma’s life and he began composing his great epic
the RŒmŒyaÄa. VŒlm¶ki taught the entire poem to the twin sons of
S¶tŒ, who were born at his hermitage, after S¶tŒ’s abandonment by
RŒma. These two young boys Lava and KuÜa by name sang the
entire poem in the assembly of distinguished men during the
performance of the AÜvamedha sacrifice by RŒma.

Stop to Consider

1. DaÜaratha JŒtaka is a Buddhist work written in verses (known
as GŒthŒs) and prose passages. In it there is no mention of the
abduction of S¶tŒ and the battle in LaÆkŒ, no mention of
RŒvaÄa and also of Hanumat. This JŒtaka was written for
consoling a son who was grieving for his dead father and as
such there was no necessity in it to refer to S¶tŒ’s abduction.

2. Ýloka: A Üloka is a verse written in the Anu¦¢ubh metre. Ýlokas
were meant for extolling or praising. The word is derived from
the root Ülok-to praise.

SAQ

1. What does Lassen say about the origin and development
of the story of the RŒmŒyaÄa?
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

2. To what extent is the story of RŒma based on historical
facts? What are the views of different scholars regarding
the historicity of the RŒmŒyaÄa?
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
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3. Can the DaÜaratha JŒtaka be accepted as the source of
the RŒmŒyaÄa?
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

4. Show your acquaintance with the different views about
the origin of RŒma’s story.
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

5. What does ancient Indian tradition say about the origin
of the RŒmŒyaÄa?
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

3.5  The arrangement of the RŒmŒyaÄa and the contents
of its Books

VŒlm¶ki’s great epic the RŒmŒyaÄa is made up of seven Books
called KaÄÎas. The first Book is known the BŒlakŒnda. As
indicated by its very name, in this KŒÄÎa have been narrated the
events of RŒma’s childhood. In it, it is stated that the wise and
powerful king DaÜaratha, who was ruling in, AyodhyŒ was childless.
So, for obtaining sons he performed a Putre¦¢iyaga. As a result of
this sacrifice the three queens of the king bore him four sons. RŒma
was bom to KauÜalyŒ, Bharata to Kaikey¶  and Lak¦maÄa and
Ýatrughna to Sumitra. In this KŒÄÎa we read about the incidents
leading to S¶tŒ’s marriage to RŒma. S¶tŒ was called so because, she
was obtained by her father king Janaka of Videha from the furrow
created on earth, when he was ploughing the land.

The actual story of the epic begins in the second Book which
is called AyodyŒkŒÄÎa. In this KŒÄÎa   we read about Rama’s
selection as the successor or his father and Kaikey¶’s intrigue which
led to RŒma’s banishment to the forest for fourteen years. RŒma
leaves for the forest together with S¶tŒ and Lak¦maÄa. After his
deparature. king DaÜaratha passes away. Bharata who was away
from AyodhyŒ when all these incidents took place, returns to the
capital. On learning about the manipulations of his mother, he
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becomes angry at her and is full of anguish. Bharata goes to the
forest and tries to presuade RŒma to return to Ayodhya, but in
vain. He returns with RŒma’s sandals which he places on the throne
in AyodhyŒ and himself rules the country from Nand¶grŒma.

The third Book is called AraÄvyakaÄÎa. In this KŒÄÎa has
been described RŒma’s life as a forester and his fights with various
demons for protecting the hermitages in the forest. in this  KŒnda
we come across the episode of ÝµurpanakhŒ the sister of RŒvaÄa
who tries to persuade either of the two brothers to marry her.
Lak¦maÄa cuts off her nose. in retaliation, RŒvaÄa abducts S¶tŒ
with the help of MŒrica, when she was alone in the hut. The bird
Ja¢ayu attacks RŒvaÄa in an attempt to rescue S¶tŒ but does not
succeed. RŒma and Lak¦maÄa begin their search for S¶tŒ. They
take an eventful journey towards the south in search of S¶tŒ.

The fourth Book called Ki¦kindhŒkŒÄÎa narrates the episodes
related to RŒma’s alliance with Sugriva the king of the VŒranas.
RŒma places him on the throne of Ki¦kindhŒ after killing VŒlin,
his elder brother.  Sugr¶va promises to help Rama in rescuing S¶tŒ
from RŒvaÄa’s clutches. Hanumat, one of the councileors of Sugriva
sets out towards the south with an army of VŒnaras. They arrive at
the shores of the ocean and Hanumat gets ready to jump across
the ocean to LaÆkŒ, from atop the mountain called Mahendra.

The fifth Book is known as SundarakŒÄÎa. It presents a
description of the beautiful island of LaÄkŒ, the city of RŒvaÄa
and his magnificent palace. Hanumat enters the city and searches
for S¶tŒ. He finds her confined in a AÜoka-grove and assures her
that RŒma will come very soon to rescue her. He returns to
Ki¦kindhŒ with a message from S¶tŒ.

The sixth Book called YuddhakŒÄÎa is the most voluminous
of all the Books of the RŒmŒyaÄa. In it has been described in
detail the battle between RŒma and his forces and RŒvaÄa and his
army of demons. The army of VŒnaras builds a bridge across the
ocean and RŒma gets ready to invade LaÆkŒ. RŒvaÄa’s brother
Vibh¶¦ana advises RŒvaÄa to  hand over S¶tŒ to her husband, but
in vain. He leaves RŒvaÄa and joins RŒma. A fierce battle takes
place in which many heroic RŒk¦asas including RŒvaÄa’s son
Indrajit and brother KumbhakarÄa are slain. Finally a terrible duel
between RŒma and RŒvaÄa takes place. The fight continues for
several days and night. At the end, RŒvaÄa dies at the lands of
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RŒma. Vibhisana is installed on the throne of LaÆkŒ. S¶tŒ is rescued,
but is made to prove her purity of character through an ordeal by
fire. S¶tŒ proves her innocence by taking the ordeal. RŒma returns
to AyodhyŒ with his wife, brother Lak¦maÄa and his friends and is
crowned the king of the country.

The seventh Book is named UttarakŒÄÎa i.e. the last Book.
In this KŒÄÎa are found numerous legends and episodes which
are in nature similar to legends and episodes found in the
MahŒbhŒrata  and the PurŒÄas. Only one third of this Book is
related to the story of RŒma. It is in this Book that we read about
S¶tŒ’s abandonement by RŒma. At RŒma’s direction Lak¦maÄa takes
her to the forest on the other bank of the GaÆgŒ and leaves her
there. She is taken to the hermitage of VŒlm¶ki by his disciples.
Her twin sons Lava and KuÜa are born in the hermitage. When the
boys grow up, VŒlm¶ki teaches them to sing the poem of the
RŒmŒyaÄa. Rama performs an AÜvamedha sacrifice. His sons
accompanied by VŒlm¶ki go to the place of sacrifice and there
they sing the saga of RŒma and S¶tŒ. At the  request of RŒma, S¶tŒ is
made to come to RŒma’s place of sacrifice. To her humiliation she
is asked to prove her innocence for a second  time by her husband.
By way of an oath she requests Mother Earth to open up. The
earth opens up and S¶tŒ disappears in her womb. Soon after this
RŒma vacates the throne. He installs KuÜa and Lava as the rulers
of two regions of the country with their respective capitals in
KuÜŒvat¶ and ÝrŒvast¶

Stop to Consider

Some scholars have explained the etymology of the word
vŒnara as follows- naro vŒ<vŒ nara<vŒnara. The word is thus
believed to have come from the expression naro vŒ ! through
metathesis. naro vŒ ! means looks like a human.

SAQ:
1. Show your acquaintance with the arrangement of the

RŒmŒyaÄa
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

2. How does RŒma succeed in reaching LaÄkŒ?
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
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3. In which KŒÄÎa of the RŒmŒyaÄa we read about the
city of LaÄkŒ?
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

4. Why did RŒvaÄa abduct S¶tŒ?
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

5. Which is the most voluminous Book of the RŒmŒyaÄa?
Give an idea of its contents.
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

6. From which KŒÄÎa begins the actual story of the
RŒmŒyaÄa?
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

3.6 The Salient -features of the RŒmŒyaÄa as a KŒvya:

VŒlm¶ki, the author of the RŒmŒyaÄa has referred to his work,
as a kŒvya, an ŒkhyŒna and an itihŒsa. He  also says that his
work aims at delineating the first three Puru¦Œrt has viz., dharma,
artha and kŒma. The RŒmŒyaÄa is the very first specimen of a
full-fledged ornate poem (kŒvya), written in Sanskrit. Its author
VŒlm¶ki was a great innovator in Sanskrit poetry and enjoys the
credit of starting a new trend in the art of composing simple
narratives in the metre called Anu¦¢up. His verses became famous
as Ýlokas. He became well-known as the �dikavi and his
RŒmŒyaÄa  became famous as the �dikŒvya.

The RŒmŒyaÄa contains in it the requirements of a MahŒkŒvya,
as defined in the AlaÅkŒraÜastra. It appears as if the definition as
well as the requirements of a MahŒ KŒvya have been enumerated
by taking the RŒmŒyaÄa as a model ornate poem. The style of
writing of this epic is simple and graceful. The poet has employed
figures of speech like Rµupaka  and UpamŒ taken from nature and
also from day to day life. He has been successful in effective
presentation of the various Rasas, by using only one single principle
metre. And he has maintained the same standard of writing all
throughout the work. In the whole range of Sanskrit literature there
is hardly a poem which can match the RŒmŒyaÄa in its purity and
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clearness of diction and simplicity of style. It abounds in
wonderfully true poetry and displays true understanding of human
emotions. RŒmŒyaÄa is undoubtedly a great poem worthy to rank
among the classical master pieces of world- literature.

This great epic aims at depicting the life of a perfect man - an
ideal character to be followed by ordinary men in difficult situations
of life. In RŒma we see a person who stands for duty, self sacrifice,
compassion  and protection of the weak. He is handsome,
possessed of prowess and intelligence, is an epitome of self control.
He is brave but is never proud of his bravery. He never speaks
untruth, is respectful towards the elder and kind towards the
miserable. RŒma is well versed in dharma, pure in spirit and fully
aware of the duties of a K¦atriya. With such qualities of head and
heart RŒma was very dear to all who came in contact with him.

In this epic importance has been laid, on upholding moral
values. RŒma has been shown as a person well versed in moral
values. His three brothers and his wife also stand for right conduct
and their virtues are spontaneous.

The incidents narrated in course of the plot of the epic are
realistic, but are interspersed with the supra-natural. This is because,
the characters are at times shown as human, at times as superhuman
and at other times as both human and superhuman.

It has been mentioned in 3.4 the core of the story of RŒma is
historical. VŒlm¶ki has referred to his work as a carita. Had it been
entirely a work of imagination, the poet could as well have said
so, which he has not done. If the story had been his invention, he
would not possibly have inserted in it the story of an unjust slaying
of Valin by Rama.

Besides being a KŒvya, the RŒmŒyaÄa is also a sacred text
teaching the virtues of righteousness. It teaches the principles of
sanŒtanadharma and sadŒcŒra which is one of the basic
principles of dharma. This great epic has also included in its fold,
topics which deal with the ArthaÜŒstra, administration, policy,
diplomacy, warfare and so on. The benefits of good governance
are shown through the depiction of rŒmarŒjya

Stop to Consider:

Puru¦Œrtha  means the pricipal object of human existence.
Puru¦Œrthas are four in number - dharma i.e., righteousness or
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duty, artha i.e. riches or the needs of  life; kŒma the desires and
mok¦a i.e., emancipation from the cycle of birth and death.
Another name for these four Puru¦Œrthas is caturvarga.

A MahŒkŒvya is an ornate poem arranged into a number of
chapters. It depicts the story of a k¦atriya hero who is dhirodatta
and valorous and hails from an illustrious family. There can also
be a number of heroes in a MahŒkŒvya all hailing from one single
illustrious family. The principle rasa in it can be either vira or
Ü¾ÆgŒra or ÜŒnta or karuÄa. One principle metre is used all
through the composition barring the end (avasŒna) of  the
chapters. The story is based either on some historical events or on
the life of an ideal man. A MahŒkŒvya deals with all the Puru¦Œrthas;
but only one of them is presented as the fruit of the composition.

SAQ
1. What are the salient features of the epic RŒmŒyaÄa ?

.................................................................................

.................................................................................
2. Why did VŒlm¶ki earn the epithet �dikavi ?

.................................................................................

.................................................................................
3. What are the literary merits of the RŒmŒyaÄa ?

.................................................................................

.................................................................................
4. What does the RŒmŒyaÄa teach us?

.................................................................................

.................................................................................

3.7 Valmiki-the author of the RŒmŒyaÄa
Ancient Indian tradition has transformed Valmiki from the

author of the RŒmŒyaÄa to a person of historical eminence like
VyŒsa the compiler of the Vedas and the MahŒbhŒrata. Both of
them appear as characters in the two respective epics.

In the MahŒbhŒrata VŒlm¶ki has been mentioned as a sage
and a poet. We know nothing tangible about VŒlm¶ki except his
name. Legends which gathered around his name after he created
the RŒmŒyaÄa became popular among the masses. According to
traditional account, VŒlm¶ki was a highway man who waylaid
travellers and robbed them of their valuables. His original name, it
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is said, was RatnŒkara. He became repentent of his sins and was
converted into the good ways of life by the sage NŒrada. After
undergoing severe penance he became a mahar¦i. He got the
name VŒlm¶ki because, he was covered by an ant-hill during his
penance.

According to one account found in the SkandapurŒÄa, a
VŒlm¶ki passed his childhood and youth among the KirŒtas and
thus could not acquire the culture and refinement of the Aryans,
although he was an Aryan by birth. He had to be reconverted to
the Aryan ways of life and conduct. According to yet another legend
found in the same PurŒÄa, VŒlm¶ki was a dvija by birth and his
earlier name was LohajaÆghŒ. He became a robber to save his
family during a famine. Later on by the grace of the Saptar¦is he
repented for his sins and consequently became a sage.

In the AdhyŒtma RŒmŒyaÄa we find the following  story
behind the name VŒlm¶ki was a Brahmin  birth and his name was
RatnŒkara. He was born and brought up among the KirŒtas. He
became a robber to earn his living. Once he came across the
Saptar¦is and followed them with an intention of robbing them of
their possessions. When the ¡R¦is learned about his intention, they
advised him to ask the members of his family as to whether they
would share with him, his sins. When RatnŒkara realised that his
wife, his sons and other relatives were unwilling to share his sins,
he repented for his misdeeds. As per instructions of the ¡R¦is he
engaged himself in deep meditation on the word marŒ. While he
was meditating in this way the two syllables of the word marŒ
transported into the word rŒma. In course of time on his rigid body
arose an ant hill (VŒlm¶ka). Subsequently at the end of thousands
of years he emerged from the ant hill and by the grace of the
Saptar¦is became known as VŒlm¶ki. This was as it were, his second
birth and he became a dvija.

In an account found in the MahŒbhŒrata, it is said that VŒlm¶ki
fell into a position of dishonour due to some dispute with the
Brahmins and was accused of brahmahatyŒ. He was freed of this
grave sin by the grace of Lord Ýiva.

The RŒmŒyaÄa introduces VŒlm¶ki to the readers as one who
was a witness to many incidents in RŒma’s life. He has been referred
to by using epithets like tapasv¶, muni, mahŒmuni, bhagavŒn,
dharmavid, mahŒmati etc. In the UttarakŒÄÎa, he has been called
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a friend of king DaÜaratha. In this KŒÄÎa VŒlm¶ki refers to himself
as the tenth son of Pracetas. According to the RŒmŒyaÄa he had
hermitages by the rivers TamasŒ and GaÆgŒ.

Some scholars have tried to identify VŒlm¶ki with BhŒrgava
Cyavana. But according to the Bengali RŒmŒyaÄa VŒlm¶ki was a
son of Cyavana. From a statement found in the Buddhacarita of
AÜvagho¦a, S.K. Chatterji has inferred that it was BhŒrgava Cyavana
who made the first attempt at writing an ornate poem on the life of
RŒma. However, he could not succeed in doing so. His work was
taken up and completed by VŒlm¶ki who was a descendent of the
Bhargava sage.

According to A. C. Mahajan the internal evidences of the
RŒmŒyaÄa indicate that VŒlm¶ki was a contemporary of RŒma.
Mahajan has placed the epic before 600 B. C and concludes that
VŒlm¶ki too belonged to the same period. He holds that his view is
supported by external evidence supplied by the MahŒbhŒrata.
Mahajan is of the opinion that VŒlm¶ki wrote his poem when RŒma
had already acquired kingship of the KoÜala country.

SAQ
1. Show your acquaintance with the traditional accounts on

the life of VŒlm¶ki.
.................................................................................
.................................................................................
.................................................................................
.................................................................................

2. What opinions do scholars hold about VŒlm¶ki?
.................................................................................

.................................................................................

.................................................................................

.................................................................................
3. What does the epic RŒmŒyaÄa tell us about its author?

.................................................................................

.................................................................................

.................................................................................

.................................................................................
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3.8 Interpolations in the RŒmŒyaÄa

it is generally believed that the nucleus of the RŒmŒyaÄa is to
be found in the Books II to VI. But from internal evidence of the
poem it is clear that the epic underwent many interpolations
through the centuries. There is enough reason to believe that the
epic before being written down was in circulation in the form of a
ballad. It was first sung by Lava and KuÜa in the forest in an
assembly of sages, thereafter in front of the ordinary people of
AyodhyŒ and finally at the venue of the AÜvamedha sacrifice
performed by RŒma. Thus the story of RŒma was originally orally
circulated just as it was done by Lava and KuÜa. In course of time
the task of singing the epic was taken up by the Sµutas i.e.
professional singers. At this stage of its oral transmission many
additional material entered the epic. This continued for years,
perhaps for centuries. The professional reciters and travelling
singers in order to cater to the tastes of the listeners composed
verses of their own and inserted them into the original poem. They
inserted various glorifications of local gods and holy places as well
as episodes, as demanded by local, and contemporary tastes. The
Sµutas also introduced into the epic lengthy delineations of different
Rasas - heroic, humorous or erotic as per the tastes of the audience.
In a similar manner, verses with moral sayings and didactic pieces
were added to the original composition to cater to the taste of
learned listeners. On certain occasions the singers took the liberty
of elaborating the descriptions of nature.

Many additional materials found in the RŒmŒyaÄa are made
up of repetitions and imitations of earlier descriptions. Some
examples of repetitions are S¶tŒ’s prayer to the rivers GaÆgŒ and
JamunŒ, RavaÄa’s approach to MŒrica and the descriptions of
RŒvaÄa’s spies. Instances of imitations are the faked head of RŒma
in imitation of the faked figure of S¶tŒ, the descriptions of the
hermitages, accounts of duels, battles and battle- fields. Imitations
are also found in the narrations of laments and pathetic situations.

Insertion of PurŒÄic legends also led to interpolations. Boons
and motifs were invented in order to justify several incidents. Again
incidents of earlier births of some of the characters were inserted
to account for what happened to them in the story of the epic.
Geneological lists, etymological legends, exaggerated descriptions,
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introduction of the supernatural and the marvellous are some other
noteworthy instances of additional material found in the
RŒmŒyaÄa.

The BŒlakŒÄda (Book I) and the UttarakŒÄda (Book VII) could
not possibly have been parts of the original RŒmŒyaÄa of VŒlm¶ki.
In these Books there are  not only numerous self contradictions
but even the language and style of composition are somewhat
inferior to those of Books II and VI. Furthermore, in the rest of the
epic there occurs no reference to the events described in the first
Book. In Books II to VI, barring some evidently interpolated parts,
RŒma has been shown as a human hero. In these Books there is
nothing to show that RŒma was looked upon as an -incarnation of
Vi¦Äu. It is only in Book I and VII that he has been called so. We
have already mentioned that VŒlm¶ki wanted to portray the life of
an ideal man. However, in course of time under the influence of
the theory of incarnation of God and with the depiction of K¾¦Äa
in the MahŒbhŒrata  RŒma too became depicted as an incarnation.
This fact accounts for a considerable amount of spurious portions
in the RŒmŒyaÄa. Over and above both the first and the last Book
contain many  PurŒÄic legends which are not related to the story
of RŒma and thus are later additions done by interpolators.

Some scholars however, believe that the entire UttarakŒÄÎa
(Book VII) should not be treated as spurious. They think that parts
of it like the stories of Lak¦maÄa and Ýatrughana, the abandonment
of S¶tŒ, birth of Lava and KuÜa, the AÜvamedha performed by RŒma,
the installation of the twin sons of RŒma as kings of two regions of
the KoÜala country and RŒma’s ascent to heaven belong to the
original epic. The RŒmŒyaÄa could not have ended with the
coronation of RŒma depicted in the YuddhakŒÄÎa. This is because
the story of RŒma can logically come to an end with a record of all
the incidents that took place in his life including his final departure
from the earth.

So far as the other Books are concerned, it is in the
YuddhakŒÄÎa  that we find some spurious portions. In this KŒÄÎa
the narrations of burning of LaÆkŒ and carrying of1the mountain
called Gandhamadan by Hanumat, the fire ordeal of S¶tŒ, the
lengthy descriptions of battles and the PhalaÜruti found at the end
of the Book are believed to be the works of interpolators.
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Stop to Consider

Interpolation: Interpolation means insertion of new or
additional matter without authorization into a text, thereby altering
its contents. Such interpolated portions contained in a text are to
be treated as spurious i.e. as not genuine or authentic.

Ballad: A ballad is a simple  narrative poem, composed in short
stanzas and  adapted for singing. The stanzas of a ballad are sung
to the same melody.

Didactic : Didactic means intended for instruction on moral or
ethical values.

SAQ
1. Show your acquaintance with the nature of the

interpolations in the RŒmŒyaÄa.
.................................................................................

.................................................................................
2. Why do most scholars believe that the Balakanda and

the UttarakŒÄÎa are later additions to the original epic
composed by VŒlm¶ki?
.................................................................................

.................................................................................

3.9 Summing up
In this unit we have discussed the characteristics of VŒlm¶ki’s

RŒmŒyaÄa which enjoys the epithet ŒdikŒvya. From this discussion
we are able to get an idea of the core of the story of RŒma which
scholars believe, is historical in nature. We have also learnt how
the story grew up around this historical core and became a full-
fledged ornate poem. This unit has given us an idea of the
arrangement of the RŒmŒyaÄa and the contents of the individual
Books. We have also come to know from the discussions presented
in this unit that down the centuries VŒlm¶ki’s composition has
undergone many interpolations done by the reciters and singers
of the poem. Furthermore, this unit has provided us with
noteworthy information about VŒlm¶ki who is known as the
Œdikavi because of the fact that he introduced a new trend or a
new style of composition in the field of ancient Indian poetic
literature.
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UNIT IV

Influence of the Raama ayan ta on Indian
Society and culture

4.1 Introduction
4.2 Objective
4.3 Date of the RŒmŒyaÄa
4.4 Recensions of the RŒmŒyaÄa
4.5 Redactions of the RŒmŒyaÄa in Sanskrit
4.6 Influence of the epic on later Sanskrit literature
4.7 Commentaries on the RŒmŒyaÄa
4.8 Indian society as reflected in the epic of VŒlm¶ki
4.9 Summing up.
4.10 Suggested Readings

4.1 Introduction

The RŒmŒyaÄa which is the oldest and the most glorious poem
of India presents before us a graphic picture of the political, social
and individual life of ancient India. In this epic we come across
almost all the virtues that man can possibly have. No where else
poetry and morality have been so charmingly interwoven as it has
been done in the RŒmŒyaÄa. By virtue of its great qualities this
epic has become the property of almost the entire Indian nation.
Furthermore, so touching the story of RŒma was that it exercised
great influence on later Sanskrit literature. Not only KŒvyas and
NŒ¢akas were based on this epic, even a number of  reproductions
of the story of RŒma came into existence in different parts of the
country.

4.2 Objective

In this unit we shall discuss the following topics related to the
RŒmŒyaÄa-
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- the date of the epic
- the recensions of the epic
- redaction of the epic
- its influence on later Sanskrit literature
- commentaries on the RŒmŒyaÄa
- and Indian society in the age of the RŒmŒyaÄa

4.3 Date of the RŒmŒyaÄa

Scholars in general examine the date of the RŒmŒyaÄa from
two points of view.

These are (a) the date of the genuine portion of the epic and
(b) the date by which the later Books i.e. Books I and VII were
added to the original work of VŒlm¶ki. The date assigned by
different scholars to the genuine portion (Books I to VI) are as
follows -
1.  Jacobi places it between 800 B.C - 600 B.C
2. Macdonell feels that it should be placed before 500 B.C.
3. Keith too is of the opinion that the genuine RŒmŒyaÄa

should be placed before 500 B.C.
4. According to Winternitz it belongs to 300 B.C.

Jacobi has held the view that the genuine portion of the
RŒmŒyaÄa was composed before the nucleus of the MahŒbhŒrata
assumed a definite shape. This according .to him is because, while
the heroes of the MahŒbhŒrata are never mentioned in the
RŒmŒyaÄa, the story of RŒma occurs in the later work- a number
of times. Book VII of the MahŒbhŒrata quotes a verse which it
says, has been composed by VŒlm¶ki.  The verse is found in Book
VI of the RŒmŒyaÄa. Similarly Macdonell argues that the
RŒmŒyaÄa must have been known in general before the
MahŒbhŒrata. achieved a logical shape. He further holds that the
RŒmopŒkhyŒna found in the MahŒbhŒrata seems to have been
based on the story of RŒma. This according to him seems to be so,
for the UpŒkhyŒna contains verses which more or less are similar
to lines, found in VŒlm¶ki’s work. In this connection we should
take note of the following –

The relation between the RŒmŒyaÄa and the RŒmopŒkhyŒna
found in the MahŒbhŒrata  has been examined by a number of
scholars. It has been concluded by them on  the basis of the
evidence presented by a number of verses of both the works that
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the author of the UpŒkhyŒna was greatly influenced by the work
of VŒlm¶ki. It may also be noted that scholars have expressed the
view that this UpŒkhyŒna is in all possibility based on an earlier
story of RŒma and not on the work of VŒlm¶ki. This is because, it
has not been sufficiently proved that the RŒmŒyaÄa is the source
of the RŒmopŒkhyaÄa.

Winternitz however, thinks that the nucleus of the RŒmŒyaÄa
cannot be of earlier composition than the Mahabharata. He feels
that the RŒmŒyaÄa is a later composition because, the society and
the ways of life reflected in it represent an advanced civilisation
compared to the one found in the MahŒbhŒrata. The
MahŒbhŒrata according to him belongs to a rough and rather war
loving society. And this points to a period which is earlier than that
of the RŒmŒyaÄa. S.K. Chatterji too believes that the MahŒbhŒrata
is earlier than the RŒmŒyaÄa and says that the work of VŒlm¶ki
belongs to a more cultured and advanced  state of society.

A.C. Mahajan feels that the MahŒbhŒrata cannot be of an
earlier date than the RŒmŒyaÄa. This is because, the powerful
kingdoms, the magnificent palaces, the great sacrificial rituals, the
developed knowledge of weapon and warfare  found in the
MahŒbhŒrata point to a more advanced civilization than the one
seen in the RŒmŒyaÄa. Another noteworthy fact is the presence
of the Yavanas in India in the days of the MahŒbhŒrata. This epic
mentions the Yavanas (Greeks) as the allies of the Kurus. The
Sakas and the Pahlavas have also been mentioned in the
MahŒbhŒrata. The RŒmŒyaÄa on the other hand, is totally ignorant
of these races of people.

As a matter of fact, there seems to be enough evidence that the
whole of the RŒmŒyaÄa was known by the time the MahŒbhŒrata
was composed. The reasons for this may be put as follows-
1. The statement found in Book I of the RŒmŒyaÄa to the effect

that RŒma ruled the country for 11 thousand years has been
reiterated in the AraÄyaparvan of the MahŒbhŒrata.

2. In the same Parvan, RŒma has been referred to as an
incarnation of Vi¦Äu.

3. In the Dronaparvan of the MahŒbhŒrata, NŒrada tells Sanjay
the story of RŒma as found in Books II to VI of the RŒmŒyaÄa.

4. RŒma’s exile has been described in the ÝŒntiparvan of the
MahŒbhŒrata. In it RŒma’s great qualities as a king and the
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AÜvamedha performed by him have been spoken of. Thus,
this Parvan knows the UttarakŒÄÎa of the RŒmŒyaÄa.

According to Shroeder the kernel of the MahŒbhŒrata was
composed by the bards of the Kurus, between 700 B.C. to 400
B.C. In this connection we may also take into consideration the
view held by Mirashi that the epic compiled by  VaiÜampŒyana
must have existed before the time of �Üvalayana and PŒÄini, i.e.
before 500 B.C., for both of them knew VaiÜampŒyana as the
recaster of this great epic. �ÜvalŒyana, in fact has called him
MahŒbhŒratŒcŒrya. According to Vaidya the revised edition of
the MahŒbhŒrata can be dated to about 250 B.C. According to
Winternitz the transformation of the epic MahŒbhŒrata into our
present work must have taken place between 400 B.C. to 400 A.D.
This means the kernel of the epic must have existed much before
400 B.C. According to S.K. Chatterji the nucleus of the MahŒbhŒrata
was composed around 900 B.C.

In view of the above discussions we can make an observation
as follows –

It is accepted that the RŒmŒyaÄa is earlier than the
MahŒbhŒrata. We need to place the work of VŒlm¶ki at least in
500 B.C. This makes the epic pre PŒÄinian. Mahajan too believes
that it is pre-PŒÄinian. He also states that VŒlm¶ki’s work is older
than Buddhism. For it has no traces of Buddhism in it. Over and
above this, the political condition of eastern India revealed in the
epic is pre-Buddhistic.  According to Vincent Smith, Buddha died
in 427 B.C. On the basis of these arguments Mahajan has placed
the RŒmŒyaÄa in 600 B.C.

SAQ

1. Which of the two epics is earlier, the RŒmŒyaÄa or the
MahŒbhŒrata ? State the views of different scholars in this
connection.
.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................

2. Present a discussion on the date of the RŒmŒyaÄa.
.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................
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4.4 Recensions of the RŒmŒyaÄa

The text of the RŒmŒyaÄa has been preserved in two
recensions namely, northern and southern and these two widely
vary from each other. Each of these two recensions consists of
three versions. The northern recension has been subdivided into

north-eastern, north-western and western versions. The southern
recension consists of Telugu, Grantha and Malayalam versions.

The southern recension preserves a more or less uniform text
in all its versions. However, the versions of the northern recension

exhibit some peculiarities of  their own. The north-eastern version
consists of five subdivisions namely, Newari, Maithili, Assamese,
Bengali and DevanŒgar¶. The north-western version comprises two
sub divisions namely SŒradŒ and DevanŒgar¶. The north-eastern

and the north - western versions seem to have come from the same
source. This is because, these two recensions have much in
common to each other. In this connection we need to take into
consideration the noteworthy fact that the north-eastern recension

which agrees with the north - western recension consists of verses
found in the southern recension. It is also to be noted that portions
missing in the north - eastern version are found not only in the
north - western and western versions but also in the southern

recension.
The southern recension is available in both southern and

DevanŒgar¶ scripts. The southern scripts include Telugu, KannaÎa,
Nandinargar¶, Grantha and Malayalam. The southern versions have

preserved the original text of the RŒmŒyaÄa. But in the northern
versions, the text of the epic has been polished both in its form
and matter by simplifying the difficult readings and also by
modifying its contents to suit contemporary thought.

In both the northern and southern recensions the RŒmŒyaÄa
comprises 24,000 verses arranged into seven KŒÄÎas. The textual
variations found in the different versions of these two recensions
are due to differences in the oral traditions of the professional

singers. Inspite of these variations the recensions have preserved
a common text to a considerable extent.
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SAQ
1. Show your acquaintance with the recensions of the

RŒmŒyaÄa.
......................................................................................
......................................................................................
......................................................................................

4.5 Redactions of the RŒmŒyaÄa in Sanskrit.
There exists a number of literary works which has either re-

narrated the story of RŒma or has dealt with the cult of RŒma. Some
works of this type are as follows –

The work called RŒmŒyaÄakathŒsŒra  narrates in brief the
story of RŒma as it has been presented by VŒlm¶ki. The author of
the work is Subbaya Shastri. The book consists of seven KŒÄÎas
and each kŒÄÎa is written in a different metre. Another work of
the same nature is the TattvasaÅgraharŒmayaÄa of
RŒmabrahmŒnanda. This work consists of seven AdhyŒyas and
contains many incidents not found in VŒlm¶ki’s RŒmŒyaÄa.

The VŒsi¦¢ha RŒmŒyaÄa also known as JÛŒna VŒsi¦¢ha is
attributed to VŒlm¶ki himself. He is said to have written this work
as an appendage to the RŒmŒyaÄa. It is supposed that its contents
are based on the teachings of sage VŒsi¦¢ha. The work contains
six chapters and primarily deals with Yoga and Advaita VedŒnta
which are presented through illustrative stories.

Yet another work attributed to VŒlm¶ki is the
AdbhµutarŒmŒyaÄa. This work in 27 cantos deals with the story of
S¶tŒ. She is depicted as killing a hundred headed RŒvaÄa whom
RŒma could not defeat.

Another noteworthy redaction of VŒlm¶ki's RŒmŒyaÄa is the
AdhyŒtmarŒmŒyaÄa. While VŒlm¶ki’s aim was to present in his
epic the life of an ideal man, the author of this work aims at
presenting the spiritual implications of VŒlm¶ki's story. In VŒlm¶ki's
epic RŒma is depicted as a heroic man, whereas in the latter work
he is an incarnation of Vi¦Äu. And S¶tŒ appears in this work as an
incarnation of goddess Lak¦m¶. The work is an extract from the
BrahmŒÄÎa PurŒÄa. In it the narrative is presented in the form of
a dialogue between Ýiva and PŒrvat¶. AdhyŒtmarŒmŒyaÄa
comprises seven KŒÄÎas of the same names as found VŒlm¶ki's
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work. Two chapters of this work known as RŒmah¾daya and
RŒmag¶tŒ are treated as very holy texts.

Another work dealing with the story of Rama is the
Satyopakhyana. In it Rama's story includes incidents not found in
the original work of VŒlm¶ki. It seems that this work of some
unknown author was initially orally transmitted among the people.
It is said that the stories of Satyopakhyana were at first told by
VŒlm¶ki to Marlcaraeya who in turn, narrated them to Vyasa. From
Vyasa, Suta learned the narrative and he recounted them to the
Rsis in the forest of Naimisa.

Two other works dealing with Rama's story are the
Mularamayana and the Anandaramayana. In both these works
stress is laid on the importance of the role and character of
Hanumat.

A very late work based on the RŒmŒyaÄa is the Ramacarita of
Padmavijayagani, a Jain writer. This is lengthy work written in an
intermixture of prose and poetry. This work was composed during
the reign of emperor Akbar in 16th century A.D.

Stop to consider

To redact means to put into a suitable literary form or to revise,
or to bring back. Thus a redaction is a reproduction of a literary
work.

SAQ

1. What do you know about the redactions of the RŒmŒyaÄa?
Which according to you is the most noteworthy redaction
of the epic?

........................................................................................

........................................................................................

........................................................................................

4.6 Influence of the epic on later Sanskrit literature
We can see the influence of the RŒmŒyaÄa and the

MahŒbhŒrata on almost all aspects of Indian life. A very significant
influence of these two epics happens to be on the later Sanskrit
literature of our country. The personalities of RŒma and S¶tŒ seem
to have exercised so great an influence on Indian mind that their
life story has found expression in the form of a good number of
KŒvyas and NŒ¢akas.
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The very first influence of the RŒmŒyaÄa seems to have been
on the MahŒbhŒrata itself. In the Vanaparvan  of the
MahŒbhŒrata occurs the famous RŒmopŒkhyŒna  as it has been
narrated by VŒlm¶ki. This story does not mention the fire ordeal of
S¶tŒ and the incidents narrated in the UttarakŒÄÎa of the
RŒmŒyaÄa are also not found in it. Many of the PuraÄas and
UpapurŒÄas also contain RŒma's story.

AÜvago¦a appears to be the first author of classical Sanskrit
literature who came under the influence of the ornate poetry of
VŒlm¶ki. AÜvago¦a (100 AD -200 A.D ) is indebted to VŒlm¶ki for
his literary style and diction and also for the imageries he used in
his works. However, he did not choose any event from the
RŒmŒyaÄa as a theme for any of his compositions.

KŒlidŒsa (400 A.D ) the most well known poet of ancient India
was profoundly influenced by the epic of VŒlm¶ki, both in spirit
and matter. His RaghuvaÅÜa MahŒkŒvya has for its theme the
story of RŒma. VŒlm¶ki's influence on KŒlidŒsa can be clearly seen
in the later's poetic skill, in his deep understanding of human
nature, in his treatment of nature and also in his clam and composed
out look on  life. Like AÜvago¦a, KŒlidŒsa too is highly indebted to
the �dikavi, for the perfections he attained in his literary style,
poetic imagery and embellishments. The influence of the
RŒmŒyaÄa can be seen even in the depictions of character in some
of his plays. Thus for example the repudiation of ÝakuntalŒ by
Du¦yanta,  her stay in the hermitage of Mar¶ci and the birth of
Bharata in the hermitage seem to have been modelled on the
similar episodes of S¶tŒ's banishment, her stay at the hermitage of
VŒlm¶ki and the birth of her sons in the hermitage narrated in the
UttarakŒÄÎa of the RŒmŒyaÄa.

During the period 600 A.D. - 700 A.D. was composed the
RŒvaÄavadha KŒvya by the poet Bha¢¢i. This KŒvya is popularly
known as Bha¢¢ikavya and it was composed to illustrate the
principles of Sanskrit grammar. RŒma''s story was also dealt with
in the celebrated KŒvya known as JŒnak¶haraÄa of the poet
KumŒradasa. This work is available to us only in part. Another
KŒvya called RŒmacarita composed by a poet Abhinnada by name
describes the story of RŒma from the incident of S¶tŒ's abduction
upto the death of Kumbha and Nikumbha at the hands of RŒma.

Some other KŒvyas which have for their theme the story of
RŒma are - UdŒra RŒghava of ÝŒkalyamalla, Citrabandha
RŒmŒyaÄa of VeÆka¢eÜvara, RŒmacandrodaya and
RŒmayamakŒrmava of Venkatesa and RŒmŒyaÄamaÛjari of
K¦emendra.
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Some Ýle¦akŒvyas were also written with the story of RŒma as
one of the themes. The RŒmacarita of Sandhyakara
simultaneously presents the stories of RŒma and RŒmapŒladeva
the younger brother of king Mah¶pŒla of North Bengal. Another
Ýle¦akŒvya called RŒghavapŒÄÎav¶ya of DhanaÛjaya presents at
the same time the stories of RŒma and the PŒÄÎavas. Similarly, the
RŒghavanai¦adh¶ya narrates the stories of RŒma and Nala. The
RŒghavapŒÄÎavayŒdav¶ya of Cidambara presents simultaneously
the stories of the RŒmŒyaÄa, the MahŒbhŒrata and the
BhŒgavatapurŒÄa.

The famous Campukavya based on the RŒmŒyaÄa is the
RŒmŒyaÄacampµu. It is ascribed to King Bhoja and is written in an
intermixture of prose and poetry.

There are KŒvyas written on isolated episodes taken from the
RŒmŒyaÄa. Thus, we have a work called RŒvaÄarjun¶ya written
by Bha¢¢a Bh¶ma or Bhauma. Just like the Bha¢¢ikŒvya, this poem
too was composed for illustrating rules of Sanskrit grammar. In
this KŒvya has been narrated the fight between RŒvaÄa and
KŒrtav¶rarjuna. Another work of this type is the PrŒkrit KŒvya called
Setubandha authored by Pravarasena. This work consists of fifteen
cantos.

A considerable number of Sanskrit plays has been based either
on the main story of the RŒmŒyaÄa or on some episode found in
it. The earliest plays of this type are the PratimŒ NŒ¢aka and the
Abhi¦eka NŒ¢aka  attributed to BhŒsa. The PratimŒ NŒ¢aka
presents almost the entire story of RŒma in seven acts. The other
play beings with the slaying of VŒlin by Rama and enthronement
of Sugr¶va and ends with the fire ordeal of S¶tŒ and coronation of
RŒma after his return to AyodhyŒ.

Bhavabhµuti has presented the story of RŒma in two of his plays.
These are MahŒv¶racarita and UttararŒmacarita. The former
deals with the early part of RŒma's life upto his coronation after his
return of AyodhyŒ. The latter work begins with the banishment of
S¶tŒ but unlike the original RŒmŒyaÄa ends with the re-union of
RŒma and S¶tŒ.

The BŒlarŒmŒyaÄa of RŒjaÜekhara is a dramatization  of the
story of the RŒmŒyaÄa in ten acts. Another play dealing with the
story of RŒma is the  HanumannŒ¢aka of DŒmodaramiÜra. It
consists of fourteen acts and hence, is known as a MahŒnŒ¢aka.
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MurŒri is the author of a play known as  AnargharŒghava.
PrasannarŒghava is another play based on the RŒmŒyaÄa and its
author is Jayadeva. A few other plays based on the RŒmŒyaÄa are
the �Ücarya CµuÎŒmaÄi of Ýaktibadhra, KundamŒlŒ of ViranŒga,
RŒmŒbhyudaya of Ýr¶rŒmadeva and AdbhutadarpaÄa of
MahŒdeva.

Some plays written on smaller episodes taken from the
RŒmŒyaÄa are UnmattarŒghava of BhŒskarakavi, Dµutangada
of Subha¢a, JanakipariÄaya of RŒmabhaÄdra Dik¦¶tŒ and
GaÆgŒvatŒra of NilakaÄ¢ha Dik¦¶tŒ.

Stop to consider
Ýle¦akŒvya consists of verses embellished with the AlaÅkŒra

known as Ýle¦a. The use of Ýle¦alaÅkŒra leads to the expression
of more than one meaning by words which are by nature
expressive of one meaning. Thus a Ýle¦akŒvya consists of verses
with double meanings and both the meanings are inended  to be
expressed. Ýle¦a is of two kinds viz. ArthaÜle¦a and ÝabdaÜle¦a. In
the  second variety the vital thing is the use of particular words
which if substituted by other words, the AlaÅkŒra will disappear.

SAQ
1. Present a discussion on the influence of the RŒmŒyaÄa

on later Sanskrit literature. Which Sanskrit poet was most
influenced by the literary style of VŒlm¶ki ?
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

4.7 Commentaries on the RŒmŒyaÄa
The most well known commentary on the RŒmŒyaÄa was

composed by GovindarŒja of Kanchi in the 16th century A.D. This
commentary called Bhµu¦aÄam is a learned and authoritative work.
It can help a reader of VŒlm¶ki's epic in appreciating the poem.
The work has been arranged into seven sections in accordance
with the seven KŒÄÎas of the RŒmŒyaÄa. The seven sections are
known by the following seven respective names -MaÄimaÛjira,
PitŒmbara, Ratnamekhala, MuktŒhŒra, S¾garatilaka,
MaÄimuku¢a and Ratnakiri¢a.
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Another important commentary on the RŒmŒyaÄa is the work
called VŒlm¶kih¾dayam. It was written by Ahobala of Kanchi. He
also translated into Sanskrit aTamil commentary on some selected
verses of the epic. Ahobala's pupil BrahmavidyŒdhvarin wrote a
critical commentary on some verses of the RŒmŒyaÄa. This work
is known a VirodhamaÛyar¶.

A unique commentary on the RŒmŒyaÄa is the work called
DharmŒkµutam. It is unique in the sense that it presents a critical
analysis of the manner in which the events and incidents narrated
in the RŒmŒyaÄa illustrate the principles of dharma at every step.
The author of this critical work was Tryambakamakhin who hailed
from Tanjore.

The RŒmŒyaÄasŒrasaÅgraha is an exposition of randomly
selected verses of the epic and its author is VaradarŒja. A similar
work is the RŒmŒyaÄasŒracandrikŒ of Ýr¶raÄgam. KalpavallikŒ
is an exposition of several important verses of the RŒmŒyaÄa. The
author of this work is N¾siÅhaÜastr¶. In this work the author has
interpreted the RŒmŒyaÄa as a manifestation of the will of the
Goddess TripureÜvar¶. The RŒmŒyaÄŒrthaprakŒÜikŒ is an
exposition of certain minor incidents in the life of RŒma.

An anonymous commentary on the RŒmŒyaÄa is the work
called CaturŒrth¶. As indicated by its very name, it gives four
different meanings to verses taken from the epic. The unknown
author of the work has displayed much resourcefulness and
learning  in his interpretations.

Some other commentaries on the epic are
RŒmŒyaÄatattvad¶pikŒ, RŒmŒyaÄad¶pikŒ, Subodhin¶ and
Rasanisyandini.

SAQ
1. Show your knowledge of the noteworthy commentaries

on the RŒmŒyaÄa.
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

4.8 Indian Society as reflected in the epic of VŒlm¶ki
In the RŒmŒyaÄa  we see a many sided picture of a perfect

social as well as individual 'life. As it appears the aim of VŒlm¶ki
was to present the highest principles of spiritual, moral and ethical
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life as laid down in the scriptures. VŒlm¶ki aimed at howling the
world how inner perfection of a man can issue from virtuous actions
thereby overcoming all evil forces.

In RŒma we find a disciplined human being and a just ruler.
By virtue of his inner discipline he towered above all, even above
the hermits. He was honoured by them as a protector of dharŒma.
In the age of the RŒmŒyaÄa, the king was totally devoted to the
cause of the people. The primary duty of the king was to ensure
the happiness and contentment of the masses.
VarÄŒÜramadharma  i.e. the duties and obligations of the four
castes was carefully maintained and guarded by the state and care
was taken to uphold common law and social order. The masses
were helped in their times of difficulties. They were protected against
all calamities and were provided opportunities for employment.
Those who could not carry on their livelihoods were provided both
moral and material support. The state looked after the health and
hygien of the people. It maintained public gardens and other public
places.

In order to encourage literacy the state helped the Gurug¾has
in every possible manner. The task of imparting education to the
young was taken up by the teachers who led sublime lives. They
gave their best to their disciples free of cost. The society fully
realized the value of education. Hence, where-ever a teacher
established a gurug¾ha be it in the town or in the forest, the society
provided the  establishment every necessity for its smooth running.
The kings and the nobles arranged for the comfort of the teacher
and his disciples. Over and above, the writers and artists were
encouraged to carry on their works by offering them rewards in
cash.

A note-worthy aspect of governance during the days of the
RŒmŒyaÄa was that at every turn of the affairs of the state the
ministers, other officials and the learned members of the society
assembled for discussion. Sometimes the commoners also joined
them and freely expressed their opinion.

In the age of the RŒmŒyaÄa, maintenance of dharma was the
primary out look of the society. Different sections of the people
followed their own path of duties as laid down in the scriptures. In
those days it was believed that development of personality should
be through the performance of studies, civic duties, religious
practices, renunciation of wordly ties and so on.
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Marriage was looked upon as a sacred institution. The best
place for a wife was believed to be by the side of her husband.
Service to her husband and the family was considered to be the
dharma of a wife. Accepting the principles of married life, S¶tŒ
remained true to RŒma all through her life, inspite of the worst
kind of hardships, trials and humilities she had to face. And she
came to be looked upon as the epitome of an ideal wife. VŒlm¶ki,
drew the character of S¶tŒ as per the norms laid down by the society
for a perfect wife. Conforming to the norms of a perfect wife, S¶tŒ
inspite of the attitude adopted by RŒma towards her, kept praying
for his well being.

A noteworthy aspect of Aryan family life is seen in the close
bonding between the four brothers namely RŒma, Lak¦maÄa,
Bharata and Ýatrughna. The single minded devotion of the younger
brothers towards RŒma has no parallel. The three younger brothers
entertained equal attachment and submissiveness towards their
elder brother. There was Lak¦maÄa whose heart shrank at the
thought of living in comfort when his elder brother was threatened
with exile for twelve years. He was angry with Kaikeyi for her
machinations, but being obedient to RŒma suppressed his anger.
Leaving behind the comfort of the palace he followed RŒma to
the forest and served him like a humble servant and dutiful son.
There was Bharata who never sat on the throne of AyodhyŒ.
Instead of sitting on the throne in RŒma's absence, he placed his
elder brother's sandals on the throne and ruled the country from
NandigrŒma as RŒma's regent. In RŒma we see a loving and dutiful
son, a faithful brother, a devoted friend and a magnanimous foe.
And as a ruler his character transcends all his private virtues.

SAQ
1. What was the primary concern of the ruler in the age of

the RŒmŒyaÄa ?
.......................................................................................
.......................................................................................
.......................................................................................

2. Draw a picture of the society as reflected in the
RŒmŒyaÄa.
.......................................................................................
.......................................................................................
.......................................................................................
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4.9 Summing up
As is the case with all the literary mounments of ancient India,

so also the exact date of the great epic composed by VŒlm¶ki has
remained unknown to us. On the  basis of certain internal and
external evidences scholars have placed the RŒmŒÄa  before 600
B.C.

Through the ages the story of RŒma has spread far and wide in
the country and this has led to the rise of a number of recensions
of the epic such as north-eastern, north-western, western and
southern. All these recensions consist of a  good number rof versions
like Newari, Assamese, Bengali, ÝŒradŒ, DevanŒgar¶, Telugu,
Grantha, KannaÎa, NandinŒgari and Malayalam.

Such was the popularity of the RŒmŒyaÄa that it inspired a
good number of reproductions of the story of RŒma. Noteworthy
among them are the  RŒmŒyaÄakathŒsŒra, the
AdhyŒtmarŒmŒyaÄa and the VŒsi¦¢ha RŒmŒyaÄa. Many KŒvyas
and Na¢akas were also authored by poets and dramatists either on
the main story of RŒma or on some episode taken from the epic.
Over and above, the literary style of VŒlm¶ki acted as a model for
famous Sanskrit poets like AÜvagho¦a and KŒlidŒsa.

The number and variety of commentaries that were written on
the epic stand testimony to the popularity of the RŒmŒyaÄa among
the learned.

Literature is said to be the mirror of a society. This adage is
truly applicable in case of the RŒmŒyaÄa. In it has been perfectly
mirrored a many-sided picture of Indian society that prevailed in
the age of the RŒmŒyaÄa.

Here we also need to look into the influence of the RŒmŒyaÄa
on the masses of rural India. When we do so, we see that the story
of RŒma and his ideology have exercised a far-reaching influence
upon the  common masses of India. Till date the common people
of India donot treat the characters of this epic as fictional or imaginery.
These characters have rather been accepted as real life heroes. The
popularity of the story of RŒma has led to the rise of an oral tradition
of narrating the exploits of RŒma in different regions of India. And
this tradition which exists in different linguistic communities of rural
India has even touched the so called illiterate commoners of our
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country. As a result of this, the stories of RŒma, S¶tŒ, HanumŒna and
the others have become a part and parcel of Indian folklore across
the length and breadth of the country.

Suggested Reading
1. History of Classical Sanskrit Literature, M. Krishnamachariar,
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2. A History of Indian Literature, M. Winternitz, Vol. I, Delhi.
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UNIT - V

An Introduction to the MahŒbhŒrata

Contents :

5.1 Introduction

5.2 Objective

5.3 Origin and development of the MahŒbhaŒrata

5.4 Some important commentaries of the MahŒbhŒrata

5.5 Name of the characters of the MahŒbhŒrata

5.6 Brief description of important characters of the MahŒbhŒrata

5.7 Summing up

5.8 Sample Questions

5.9 Reference books.

5.1 Introduction :

MahŒbhŒrata, the great epic of India, is one of the greatest
books of the world. The MahŒbhŒrata is very much revered in
India and basically among the Hindus. As the tradition says, the
great sage VedavyŒsa was the author of the MahŒbhŒrata. Legend
says that, he was born out of the union of sage ParŒÜara and the
virgin girl Satyavat¶. As he was born in an island (dv¶pa) he is also
called DvaipŒyana. While he composed the MahŒbhŒrata, God
GaÄeÜa is said to have acted as his amenuensis : The MahŒbhŒrata
is one of the longest poem in the world containing one hundred
thousand verses. It comprises eighteen parvas including supplement
titled HarivaÅÜa. It is written in Sanskrit, the ancient sacred
language of India delineating the great war between the PŒÄÎavas
and Kauravas. The MahŒbhŒrata is an important source of
information of the development of Hinduism and is considered
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by the Hindus as both a text about moral law (Dharma) and a
history (ItihŒsa). It is an exposition of dharma, including the
proper conduct of a king, of a warrior, of an individual living in
times of calamity and of a person aspiring release form rebirth. It is
called MahŒbhŒrata not only because of its hugeness and
heaviness. It contains the essence of all scriptures; it is an
encyclopaedia of ethics, religion, politics and philosophy and it is
said whatever is found in the MahŒbhŒrata can be found
everywhere and nothing can be found elsewhere what is not there
in the MahŒbhŒrata. The very name MahŒbhŒrata is enough to
bring the thrill of sacred ideas, thoughts and concepts. It is not at
all a poetic product but rather an entire literature. In other words
its valuable message and volumnious content of the story of
BhŒratas made it a great one.

The core event of the story of the MahŒbhŒrata is the great
battle that was fought on the field of Kuruk¦etra between the five
sons of king PŒÄÎu called PŒÄÎava and their allies on the one
side and the hundred sons of king Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra called Kaurava with
their allies, on the other. It is from the womb of this mighty
MahŒbhŒrata that famous scriptures like the G¶tŒ.
Vi¦ÄusahasranŒma Anug¶tŒ, Bh¶sma¦tava rŒja and others came
into exitence. The MahŒbhŒrata is the source of so many epics,
dramas and other literary works. It is so wide that the saying of
vyŒsa ÒÒØçÎãUæçSÌ ÌÎ‹Ø˜æ ØóæðãUæçSÌ Ù ÌÌ÷ ·¤ßç¿Ì÷ÓÓ would be always true.
In fact, by studying this mighty scripture one can get a true picture
of Indian culture.

Its composition appears to have passed through at least three
stages. According to the scholars the transformation of the epic
MahŒbhŒrata into the present compilation perhaps took place
between the 4th century B.C. and the 4th century A.D.

5.2 Objectives :

In this unit we are going to discuss some important aspects of
the MahŒbhŒrata. From this unit you will be able to know about
Ò brief introduction of the MahŒbhŒrata.
Ò origin and development of the MahŒbhŒrata.
Ò some important commentaries of the MahŒbhŒrata.
Ò name of the characters of the MahŒbhŒrata.
Ò and brief description of some important characters of the

MahŒbhŒrata.
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5.3 Origin and Development of the MahŒbhŒrata

The MahŒbhŒrata is a book of great antiquity. No one can
say firmly regarding how this great epic originated. Still much has
till now been discussed and asserted about it. Complying with the
derivation, as accorded with grammatical principle the very
meaning of the term ‘BhŒrata’ is that where the war and vigour of
the kings of BhŒrata lineage have been described. Renowned
grammarian PŒÄini gives the meaning of the term ‘BhŒrata’ as
‘SaÅgrŒma’ i.e. war (PŒÄini: A¦¢ŒdhyŒy¶ 4.2.56), with the help of
which the meaning of the ‘MahŒbhŒrata’ can be interpreted as
‘great war’. Another name of the ‘MahŒbhŒrata’ is
‘‘MahŒbhŒratŒkhyŒna’’. Towards the later part of the epic itself,
it has been stated that due to its greatness and weight the epic is
entitled so. But this explanation could not satisfy the scholars in as
much as the very term ‘MahŒbhŒrata’ indicates the existence of a
great ‘BhŒrata’ and it provokes the probability of a small ‘BhŒrata’
prior to the greater one.

As mentioned in the epic itself, it is called MahŒbhŒrata
because of its hugeness and heaviness. In other words its valuable
message and voluminous content made it a great story of the
historic battle of BhŒrata Ò×ãUžßæÌ÷ ÖæÚUßžßæ“æ ×ãUæÖæÚUÌ×é‘ØÌðÓÐ The
MahŒbhŒrata is ‘Jaya’. The name ‘Jaya’ indicates the victory of
the PŒÄÎavas from which it can be asserted that the great BhŒrata
war was the subject matter of Jaya. The name ‘Jaya’ occures in the
very beginning of the MahŒbhŒrata that runs as :

ÙæÚUæØ‡æ¢ Ù×S·ë¤ˆØ ÙÚ¢U ¿ñß ÙÚUôžæ××÷Ð
Îðßè âÚUSßÌè´ ÃØæâ¢ ÌÌô ÁØ×éÎèÚUØðÌ÷H (¥æçãUÂßü. 1.)

One can find no legendary descriptions there in the ‘Jaya’.
This history of the triumph of the PŒÄÎavas forms the core of

a popular narrative which was turned into a ballad recited by
wondering minstrels. It must have been the earliest recension of
the epic, and naturally must have been in this form small text of
about 8,000 to 10,000 stanzas. It is just likely that this recension
grew further into a BhŒrata with more 24000 stanzas. The theme
of the work was enlarged upon a fratricidal was between the two
vast armies and may have included at least a brief account of the
race of the BhŒratas. At last when it was extended to a greater
length of 1,00,000 slokas it came to be called MahŒbhŒrata. Devar¦i
NŒrada read out the MahŒbhŒrata to the Gods.
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°·¢¤ àæÌâãU�¢ Ìé ×æÙéáðáé ÂýçÌçDïUÌ×÷Ð

ÙæÚUÎôÕýæßØÎ÷ ÎðßæÙçâÌæ ÎðßÜÑ çÂÌëÙ÷H (¥æçÎÂßü Ñ v®|)

According to the text of the MahŒbhŒrata, VyŒsa at first taught
it so Ýuka, as it is mentioned earlier, followed by five other disciples
named Sumantu, Jaimini, Paila, Ýuka and VaiÜampŒyana. But
VyŒsa approved the authenticity only to VaiÜmpŒyana’s SaÅhitŒ
and the Asvamedha parva of Jaimini’s SaÅhitŒ, the other three
were not probably upto the degree of excellence.

From the study of the MahŒbhŒrata, it is known that there
were many recension of the epic. One recension assignes Lord
GaÄeÜa to the compiler of this great work for three continuous
years. And after the end of the Kauravas, VyŒsa published the
book.

Janmejaya, the great grandson of Arjuna performed a snake
sacrifice where VyŒsa was present. Here to fulfill the wish of
Janmejaya, VaiÜampŒyana being permitted by VyŒsa read out the
story of the epic named ‘Jaya’. Janmejaya expressed his curiosity
in between the speech of VaiÜampŒyana the answering parts of
which became mingled with the main text later on. This is the
second of VyŒsa’s work named ‘‘BhŒratasaÅhitŒ’’.

Sometimes after Janmejaya’s snake sacrifice Sage Ýaunaka
performed another grand sacrifice in Naimi¦ŒraÄya. It continued
for long twelve years. Here sage Sauti was present. Sauti had the
occasion to listen the BhŒratasaÅhitŒ in the snake sacrifice of
Janmejaya, Ýaunaka requested Sauti to narrate the BhŒrata
SaÅhitŒ. He did it accordingly along with his own views and
opinions. He simultaneously offered apt examples and other
legendary descriptions. He also annexed the part ‘HarivaÅÜa’ to
it. As a result the size of the BhŒrata SaÅhitŒ became large. This
large recension became famous as MahŒbhŒrata due to its
magnanimity both in size and in depth of knowledge of subject
matter.

Stop to Consider :
Jaya is the core of the MahŒbhŒrata and was authored by

VyŒsa.
Jaya became BhŒrata when VaiÜampŒyana added details and

conveyed it to Janmejaya. BhŒrata became MahŒbhŒrata when
Sauti added further details and conveyed it to the ¡Rsis in the Naimi¦a
forest.
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5.4 Commentaries of the MahŒbhŒrata

There are a number of commentaries on the MahŒbharata
by many scholars viz. Nilakantha, ArjunamiÜra, SarvajÛa NŒrŒyaÄa,
VaiÜampŒyana, VŒdiraja, Vimalabhatta, Caturbhuja, Devabodha
etc which are discussed below :
1. N¶lakan¢ha - N¶lakan¢ha is the most well known commentator

of the MahŒbhŒrata, the full name of N¶lakan¢ha is
N¶lakan¢ha Caturdhara (choudhary). His commentary
BhŒratabhŒvad¶pa written 18 parvas of the MahŒbhŒrata is
very famous. His father’s name was Govinda and also son’s
name was Govinda. N¶lakan¢ha lived at Kurpara in Maharastra
probably in the 16th century.

2. ArjunamiÜra - ArjunamiÜra lived in a village of Bengal. The
name of his commentary is BhŒratŒbhavad¶p¶kŒ. His father’s
name was ºÜŒna. ArjunamiÜra mentions Devabodha,
Vimalabodha, SarvajÛanŒrŒyaÄa and ÝŒndilya. He seems to
be flourished in the later part of the 14th century A.D. His
commentary is short but in full of essence. According to him
HarivaÅÜa is undivided part of the MahŒbhŒrata and so he
wrote commentary on HarivaÅÜa also.

3. Devabodha - Devabodha is of the oldest commentator of the
MahŒbhŒrata. He wrote commentary on �diparva,
SabhŒparva, Bh¶¦ma parva, and Udyogaparva. The name of
his commentary is jÛŒnad¶pikŒ. It is not expanda but is
considered as authentic. He is called as ParamahaÅsa
ParivrŒjakŒcŒrya. He folurished earlier than 1150 century.

4. Caturbhuja MiÜra - Chaturbhuja Misra is an honourable
commentator of the MahŒbhŒrata. He wrote a commentary
on VirŒtaparva named ‘‘BhŒratopŒya-PrakŒÜa’’. He seems
to be flourished between 1250 and 1660 A.D. He lived at
Kampila in Uttarpradesh.

5. �nandapµurÄa VidyŒsŒgara - �nandapuraÄa VidyŒsŒgara
was an ascetic and lived in the middle part of 14th century
A.D. VidyŒsŒgara was his surname. In the history of Advaita
VedŒnta he was a reputed author whose works are :
PaÛcapŒdikŒ TikŒ, NyŒyakalpalatika, BhŒvaÜuddhi,
VidyŒsŒgari, MahŒvidya-ViÎambana TikŒ, Samanvaya Suta
Viv¾ti, NyŒya Condrika, VedŒnta VidyŒ - SŒgara and
Prak¾itya MaÛjari. He wrote commentary on the five parvas
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of the MahŒbhŒrata,  viz. �diparva, SabhŒparva
Bh¶¦maparva, ÝŒntiparva and AnuÜŒÜanaparva.

6. VŒdirŒja - VŒdirŒja was a Madhva ascetic who lived in South
India between 1450 to 1500 and his commentary is an extensive
work. He wrote commentary on the VirŒtaparva and
Udyogaparva named Lak¦ŒbharaÄa or Lak¦ŒlaÅkŒra.

7. SarvajÛa NŒrŒyaÄa - SarvajÛa NŒrŒyaÄa appears to be the
earliest commentator whose work is at least extant in fragments.
His commentary is named as BhŒratartha-PrakŒÜa.

8. Vimalabodha - Vimalabodha wrote commentary on the
eighteen parvas of the MahŒbhŒrata. The name of his
commentary is ‘‘Vi¦amaÜlok¶’’. His date is about 1050 A.D.

9. VaiÜampŒyana - VaiÜampŒyana wrote commnetary on the
ÝŒntiparva or Mok¦adharmaparva. He seems to be flourished
1150 A.D.
Gadanand wrote ‘‘BhŒrata JÛŒna Dipaka’’ and Kavindra
wrote ‘‘BhŒrata VyŒkhyŒ’’ on the MahŒbhŒrata.
Besides, we get the names of some commentators of the
MahŒbhŒrata. They are NandikeÜvara, Nanda-nŒcŒrya,
ParamŒnanda Bhattacarya, Ratnagarbha, RŒmak¾¦Äa,
Lak¦aÄabhatta, ÝrinivŒsŒcŒrya etc.

Stop to Consider :
Commentary -  ÖæcØ
The definition of a ÖæÃØ (commentary) is mentioned thus:

âê÷˜ææÍôü ßÃØüÌð Ø˜æ ÂÎñÑ âê˜ææÙéâæçÚUçÖÑÐ
SßÂÎæçÙ ˜æ ß‡ØüÌð ÖæcØ¢ ÖæcØçßÎô çßÎéÑH

According to the expart of ÖæcØ, ÖæcØ is that where the meaning of
a sutra is described in letters following the sµutra and also where
the own words of the commentators are described.

5.5 Characters of the MahŒbhŒrata
AbhimŒnyu Son of Arjuna
Adhiratha SŒrathi of king ÝŒntanu
AmbŒ Daughter of KŒÜirŒja
AmbikŒ Daughter of KŒÜirŒja, wife of vicitrav¶rya
AmbalikŒ Daughter of KŒÜirŒja, wife of vicitrav¶rya
Aniruddha Grandson of K¾¦Äa; son of Pradyumna and

Rkmavat¶
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Arjuna Fourth son of Kunt¶ sired by Indra
AÜvatthŒmŒ Son of DroÄa
Bhag¶ratha King of solar dynasty
Bh¶ma Third son of Kunt¶, sired by wind god
Bh¶¦ma Eight son of ÝŒntanu and GaÆgŒ
B¾haspati Spiritual head of deities
CitrŒngada Son of ÝŒntanu and Satyavat¶
DevayŒn¶ Daughter of ÝukrŒcŒrya
Dh¾stadyumna Son of Drupada
Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra Elder brother of PŒÄÎu
DroÄa Son of BharadwŒja
Drupada Father of Draupad¶ and Dh¾stadyumna, king of

PŒÛcŒla.
Draupad¶ Wife of five PŒÄÎavas, daughter of Drupada.
Duryodhana First son of Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra and GŒndhŒr¶ and eldest

of hundred Kauravas.
Du¡hsŒÜana Brother of Duryodhana, son of GŒndhŒr¶ and

Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra
Du¡hÜalŒ Daughter of GŒndhŒr¶ and Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra.
Ekalavya Enimitable archer and student of DroÄa.
GŒndhŒr¶ Wife of Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra, mother of hundred

Kauravas, sister of Ýakuni, daugher of king
GŒndhŒra.

GaÆgŒ Mother of Bh¶¦ma, wife of ÝŒntanu.
Ghatotkasa Son of Bh¶ma.
Jayadratha Son-in-law of Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra and king of Sindhu

kingdom.
KarÄa Eldest son of Kunt¶, sired by sun-god.
K¾pŒcŒrya Teacher of Kauravas and PŒÄÎavas
K¾¦Äa Incarnation of Lord Vi¦Äu, friend and charioteer

of Arjuna.
Kunt¶ Wife of PŒÄÎu, mother of Yudhi¦¢hira, Bh¶ma

and Arjuna.
MŒdri Second wife of PŒÄÎu, mother of Nakula and

Sahadeva,
Nakula Son of MŒdri and PŒÄÎu.
PŒÄÎu Younger brother of Dh¾tarŒÜ¢ra, husband of

Kunt¶.
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Sahadeva Son of MŒdri and PŒÄÎu.
Satyavat¶ Daughter of fisherman, wife of king ÝŒntanu,

mother of CitrŒngada and Vicitrav¶rya.
Ýakuni Younger brother of GŒndhŒr¶, maternal uncle of

Duryodhana and expert diceplayer.
ÝakuntalŒ Wife of King Du¦yanta, mother of Sarvadaman.
ÝŒntanu Married to GaÆgŒ and father of Bh¶¦ma.
ÝukrŒcŒrya Spiritual head of demons.
VedavyŒsa Son of sage ParŒÜara and MatsyagandhŒ, creator

of MahŒbhŒrata and many PurŒÄas.
YayŒti Son of King Nahu¦a, father of Puru.
Yudhi¦¢hira Second son of Kunt¶.
Yuyutsu Son of Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra from vaiÜya maid, who faught

for PŒÄÎavas in MahŒbhŒrata war.
VaiÜampŒyana Disciple of VedavyŒsa, who gave discourse of

MahŒbhŒrata to Janmejaya.
Vicitrav¶rya Son of ÝŒntanu and Satyavat¶.

5.6 Brief description of some important characters of the
MahŒbhŒrata

5.6.1 Bh¶¦ma
One of the prominent character depicting affection, truth,

valour, might and courage in the epic MahŒbhŒrata is Bh¶¦ma,
the grandfather of the PŒÄÎavas and Kauravas. Bh¶¦ma was born
to king ÝŒntanu of the lunar dynasty and GaÆgŒdev¶. His boyhood
name was Devavrata. He got the name Bh¶¦ma when he vowed to
sacrifice his right to become the king and to remain bachelor for
life for the sake of his father’s marriage with Satyavat¶.

He was a highly skilled warrior and won many battles
including one against ParaÜurŒma. In addition to the military skills
he had vast knowledge in the field of politics, ethics and in other
fields. As grand old man he acted as the guardian of all members
of the dynasty with sincerity and responsibility.

He was a manifestation of wisdom and he tried throughout
his life for keeping away the hatred and jeolousy between the
PŒÄÎavas and the Kauravas and to save the PŒÄÎavas and
Kauravas. He had repeatedly urged Duryodhana to desist from
war with the PŒÄÎavas but that was not heeded to and war broke
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out between the two forces. As a true k¦atriya he did not shy away
from the responsibility assigned in the war and fought valienttly
against the PŒÄÎavas as the general of the Kuru army. In the war
he fell and was on the bed of arrows for some days. Even in the
death bed he gave many advices to the PŒÄÎavas as the general
of the Kuru army. In the war he fell and was on the bed of arrows
for some days. He was endowed with the boon at the death at
own will by his father and he died accordingly.

5.6.2 DroÄŒcŒrya
DroÄŒcŒrya was the son of sage BharadwŒja. He was learned

person with great skill in the military warfare. He was an invincible
warrior. He was the guru of the royal family of Kuru and PŒÄÎavas.
Under his guidance the Kauravas and PŒÄÎavas acquired great
skill of warefare. He could recognize the special talent of Arjuna,
the third PŒÄÎava and for that he had favoured to a great extent to
make him one of the greatest warrior of all time.

Being involved with the royal family of the Kuru for long time
had got involved in the war of Kuruk¦etra for the Kauravas. After
the death of Bh¶¦ma he became the general of the Kauravas in the
war of Kuruk¦etra and fought valiently against the PŒÄÎavas and
got killed in the war.

5.6.3 Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra
Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra was the son of Vicitrav¶rya’s first wife AmbikŒ.

He was fathered by VyŒsa. He was born blind. Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra along
with the brother PŒÄÎu and Vidura were brought up under the
care of Bh¶¦ma, who took every one to educate and enlighten
them in every sphere of knowledge and skill. Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra married
GŒndhŒr¶, daughter of Subala, the king of GŒndhŒra. He became
father to a hundred sons and one daughter by his wife GŒndhŒr¶.
The daughter was named Du¡hÜalŒ. She was given in marriage to
Jaydratha, the king of Sindhu. Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra was one of the
cominating character of the MahŒbhŒrata, who had a very low-
esteem and believe that his blindness was a curse, making him
unfit to rule. He was very much affectionate towards his sons and
for this on many occasions he acted in order to meet the interest
and demand of his sons, which could harm to PŒÄÎavas.
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At later stage of his life Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra had to pass his live with
deep sorrow in his mind as he was the mute observer of the killing
of hundred sons one by one in the hands of PŒÄÎava in the battle
of Kuruk¦etra, Yudhi¦¢hira became the king. Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra with his
wife GŒndhŒr¶ went to forest and at GangŒdvŒra they performed
severe penance and were burnt to death in wild fire.

5.6.4 Duryodhana
Duryodhana is one of the central characters of the epic

MahŒbhŒrata. He was the eldest of the one hundred sons of the
blind king Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra and GŒndhŒr¶. The entire epic
MahŒbhŒrata revolves mainly around the activities of
Duryodhana. As a son of a K¦atriya king he was over ambitious of
his position and power and had always espoused jealousy to his
cousins, the PŒÄÎavas and had left no stone unturned to harm the
PŒÄÎavas including their killings.

He was a hero and man of many qualities. He was powerful
too. The literal meaning of Duryodhana is ‘‘hard to conquer’’ and
he had till the last day of his life fought against the PŒÄÎavas he
had turned himself the villain of the epic.

5.6.5 Ýakuni
ÝakuÄ¶, one of the chief mainpulators of the MahŒbhŒrata,

was the maternal uncle of Duryodhana. He was one of the main
villains in the Hindu epic MahŒbhŒrata. He is believed to be an
extremely intelligent but devious man. He had intelligently planned
the events for the overall destruction of the Kuru dynasty He is
credited as the mastermind behind the MahŒbhŒrata war. ÝakuÄ¶
had two sons named uluka and v¾kasura. He was a great devotee
of Lord Ýiva. Because of this role and activities as depicted in this
MahŒbhŒrata he is considered for ages as one of the most scorned
personalities in Hindu mythology. He is the person who poisoned
the mind of his explosive nephew Duryodhana and fueled up the
destructive war of MahŒbhŒrata, thus becoming the cause of the
destruction of the Kauravas. ÝakuÄ¶ was killed by Sahadeva on
the seventeenth day of the Kuruk¦etra war.

5.6.6 Ajruna
Arjuna, the third PŒÄÎava is one of the most important

characters of the epic MahŒbhŒrata. He was a great warrior and
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had a primary role in ensuring the victory of the PŒÄÎavas over
Kauravas. He was the most favourite student of Guru DroÄa. He
had a very sharp brain and could acquire any military skill at case.
He is considered one of the finest archer and peerless warrior. He
was the principal warrior for the PŒÄÎavas in the war of Kuruk¦etra.

Arjuna was a close friend and brother in law of Lord K¾¦Äa.
The epic MahŒbhŒrata says that in the war of Kuruk¦etra, when
he came face to face with the Kaurava army he declined to take
his bow and arrow against his own kith for the sake of acquiring
power and kingdom. Lord K¾¦Äa the charioteer of Arjuna then
gave him the lesson about the life, about the permanancy of self
which came to be known as Ýr¶madbhagavadg¶tŒ, a golden
treasure of Hindu Philosophy. On being realized the truth of self
Arjuna got prepared to fight in the war.

5.6.7 KarÄa
KarÄa was the son of Kunt¶ and his father was the solar deity

Surya. He was borne to Kunt¶ before her marriage to PŒÄÎu and
was thus abandoned. He was brought up by RŒdheya, the
washerman’s wife and for that he is also known as ‘RŒdheya’.
The word KarÄa denotes ‘ear’ and he was named KarÄa because
he was borne with divine earings. He had his education under
ParaÜurŒma. KarÄa was the king of AÆga. He was one of the
greatest warriors whose material, exploits are recorded in the
MahŒbhŒrata, an admiration expressed by K¾¦Äa and Bh¶sÃa
within the body of this work. KarÄa was the closest friend of
Duryodhana and fought on his behalf against the PŒÄÎavas in the
famous Kuruk¦etra war. KarÄa had a very strong personality. He
had to fight against misfortune throughout his life but was firm to
keep his word under all circumstances. He was one of the greatest
warrior of the MahŒbhŒrata. He was defeated and killed in the
war by Arjuna who fought with the assistance of K¾¦Äa and on the
impact of the curses which were showered in him at different
occasions.

Stop to Consider
The life of each of the characters of MahŒbhŒrata is a study

in itself. Yudhi¦¢hira is the embodiment of virtue. Arjuna of courage,
Bh¶ma of strength, Duryodhana of strong and determined will to
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enjoy the present, Bh¶¦Ãa of wisdom and bravery, Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra of
being defeated and bringing reprentance at every turn, Draupad¶
of strength of character and conjugal devotion, while the chief
actor in the whole drama is the greatest hero - Ýr¶k¾¦Äa- the
politician, warrior, statesman and philosopher.

SAQ
1. Give a brief idea about the MahŒbhŒrata.
2. Write about some important commentaries of the

MahŒbhŒrata.
3. Write the names of any six chapters of the MahŒbhŒrata.
4. What is the subject matter of virŒtaparva.
5. What is the significance of ÝŒntiparva.

5.7 Summing up :
In this unit we have discussed the origin and development of

the MahŒbhŒrata. The MahŒbhŒrata is commented by many
scholars in different period. Here we have mentioned some
important commentaries along with their commentators. There are
many characters in the epic MahŒbhŒrata. We have mentioned
almost all the names of characters of the epic of which only some
important characters are discussed in brief. For details you have to
go through the original book.

5.8 Sample Questions :
1. Give an introduction to the MahŒbhŒrata.
2. Discuss the origin and development of the MahŒbhŒrata.
3. Show your acquaintance with the commentaries of the

MahŒbhŒrata.
4. Mention the names of the different characters of the

MahŒbhŒrata. Write a note on one important character.
5. Write the names of important characters of the Kuru Dynasty.

Give an idea about the two characters among them.

CYP
1. What were the names of KarÄa’s foster parents?
2. Who was the writer of MahŒbhŒrata?
3. Who was the wife of Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra?
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4. Who was the mother of KarÄa?
5. Who won the war of Kuruk¦etra?
6. How many slokas are there in the MahŒbhŒrata?
7. Who wrote the commentary BhŒratabhŒvad¶pa?
8. Who was Vicitrav¶rya?
9. What were the names of Bh¶¦Ãa’s parents?
10. Who was the father of AbhimŒnyu?

5.9 Suggested Reference Books :

MahŒbhŒrata, vil., I - VI, Translated by Ramanarayana Dutta Sastri,
Gita Press, Gorakhpur.

Krishnamachariar, K., History of Classical Sanskrit Literature,
Madras, 1937.

Majumder, J.C., Ethics of the MahŒbhŒrata, Calcutta, 1953.
Malik, P.N., The MahŒbhŒrata as it was, is and ever shall be,

Calcutta, 1934.
Upadhyaya, B., Sanskrit SŒhitya kŒ ItihŒs, Varanasi 1990.
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UNIT - VI

Contents of the MahŒbhŒrata

Contents :

6.1 Introduction

6.2 Objectives

6.3 Story of the MahŒbhŒrata

6.4 Influence of the MahŒbhŒrata

6.5 Contents of the MahŒbhŒrata

6.6 Recension of the MahŒbhŒrata

6.7 Summing up

6.8 Sample Questions

6.9 Suggested Reference Books

6.1 Introduction :
In the previous unit you have learnt a brief introduction of

the MahŒbhŒrata. The most renowned epic of India is the
MahŒbhŒrata which can be considered as one of the greatest
books of the world. It contains the history of ancient India and all
the details of its political, social and religious life. Besides the main
episode, it contains much philosophical and devotional material,
such as discussion of the four goals of life (puru¦Œrtha). It states
the brilliant records of mighty heroes, warriors of great prowess,
sages and ascetics. In essence, the story of the epic represents an
extended exploration of the responsibilities set forth by the code
of dharma.
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6.2 Objectives :
In this unit we will discuss the story of the MahŒbhŒrata,

influence of the MahŒbhŒrata on classical later literature, contents
of the MahŒbhŒrata and recension of the MahŒbhŒrata. From
this unit you will be able to know about
Story of the MahŒbhŒrata
Influence of the MahŒbhŒrata
Contents of the MahŒbhŒrata
Recension of the MahŒbhŒrata

6.3 Story of the MahŒbhŒrata
The MahŒbhŒrata is the history of the great war between the

PŒÄÎavas and the Kauravas. The Kauravas were collectively the
hundred sons of the blind king Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra and the PŒÄÎavas were
the five sons of PŒÄÎu who died of a curse. Each of the PŒÄÎavas
had a special quality in them and were dutiful for which they were
very loved by the people in the kingdom. This made the Kauravas
jealous and they began to hate the PŒÄÎavas and they planned
many times to destroy the PŒÄÎavas. They first tried to kill the
PŒÄÎavas by burning them inside a palace, specially built with
inflammable materials but the PŒÄÎavas managed to escape unhurt.
After that the PŒÄÎavas along with mother Kunt¶ moved from place
to place. During that time the PŒÄÎavas married Draupad¶,
daughter of king Draupada by the extraordinary skill of archery
of Arjuna in hitting a moving target. After their marriage with
Draupad¶, Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra sent for PŒÄÎavas and handed over a portion
of kingdom to them. The PŒÄÎavas expounded and improved the
condition of the country and established their capital at
Indraprastha. They performed the RŒjasµuya sacrifice with great
pomp. The Kauravas were also invited there but on seeing the
good fortune of the PŒÄÎavas, they got more enraged. They
continued their efforts to demean and ruin the PŒÄÎavas. With an
evil design in mind the Kauravas invited the PŒÄÎavas to a game
of dice; and with the help of dirty tricks they won all their wealth
and kingdom of the PŒÄÎavas. They insulted their wife, Draupad¶
in the presence of all in the courtyard of king Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra. On being
defeated in the game of dice, Yudhi¦¢hira along with his brothers
and wife Draupad¶ were compelled to go on exile from the
kingdom and live for twelve years in a forest and one year in
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disguise. On completion of the specified period of the exile of the
PŒÄÎavas returned and asked the Kauravas to return their property
and kingdom. But the Kauravas flatly refused to return their
kingdom. This gave rise to the great family war in Kuruk¦etra in
which all the Kauravas were anihilated and the PŒÄÎavas alone
survived and got the victory. The PŒÄÎavas were able to attain
success on account of their righteous cause and divine grace. After
the end of the war of Kuruk¦etra in which all sons of Kauravas
were killed. Dh¾tarŒ¦tra and his queen GŒndhŒr¶ and Kunt¶, the
mother of the PŒÄÎavas, lived a life of asecticism in a forest retreat
and died with yogic calm in a forest fire. K¾¦Äa and VŒsudeva left
after around thirty six years after the battle took place. When the
PŒÄÎavas realised that it was time to leave this earth, they embarked
upon the Great journey towards the heavenly abode. On their
journey towards the heaven Sahadeva, Nakula, Draupad¶, Arjuna
and Bh¶ma fell down one by one and died and Yudhi¦¢hira could
only ascend to the heaven along with the dog.

Stop to Consider :
The MahŒbhŒrata can be interpreted in three ways:
1. Normally, it is the story of a particular royal family that becomes

involved in a fierce fratricidal war. At this level, it elucidates
some qualities of heroism and courage.

2. Ethically, the war is seen as the perennial conflict fought in
daily life between good and evil, justice and injustice, right
and wrong, dharma and adharma.

3. Spiritually, the war is seen as the battle between the higher
and the lower self.

6.4 Influence of the MahŒbhŒrata
Ï×ðü ãUØÍðü ¿ ·¤æ×ð ¿ ×ôÿæð ¿ ÖÚUÌáüÖÐ

ØçÎãUæçSÌ ÌÎ‹Ø˜æ ØóæðãUæçSÌ Ù ÌÌ÷ `¤ç¿Ì÷H

The verse mentioned above bespeaks the magnanimity of the
MahŒbhŒrata. The MahŒbhŒrata is the store-house of dharma,
artha, kŒma and mok¦a and whatever is found in the
MahŒbhŒrata can be found elsewhere and nothing can be found
elsewhere what is not there in the MahŒbhŒrata. The very name
MahŒbhŒrata is enough to bring the thrill of sacred ideas, thoughts
and concepts. Having been composed by the great sage VedavyŒsa
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this mighty scripture consists of one hundred thousand verses. It
comprises eighteen parvas delineating the great war between the
PŒÄÎavas and Kauravas.

Due to its incredible speciality, the MahŒbhŒrata has rightly
been designated as the fifth Veda. It is from the womb of this mighty
MahŒbhŒrata that the famous scriptures like the G¶tŒ,
Vi¦ÄusahsranŒma, Anug¶tŒ, Bh¶¦mastavarŒja and others came
into existence. The MahŒbhŒrata is the source of so many epics,
dramas and other literary works. It bears great amount of principles
which can provoke the poetic minds of the people. It is because
of this fact that the western scholars regard the MahŒbhŒrata as
‘epic within epic’. If the Sanskrit works which are based on the
MahŒbhŒrata are imagined to be excluded from area of Sanskrit
literature then the whole existing scenerio would be different as
the number of works would become too low. Such is the impact
of the MahŒbhŒrata.

In later ages, the origin of the MahŒbhŒrata possessed such
an expanded form that the minor parts of it could be found in the
magnum works of the most celebrated BhŒsa, KŒlidŒsa, MŒgha,
Ýr¶har¦a, Bhavabhµuti, BŒÄa and whose not.

That the MahŒbhŒrata is a major source of other literary
activities is stated in the text of the MahŒbhŒrata itself.

ÒÒâßñáæ¢ ·¤çß×é�ØæÙæ×éÂÎè‡Øè ÖçßcØçÌÐÓÓ

Again,
ÒÒ§Î¢ ·¤çßßÚñUÑ âßðüàæàØæÙ×éÂÁèÃØÌðÐÓÓ

Every aspect of spirituality, poetics, society, literature, religion,
history has got due place in the classic. It is mentioned in the
MahŒbhŒrata that as Navan¶ta is the best in curds, BrŒhmaÄa
among men, �raÄyakas in the Vedic lore, nectar in medicine, cow
in four footed animals so is the MahŒbhŒrata in the whole range
of ‘ItihŒsa’.

Right from BhŒsa down to posterities there is hardly anyone
who has not been influenced by the MahŒbhŒrata. This fact would
be vouchased from the following chart of books based on the
epic.
1. Epics -

(i) ÝisupŒlavadham of Mahar¦i MŒgha
(ii) Nai¦adh¶yacharitam of Ýr¶har¦a
(iii) K¶rŒtŒrjun¶yam of BhŒravi
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2. DRAMAS –
(i) Six dramas out of thirteen composed by the pioneering

dramatist BhŒsa, entitled Dµutaghatotkacha, DµutavŒkya,
KarÄavŒra, MadyamavyŒgoga, PaÛcarŒtra, UrubhaÆga.

(ii) AbhijÛŒnÜakuntalam, the greatest drama of MahŒkavi
KŒlidŒsa.

(iii) VeÄ¶saÅhŒra of BhattanŒrŒyaÄa
(iv) VŒlabhŒratam of RŒjesekhar.

3. CAMPUKAVYAS
(i) Nalacampu of Trivrikramabhatta
(ii) BhŒratacaÅpu of BhattanŒrŒyaÄa
(iii) PŒncŒli Svayamvara campu of Narayana Bhatta
(iv) Draupad¶pariÄaya campu of Chakrakavi.
Thus we can see from the above list that in the annals of the

extant five epics of Sanskrit literature (PaÛcamahŒkŒvya)
three of them are based on the MahŒbhŒrata. It is in the
SabhŒparvan that we find the germ of the
Nai¦adhacharitam. The love story of king Nala and
Damayant¶, the daughter of the king of Bidarbha has got
lucid narration there in the SabhŒparvan. Likewise, the
ÝiÜupŒlavadham which is the erudite outcome of
MahŒkavi MŒgha is the expanded and innovated form
of its origin which are found in the chapters 33-45 of the
SabhŒparvan of the MahŒbhŒrata. This huge epic of 20
cantos is but the production originated from the
MahŒbhŒrata. There exist many a verse which resemble
the origin texts of the epic.

But it must be admitted that MŒgha has profusely displayed
his mastery and brought much innovations like those of the third
canto to thirteen canto as a result of which this epic has become
the gem of Sanskrit literature.

Likewise, the KirŒtŒrjuniyam, the legendary credit of Mahar¦i
BhŒravi has been originated from the MahŒbhŒrata. This poem,
as it accords with the MahŒbhŒrata, describes how Arjuna obtained
the ‘pŒÜupŒta’ weapon from Lord Ýiva.

Coming to the realm of drama it can be stated that the influence
of the MahŒbhŒrata has always been abundant towards Sanskrit
dramas. BhŒsa, the father of Sanskrit drama was greatly inspired
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by the sublimity of this great classic as a result of which six dramas
out of this thirteen dramas are based on the MahŒbhŒrata.

Then comes the AbhijÛŒnaÜakuntalam the yolk of Sanskrit
dramas. It is rightly considered to be one of the gteatest poetic
production that India ever has. MahŒkavi KŒlidŒsa has applied
his unparallel genius in the drama. It is again the MahŒbhŒrata
that provides the central theme of the play. The love story of
Du¦yanta and ÝakuntalŒ has been narrated in the MahŒbhŒrata
at length. The original story is in simple form. KŒlidŒsa grasped it
from the �diparvan of the epic and gave it the classic touch to
make the AbhijÛŒnaÜŒkuntalam the most unparallel in the
dramatic literature of India.

Not only that, the influence of MahŒbhŒrata is greatly seen
in compu literature also. Campu is the composition of mixed prose
and verse. The NalacaÅpu, BhŒrata caÅpu, PŒncŒlisŒyamvara
campu, Draupad¶sayamvara campu, all the examples of this kind
of literature based on the MahŒbhŒrata.

The impact of the MahŒbhŒrata on Indian vernaculars is also
worth-mentioning. The religious vows performed by the common
mass accord the principles of the epic till today. Dr. Winternitz
describes the MahŒbhŒrata as a whole literature and doesnot look
upon it as one poetic production. It is not only a poem but also a
‘repository of the whole of the old bard poetry’’.

So, it may be genuinely said that the past, the present and
also the future of this great land India are latent in the great epic,
the MahŒbhŒrata. Hence, it is worthy to refer here to Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru, the first Prime Minister of Independent India,
who made a never failing remark in his ‘Discovery of India’, that
in order to understand the karnal of India’s all comprehensive
greatness one must make a cohesive study of the MahŒbhŒrata.

The epic MahŒbhŒrata- its characters, incidents, legacy etc.
occupy prominent place in the overall psyche of the Indian masses.
This is reflected by the overall creative writings on various aspects
of the happenings and characters of the MahŒbhŒrata in the text
of various languages. It is not merely confined to the classical
Sanskrit literature but extends upto various other languages too.

Stop to Consider

Every episode of the epic MahŒbhŒrata relates great moral
lesson. The Bhagavadg¶tŒ, is well known in every civilised country
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of the world. The ethical and moral values which are scattered all
over the poem are a treasure and wealth for all people of all ages.
The ÝŒntprava and the AnuÜŒnsanaparva of the epic form one
long treatise on religion, philosophy and ethics. The stories of
ÝakuntalŒ, Nala and Damayant¶, SŒvitr¶, Dharma-vyŒdha etc.
forward great lesson to the society. The most important message
of the epic is that the goal of life can be attained through pain and
suffering. It is the means through which a person is moulded,
disciplined and strenghtened.

6.5 Contents of the MahŒbhŒrata
The MahŒbhŒrata contains eighteen books known as parvas.

The title, chapters, contents of the eighteen parvas are given in the
followings chart.
Book Title Chapters Contents

1 �diparva 1-19 Introduction, birth and
upbringing of PŒÄÎavas and
Kauravas

2 SabhŒparva 20-28 Life at the court, the game of
dice, and the exile of the
PŒÄÎavas.
Maya DŒnava erects the palace
and court (sabhŒ) at
Indraprastha.

3 Vanaparva 29-44 The twelve years in exile in the
forests.

4 VirŒtaparva 45-48 The year in exile spent at the
court of VirŒta.

5 Udyogaparva 49-59 Preparation for war.
6 Bh¶¦maparva 60-64 The first part of the great battle

with B¶¦ma as the commander
of the Kauravas.

7 DroÄaparva 65-72 The battle continues, with
DroÄa as the commander.

8 KarÄaparva 73 The battle again with KarÄa as
the commander

9 Ýalya-parva 74-77 The last part of the battle, with
Ýalya as the commander
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10 Saupatika parva 78-80 The killing of PŒÄÎava army in
their sleep by AÜvatthama and
Kaurava army.

11 Str¶parva 81-85 Lamentation of GŒndhŒr¶ and
other women.

12 ÝŒntiparva 86-88 The crowning of Yudhi¦¢hira
and his instructions from
Bh¶¦ma.

13 AnuÜŒsanaparva 89-90 The instructions from Bh¶¦ma
about various aspects.

14 �Üvamedhikaprava 91-92 The royal ceremony of
AÜvamedha (horse-sacrifice) by
Yudhi¦¢hira

15 �ÜramavŒsika parva 93-95 Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra, GŒndhŒr¶-and
Kunt¶ leave for the forest and
eventual death in that forest.

16 Mausala parva 96 The inflighting between the
yŒdavas with maces (mausala).

17 MahŒprasthŒnika parva 97 MahŒprasthŒna of Yudhi¦¢hira
and his brothers and wife.

18 SvargŒrohonaparva 98 Return to the spiritual world
(svarga) of Yudhi¦¢hira.

6.4.1 �diparva
�diparva is the first of the eighteen parvas of the great epic

MahŒbhŒrata. It consists of nineteen sub-parvas. The �diparva
relates the history of BhŒrata and Bh¾gu race in detail. The early
life of the princes of the two princely families of the PŒÄÎavas and
the Kauravas is narrated in this parva. Also presented in this parva
is how the MahŒbhŒrata was narrated by sage Sauti to ¡R¦¶s who
assembled at Naimi¦ŒraÄya. Further the narration of the
MahŒbhŒrata at the sarpasatra of Janmejaya by VaiÜampŒyana at
Taxila has also been described. It gives the information about the
incident of vŒrŒnas¶ where a palace was constructed with the use
of lac, a highly combustible material. The PŒÄÎavas were informed
about the newly constructed palace for them and ultimately the
five brothers went to live in that beautiful palace with their mother.
The PŒÄÎavas came to know the motive of Duryodhana, they were
helped by one of the servants of Vidura who constructed an
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underground tunnel from that palace to a near by forest and one
night they escaped through the tunnel with their mother after setting
fire in the house of lac and they escaped from the lŒk¦Œg¾ha. In
the forest Bh¶ma killed a RŒksa¦a named Hidimba and married
his sister HidimbŒ. It relates the svayambara of Draupad¶, daughter
of Drupada, and her marriage with the five  PŒÄÎavas. It also states
about the marriage of SubhadrŒ with Arjuna.

6.4.2 SabhŒparva
The SabhŒparva is the second parva of the epic MahŒbhŒrata.

It contains nine sub-parvas. This parva provides an account of Maya
DŒnava who constructed the palace for Yudhi¦¢hira. Besides, the
courtly life of PŒÄÎavas has also been narrated in this parva in a
very fascinating way. The other contents of this parva are the
descriptions of lokapŒla, the preparation for the RŒjasuya sacrifice,
the (death) destruction of JarŒsandha by Bh¶ma and the death of
ÝiÜupŒla on the occasion of the sacrifice by Sr¶k¾¦Äa. The sight of
the magnificient courtyard and the arrangement made for
Yudhi¦¢hira caused sorrow and envy in the mind of Duryodhana
and out of jealousy and anger he planned for deceiving
Yudhi¦¢hira through the game of dice. This parva of MahŒbhŒrata
deals with the events related to the defeat of Yudhi¦¢hira at play in
the hand of the tricky Ýakuni, the humiliation faced by Draupad¶
in the court in public view as a consequence of the distress caused
by the gambling. The endevours of Duryodhana to engage
Yudhi¦¢hira again in the game and the exile of the defeated
Yudhi¦¢hira with his brothers are narrated in this parva.

6.4.3 Vanaparva
Vanaparva is the third of the eighteen parvas of the great epic

MahŒbhŒrata. It comprises twenty two sub-parvas. This parva
opens with Janmejaya’s querry regarding the life of the PŒÄÎavas
in the forest. It contains description of many subjects viz. the
conversation between Yudhi¦¢hira and Ýaunaka, Yudhi¦¢hira’s
attainment of Ak¦ayapŒtra from God sun, V¶dura’s advices to
Dh¾tarŒstra, VyŒsa’s narration on the legend of Surabhi and Indra.
It also describes the curse of Maitreya on Duryodhana for his rude
behaviour, the annihilation of kirmira by Bh¶masena, the acquire
of PŒÜupata weapon by Arjuna from Lord Ýiva. It also consists of
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the legend of Nala and Damayant¶ which has been narrated by
B¾hadasva. It states the greatness of t¶rthayŒtrŒ, description of some
famous pilgrimage of India and highlights the importance of
pilgrimage. It also contains description of voyage of the PŒÄÎavas
in search of the ‘Arani’ i.e. sacrificial wood and how the four
PŒÄÎavas viz. Sahadeva, Nakula, Arjuna and Bh¶ma got senseless
on the bank of lake and regained consciousness by the grace of
yak¦a who was satisfied with the words of Yudhi¦¢hira.

6.4.4 VirŒtaparva
VirŒtaparva is the fourth parva of the MahŒbhŒrata

containing five sub-parvas. This parva contains an elaborate
description of the thirteen year of exile lived by the PaÄÎavas in
the kingdom of virŒta. As per the condition of the game of dice
where Yudhi¦¢hira was defeated, the five brothers and their wife,
Draupad¶ stayed in that kingdom in disquise according to their
skill and quality. It beautifully states how the PŒÄÎavas and
Draupad¶ efficiently disguised themselves and stayed well in the
kingdom of VirŒta without being noticed by anybody. It narrates
the death of Kichaka, the general of the army of VirŒta and the
brother of SudesÄŒ, wife of VirŒta, for his misadventure towards
Draupad¶ by the second PŒÄÎava, Bh¶ma.

It also describes the defeat of all the kuru warriors in the hands
of Arjuna disguished as BrihannalŒ. This parva contains the
description of marriage of AbhimŒnyu and UttarŒ the daughter of
VirŒta. It describes the events after the end of the thirteen year of
exile of the PŒÄÎavas, how they along with their wife Draupad¶
made themselves visible with more power, effort and
determination.

6.4.5 Udyogaparva (Book of the effort)
Udyogaparva is the fifth parva of the MahŒbhŒrata containing

eleven sub-parvas. It narrates the preparation for war between the
Kauravas and the PŒÄÎavas. It presents a narrative picture of the
period after the PŒÄÎavas successfully fulfilled all the conditions
of thirteen years banishment. After the end of the banishment the
PŒÄÎavas claimed the kingdom of HastinŒpura. Duryodhana had
no choice left but to give PŒÄÎavas their due portion of kingdom.
It also gives an account of the greed and hatred of the Kauravas
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towards the PŒÄÎavas. Moreover, the well known Viduran¶ti is
imbedded in this parva. Viduran¶ti was held by Vidura to Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra
just before the commencement of the Kuruk¦etra war. The effort
of k¾¦Äa to bring peace between the PŒÄÎavas and the Kauravas
has also been described in this parva.

6.4.6 Bh¶¦ma Parva
Bh¶¦ma Parva is the sixth prava of the MahŒbhŒrata and it

consists of five sub-parvas. The Bhagavadg¶tŒ, the best known
Hindu sacred text is contained in this parva. In this parva there are
details of the battle kuruk¦etra between the armies of the Kauravas
and the PŒÄÎavas, the kuru forces being commanded by Bh¶¦ma,
the grandfather of Kauravas and PŒÄÎavas. Here, K¾¦Äa smote
with piercing words Arjuna, the foremost in battle among all
wielders of weapons (to inspire for fighting). In the war, Bh¶¦ma
killed thousand of soldiers and generals of PŒÄÎavas everyday.
Not being able to contain Bh¶¦ma in the war on the night of the
ninth day of the war, the PŒÄÎavas went to Bh¶¦ma, to ask how he
could be defeated. After learning the trick Arjuna on the tenth day
went to the war accompanied by ÝikhaÄÎi an eunuch and at the
sight of ÝikhaÄÎi Bh¶¦ma stopped his weapons, as he had a vow
not to use arms against women or who was born as a woman.
Seizing this opportunity Arjuna showered weapons on his
grandfather. After some time Bh¶¦ma fell down from his chariot.
Bh¶¦ma stressed his life on the bed of arrows for some days. This
parva possesses vivid presentation about Bh¶¦ma and the first part
of the great battle of Kuruk¦etra.

6.4.7 DroÄa Parva :
DroÄa Parva is a major part of the MahŒbhŒrata. It contains

description of the events mainly the Kuruk¦etra war. It consits of
eight sup-parvas.

In this parva, DroÄŒcŒrya is portrayed as the royal guru of the
Kauravas and the PŒÄÎavas and one of the most powerful warriors
of the time. After the death of Bh¶¦ma the force was commanded
by DroÄŒcŒrya in the war. The DroÄaparva ends with the death of
a number of great warriors including AbhimŒnyu, Ghatotkasa and
Jayadratha in this war. This parva narrates very minutely and clearly
al the happenings relating to DoÄŒcŒrya becoming the general of
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Kuru army after the death of Bh¶¦ma and his subsequent death in
the hands of Dh¾¦¢adyumna, the son of Drupada.

6.4.8 KarÄa Parva
KarÄa Parva contains description of the battle of Kuruk¦etra

in detail. After the death of the guru DroÄŒcŒrya, Duryodhana
installed KarÄa as the commander of kuru army. When KarÄa
became the commander of the kuru army, Ýalya the Madra king
refused to be the charioteer of KarÄa. But on being praised by
Duryodhana he agreed to be the charioteer of KarÄa. The battle
of between different warriors of PŒÄÎavas and Kauravas and the
death of six sons of Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra in the hand of Bh¶ma are described
in this Parva.

This parva contains a vivid description of the fight between
Arjuna and KarÄa. In the battle field when the two war heroes
came face to face fierce fight took place. They forcefully challenged
each other. Rain of arrows were showered by both which darkened
the sky. After long war the wheel of the chariot of KarÄa went
inside the earth and for that force of KarÄa lowered and at that
time he was killed by Arjuna. It is said that the valient hero KarÄa
was killed because of the curse of his guru ParaÜurŒma.

6.4.9 Ýalya Parva
Ýalya Parva is the ninth parva of the epic MahŒbhŒrata. It

consists of three sub-parvas. Ýalya was the king of Madra. After
the death of KarÄa he took over the charge of the commander of
the Kuru force and this Parva of MahŒbhŒrata deals with the events
leading to the taking over the charge by Ýalya and the subsequent
deaths of Ýalya and Ýakuni in the hands of ‘Yudhi¦¢hira and
Sahadeva respectively. This Parva also narrates how after the
demolition of the kuru force in the war Daryodhana had only a
small troup alive and how he went to the lake and creating for
himself a room within its waters. He stretched there for sometime.
On receiving the information of hiding Duryodhana in the lake
through intelligence sources received from the fowler Bh¶ma
informed Yudhi¦¢hira of the same. Then Yudhi¦¢hira went to the
lake and used humiliating speeches towards Duryodhana.
Duryodhana unable to bear affronts, came out on the water. Then
comes the encounter with clubs, then the fracture of Duryodhana’s
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thigh in the battle of Bh¶ma with the mac. These are described in
the ninth parva of the MahŒbhŒrata.

6.4.10 Sauptika Parva :
The Sauptika Parva consists of three sub-parvas and contains

description of the slain of the sons of the PŒÄÎavas in the hands of
AÜavatthŒmŒ and others in the war of Kuruk¦etra. There heroes
of the kuru army viz, K¾tavarmŒ, K¾pŒ and AswatthŒmŒ came to
Kuruk¦etra and found the king Duryodhana lying on the ground.
Seeing they became very sorry and agrived seeing the pathetic
condition of Duryodhana. The son of DroÄa, AswasthŒmŒ vowed
to kill PŒÄÎavas and their allies. He was accompanied by
K¾tavarmŒ and K¾pŒ. One night when all were asleep they slew
all sons of Draupad¶ and all PŒÄÎavas along with Dh¾¦¢aduymna.
However the PŒÄÎavas and SatyakŒ escaped from the hands of
the three. This parva mentions how AswatthŒmŒ discharged his
celestial bow to destroy PŒÄÎavas and how PŒÄÎavas got the jewel
form him and gave it to Draupad¶ who was in grief.

6.4.12 ÝŒntiparva
ÝŒntiparva is the twelfth parva of the epic MahŒbhŒrata. It

contains three sub-parvas. Moreover, it consists of
Vi¦ÄuÜahasranŒma containing one thousand names of Vi¦Äu
which is a popular strotra of the Hindus. At the beginning of this
parva, NŒrada is seen narrating the happening leading to the curse
of ParaÜurŒma on KarÄa and the destiny of KarÄa to be killed in a
great battle where the wheels of his chariot would sink in the battle.
It also describes the earlier life of KarÄa and his hard work to attain
Brahma weapon. It relates the crowning of Yudhi¦¢hira as the king
of HastinŒpura after the victory of PŒÄÎavas and instruction given
by Bh¶¦ma to the newly anointed king. It elaborates the duties of a
king, rules for adversity and rules for attaining salvation. It is the
largest parva of the epic and is very important as it contains
knowledge of various philosophical and ethical aspects. It deals
with the four ŒÜramas of human life, which is very essential for the
development of the society. In the Mok¦aadharmaparva it narrates
about the salvation, prak¾ti, puru¦a, self, creation, dissolution of
the world. In fact, it discusses a lot of philosophical, ethical, social,
political topics which play an important role in the life of a human
being.
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6.4.13 AnuÜŒsanaparva
AnuÜŒsanaparva consists of two sub-parvas. It contains

description of instruction is given by Bh¶¦ma on many subjects
such as the duties of a king, a householder, a forest life and others.
It describes the rules of charity, its merit, the greatness of charity of
anna (rice) bhumi (earth) etc. It also states the greatness of
BrŒhmaÄa and appreciation of BrŒhmaÄa. This parva is important
as it contains the philosophical concept about heaven, hell,
bondage, liberation etc. The mention of ÝivasahasranŒmastotra
and Vi¦ÄuÜahasranŒmastotra are found in this parva. It mentions
about the ascension of Bh¶¦ma to heaven. This thirteenth section
of the MahŒbhŒrata has laid down accurately the various duties
of a man. As it contains so many rules and regulation it is treated
as AnuÜŒsanaparva.

6.4.14 Mausala Parva
Mausala Parva is the fourteenth parva of the epic

MahŒbhŒrata. This parva narrates the instances leading to the
death of K¾¦Äa, BalarŒma, the destruction of the yŒdava ladies
over their dead husband and the subsequent submersion of
DvŒrakŒ, city of K¾¦Äa in the sea and taking of the survivors of
DvŒrakŒ to HastinŒpur by Arjuna. This parva is one of the last
parvas, followed by MahŒprast¢hŒna parva and SvargŒrohan
parva.

6.4.15 �Üvamedhikaparva
�Üvamedhikaparva, the fifteenth parva of the MahŒbhŒrata,

consists of three sub-parvas. This parva contains the narration of
the horse sacrifice (AÜvamedha) performed by Yudhi¦¢hira as
token of his show of supremacy over other kings. Anug¶tŒ is an
important part of this parva and this part highlights some aspects
of the philosophical issues viz. three guÄas (sattva, rajas and tamas),
effect of the guÄas, means of attaining liberation etc. The
vai¦Äavadharma parva deals with many important aspects of
humans life, e.g. dharma, the duty of four varÄas, hospitality, vrata,
the greatness of charity of various things such as anna, bhumi,
jala, paÛcamahŒjajÛa etc.
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6.4.16 �ÜramavŒsikaparva
�sramavŒsikaparva is the sixteenth parva of the

MahŒbhŒrata. The description of the move of Dh¾tara¦¢ra,
GŒndhŒr¶ and Kunt¶ to the hermitage renouncing the worldly affairs.
Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra is also described as giving some political instruction of
Yudh¦¢hira. In this parva, Vidura is portrayed as a noble person
having various virtues. Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra and GŒndhŒri by the blessing
of vyŒsa were able to see their dead sons and relatives and could
thus discard their sorrows. The last part of this parva states that
after some days, a forest conflagration takes place and immolate
themselves in the fire to secure heaven. This parva also relates the
lamentation of Yudhi¦¢hira and other PŒÄÎavas at the death of
Dh¾tarŒ¦¢ra, GŒndhŒr¶ and Kunti and the performence of their
funeral ÝrŒÎdha.

6.4.17 MahŒprasthanika parva
MahŒprasthanika parva is the seventeenth parva of the
MahŒbhŒrata. It narrates the story of renunciation of throne by
Yudhi¦¢hira and his journey with his wife and brothers to heaven.
On their journey towards the heaven Sahadeva, Nakula, Draupad¶,
Arjuna and Bh¶ma fell down one by one and died because of the
sin committed by them and Yudhi¦¢hira could only ascend to the
heaven alongwith the dog.

6.4.18 SvargŒrohana parva
The SvargŒrohana parva, the eighteenth and the last parva

of the MahŒbhŒrata narrates how celeslial messenger showed
Yudhi¦¢hira the picture of hell where one has to suffer because of
acts of sin or crime. Yudhi¦¢hira heard the heartrending
lamentations of his brothers abiding in the region under the
disciplines of Yama. Then Dharma led Yudhi¦¢hira to the region
specified for the sinner. Yudhi¦¢hira then left the human body by
taking a plunge in the celeslial ganges, and attained that region
where he began to live in eternal joy with all other gods. This parva
ends by saying the greatness of the MahŒbhŒrata.

Stop to consider
Bh¶¦ma’s name in his boyhood was Devavrata. He was the

eight son of ÝŒntanu, a king of lunar dynasty.
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His mother is goddess GangŒ. She brought him up in heaven
untill his teenage years, when he returned to earth to live with his
father, the reunion with his absent father, king ÝŒntanu was intense,
joyful and loving. Bh¶sma was devoted son and a courageous
warrior. But his father was unhappy and lovesick. So, Bh¶sma took
a ‘‘terrible vow’’ to sacrifice his marriage and throne, that king
ÝŒntanu could marry Satyavat¶ and her son would be king. The
Gods showered flowers on the scene. Because he had taken such
a Solemn oath, was declared that he would be known by the name
of ‘‘Bh¶¦Ãa’’. The loving father ÝŒntanu also gave him a boon
that Bh¶¦Ãa would die only when he wished.

SvayaÅvara :
A K¦atriya custom of princess selecting their husbands

themselves. There are three kinds of SvayaÅvara. The first type is
IcchŒsvayaÅvara, the second one is SavyavasthŒsvayaÅvara and
the third is ÝauryaÜulkasvayaÅvara. No condition is attached to
IcchŒsvayaÅvara. Anybody may be chosen as husband according
to the wish of the bride. In the second it will be stipulated that the
bridegroom will have to possess certain qualifications. The third
type is meant for adventure heroes.

6.6. Recension of the MahŒbhŒrata
The test of the MahŒbharata has been preserved in two

recensions, viz the northern and the southern. These recensions
have been sub-divided into versions according to the different
provincial scripts in which the text has been handed down. Thus
the norther recension comprises SŒradŒ or KŒshmir¶, the Nepal¶,
the Maithil¶, the Bengal¶, and the Devanagr¶ versions. The Southern
recension, has given the telgugu, and the MŒlayalam versions.
There are numerous differences, devergences, deviations, and
discripancies of several kinds, between the northern and the
southern recensions. The southern recension is considerably longer
than the northern one; this excess in volume is due not merely to
the repeated addition of fresh passages and episodes through the
work, but other factors as well.
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SAQ :
1. Give a brief idea about the Kuruk¦etra war.
2. Name some important characters of the MahŒbhŒrata.
3. Write the names of the PŒÄÎavas.
4. Write a note on the classical Sanskrit works based on the

MahŒbhŒrata.
5. Who are the parents of Kauravas?
6. What is the real name of Bh¶sma? What is his father’s

name?

6.7 Summing up

In this unit we have discussed the influence of the
MahŒbhŒrata on classical literature, viz. drama, kŒvya,
campukavya etc. The MahŒbhŒrata contains eighteen parvas, each
of these relates to different episodes, legends, ethical, spiritual and
philosophical teachings. A brief idea about the contents of different
chapters have been given in this unit. Here, you have learnt about
the Kuruk¦etra war which is the plot of the epic. Through study of
the original text book you will be able to know the subject matter
of the epic which can help to develop the character of each and
every individual of the society. It should be mentioned that
MahŒbhŒrata is considered as the store house of knowledge.

6.8 Sample Questions :
1. Give an idea about the story of the MahŒbhŒrata.
2. How many chapters are there in the MahŒbhŒrata ? Write a

note on the Bh¶¦maparva.
3. Name the last chapter of the MahŒbhŒrata. Give an idea about

it.
4. Discuss the influence of the MahŒbhŒrata on later literature.
5. Write briefly the contents of the AnuÜŒsanaparva.

6.9 Suggested Reference books
MahŒbhŒrata, Vol. 1-6 Gita Press, Gorakpur
Rajagopalachari, c., Mahabharata, Bombay, 1958. The great

war of Ancient India, Allahabad, 1915.
Ray, P.C., The Mahabharata of K¾¦Äa DvaipŒyana vyŒsa,

Calcutta, 1893
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Winternitz, M., History of Indian Literature, Calcutta 1927
Bhagavati, K. SaÅsk¾t SŒhityar Jilinani.

1. Who composed VenisaÅhŒra?
2. How many chapters are there in the �diparva?
3. What is SvayaÅvara?
4. Name the different kinds of SvayaÃvara?
5. BhŒratacampu is composed by whom?
6. Who composed KirŒtarjun¶yam?
7. Name the 18th chapter of the MahŒbhŒrata.
8. What was Bh¶¦ma’s boyhood name?
9. What is the content of the Str¶parva?
10. What is the meaning of Udyoga in Udyogaparva?
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